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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

Modernist Pedagogy: Educational Experiments in Immigrant Fiction; or Making Jewish 
Immigrants American in the Progressive Era 

 
 

by 
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By analyzing scenes of instruction and the instructive literary techniques of Anzia 

Yezierska’s Bread Givers, Henry Roth’s Call It Sleep, and Gertrude Stein’s The Making 

of Americans, I introduce a new connection between ethnic modernism and immigrant 

education in the Progressive era. I assert this connection by establishing what I call 

modernist pedagogy—the instructional component these novels share at the level of 

narrative, style, and reading practice. Thematically and formally, these three novels 

educate scholars and lay readers about immigrant experiences, and my analysis of 

education in these novels crosses public (Metropolitan museum, university, city streets, 



 

xi 

immigrant night school) and private (Hebrew school or heder, governesses in the family 

home) spheres. I demonstrate how Jewish immigrant modernist Bildungsromanen—

constructed through formal experiments with English, Yiddish, and Hebrew as well as 

thematic experiments with immigrant education—enrich our understanding of 

assimilative discursive formations that shaped education and reform in the Progressive 

era.  

In addition to examining the pedagogical themes and practices these novels 

engage, I consider how these works and the meta-discourse of their creators exemplify 

generational modernism—the synthesis of formal experimentation and the older literary 

theme of family history. All three modernists purported to take immigrant experiences—

their own fictionalized stories as Jewish émigrés or the stories of their ancestors—and 

represent those experiences with new forms. My interlocking analytical frameworks of 

generational modernism and modernist pedagogy connect literature known for its 

experimental aesthetics to representations of immigrant experiences that engage readers 

in unfamiliar reading experiences that inspire readers to question the certainty of what 

makes them American—and how they learned to be that way. Thus, Modernist Pedagogy 

provides a framework to examine imaginative experimentation as a proxy for societal 

restraints on immigrant education; explores the construction of American identities; and 

invites interdisciplinary scholarship that bridges literary studies, Judaic studies, 

immigration studies, pedagogical practice, educational theory, and American cultural 

history. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Introduction 
 

What avail is it to win prescribed amounts of information about geography 
and history, to win ability to read and write, if in the process the individual 
loses his own soul: loses his appreciation of things worth while, of the 
values to which these things are relative; if he loses desire to apply what 
he has learned and, above all, loses the ability to extract meaning from his 
future experiences as they occur?  

–John Dewey, Experience and Education 
(49) 

 
What was going to become of Yiddish youth? What would become of this 
new breed? These Americans? This sidewalk-and-gutter generation? He 
knew them all and they were all alike—brazen, selfish, unbridled. Where 
was piety and observance? Where was learning, veneration of parents, 
deference to the old? In the earth!  

–Reb Yidel Pankower, Hebrew teacher in Henry  
Roth’s Call It Sleep (374)  

 
 

A contest over the soul—depicted by pedagogue-philosopher John Dewey as a 

student’s loss of individuality, exclaimed by the melamed (Hebrew instructor) in Henry 

Roth’s novel as a young Jewish immigrant’s refusal of religious tradition—dramatizes 

the stakes of educating citizen-subjects in the Progressive era, between the 1870s and 

World War II.1 This contest of students’ wills and desires, performed in schoolrooms, 

Hebrew classes, city streets, museums, and homes, took many forms. American 

pedagogical discourse shaped issues far beyond classrooms, from individual rights to 

political policy.2 The political debates of the early twentieth century, from the Scopes 

                                                
1 I follow the chronology Daniel Rodgers includes in his overview of the various strains of Progressive 
thought (Atlantic Crossings 3). He points to American students returning from German universities at the 
beginning of this period as influential on strands of American Progressivism. 
2 Other studies treat this discourse in more detail, especially Meg Wesling’s intriguing discussion of what 
she calls the turn-of-the-century “pedagogical public sphere,” which influenced discourse used to justify 
American imperialism in the Philippines. Empire’s Proxy emphasizes, in Wesling’s words, the “growing 
importance of the school as the site for the formation of a working democracy” at the turn of the twentieth 
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trial to the English-only movement, were, in the words of education historian Lawrence 

Cremin, “ultimately framed as educational issues and fought out in debates over 

educational policy and practice” (12). Inversely, the cultural debates that informed 

education, according to Cremin, “[served] as surrogates for larger and more fundamental 

questions about the nature of American identity and the character of the American 

community” (4). Whether “the individual loses his own soul” in the process of education 

concerned social reformers to the extent that the soul gained was truly “American.” 

American literature produced in the Progressive era abounds with scenes of 

instruction that examine the conflicted relationship between identity formation and 

Americanization-based education. In “The School Days of an Indian Girl,” published in 

1900, Yankton Sioux writer and activist Zitkala-S̈a writes from the perspective of a 

young Native girl sent to a boarding school.3 She writes, “I blamed the hard-working, 

well-meaning, ignorant woman who was inculcating in our hearts her superstitious ideas. 

. . . Within a week I was again actively testing the chains which tightly bound my 

individuality like a mummy for burial” (97). Zitkala-S̈a’s educational narrative illustrates 

the tension between her protagonist’s cultural identity instilled by her mother and 
                                                                                                                                            
century (22). Pedagogical positioning around individual rights also inflects U.S. legal constructions of 
indigenous people—from considering Native nations as “domestic dependent nations” and members as 
“wards of the nation” existing in a “state of pupilage” in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia to the Indian 
Appropriation Act’s reference to Native nation-states as “wards” of the federal government (Fear-Segal 6). 
See Nicole Tonkovich’s research of allotment on the Nez Perce Reservation in The Allotment Plot: Alice C. 
Fletcher, E. Jane Gay, and Nez Perce Survivance, in particular “Technologies of Citizenship,” 175-197, for 
a fascinating historical account of the relationship between property and the production of individual 
citizen-subjects. 
3 The intersection of Native schooling and modern artistic creation deserves further study. Of particular 
interest to me, for instance, is Winnebago artist and Carlisle Indian Industrial School teacher Angel 
DeCora’s promotion of the commercialization of Native art and apparent complicity in racialized rhetoric 
describing Native Americans, which both complicate her legacy. See Coulter “No Captive to the Carlisle 
Press: Reading Angel DeCora’s Dual Boarding Schooling Experience.” For recent scholarship that engages 
with modernism and indigenous identities and histories, see Paulina Gonzales’ “Transindigenous 
Modernism: Literature of the Americas, 1929-1945,” Dissertation, University of California—San Diego, 
2016. 
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coercive settler-colonial assimilation practices. Christian missionaries attempt to 

inculcate discipline and ignore the freedom and vulnerability valued by her home culture 

for Zitkala-S̈a’s schoolgirl. 

In the educational narrative George Washington Gómez, written between 1936 

and 1940, Américo Paredes evokes a similar concern with schooling that overwrites 

cultural difference in a Texas classroom:  

In school Guálinto/George Washington was gently prodded toward 
complete Americanization. But the Mexican side of his being rebelled. 
Immigrants from Europe can become Americanized in one generation. 
Guálinto, as a Mexicotexan, could not. Because, in the first place, he was 
not an immigrant come to a foreign land. Like other Mexicotexans, he 
considered himself part of the land on which his ancestors had lived before 
the Anglotexans had come. And because, almost a hundred years before, 
there had been a war between the United States and Mexico, and in Texas 
the peace had not yet been signed. So in assembly, while others were 
singing, “We're proud of our forefathers who fought at the Alamo,” 
Guálinto and his friends would mutter, “We're proud of our forefathers 
who killed Gringos at the Alamo.” (148) 4 
 

This passage portrays another divided soul in a particular regional and cultural counter 

narrative to public schooling anchored by Americanization. For Guálinto Gómez, a 

“process of not-quite-so-natural selection,” informed by differential treatment by white 

schoolteachers, leads many of his Texan-Mexican peers to leave school before high 

school graduation (117). The “Mexican side” of Guálinto Gómez acknowledges the 

difference between the conditions of Texan-Mexican students whose ancestors were 

dispossessed by Anglo-Saxon Americans and “an immigrant come to a foreign land.” 

While homogeneity was often the professed goal of Americanizing educational 

programs in the Progressive era, the narratives of Paredes, Zitkala-S̈a, and the remarks of 

                                                
4 Though not published until the 1990s, Paredes wrote the novel between 1936 and 1940. 
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pedagogue Dewey and fictional Reb Yidel Pankower suggest what is at stake when we 

talk about multicultural education in America. Both Zitkala-S̈a’s and Paredes’ 

educational narratives, textured by the authors’ different experiences with cultural and 

geographic dispossession, record the survival of minority cultures amidst white Anglo-

centric education that dismissed the teachings and histories of other cultures. How 

scholars—and the U.S. public—continue to understand multicultural education originates 

in the Progressive era. 

What, then, of “the immigrant come to a foreign land”? The Jewish immigrant 

come to a foreign land provides the starting point for Modernist Pedagogy. Guálinto 

Gómez’s belief that “immigrants from Europe can become Americanized in one 

generation” has some scholarly support (148). According to early assimilation historian 

Milton Gordon, “the traditional stress and high evaluation placed upon Talmudic learning 

was easily transferred under new conditions to a desire for secular education, if not for 

the parent generation, at least for the children” (186). More recent studies of Jewish 

education in America continue to reiterate this view.5 The high value of scholarship in 

Judaism—from boys learning Hebrew to read the Talmud to the maskilim of the Jewish 

enlightenment (Haskalah) who saw education as the key to transforming Eastern 

                                                
5 Following her close archival work with the diaries of Jewish American women, Melissa Klapper claims 
that “For many Jewish families, the premium traditionally placed on men's religious learning was smoothly 
transfigured into an appreciation of all education,” demonstrating the continued hold of this pattern of 
thinking about the ease of assimilation for Jewish immigrants (10). Klapper does, however, later 
acknowledge, “working-class Jewish immigrant families were the most likely to clash as a result of 
education” (13).   
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European Jewry—seems likely to translate into the value of public education in 

America.6  

I challenge these views in Modernist Pedagogy and seek to deepen scholarly 

understanding of narrative treatments of Jewish immigrant education. In Modernist 

Pedagogy, I examine how modernist prose in the Progressive era engaged with 

immigrant instruction that was complicit with and sometimes resistant to acculturation. I 

examine how modernist Bildungsromanen articulate the process of Jewish immigrant 

education in three novels: Anzia Yezierska’s Bread Givers, Henry Roth’s Call it Sleep, 

and Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans. My focus specifically on instruction in 

college, Hebrew school, the museum, and the home asserts the relevance of erudite 

Judaism to a modern American environment—rather than to an immigrant past easily left 

behind. By making this argument, I suggest that literary modes of representation can 

enhance our understanding of Progressive era education as well as claims about 

modernity that insist on the secularization of American culture.7  

Reading these modernist texts through their scenes of instruction and with an 

interest in education is largely understudied territory. Typically, biographers rather than 

                                                
6 See Steven Zipperstein’s Imagining Russian Jewry: Memory, History, Identity, especially “Reinventing 
Heders,” for more on the tensions among traditional Hebrew schooling, Jewish enlightenment, and national 
schooling.  
7 Early modernist historian John Diggins, who wrote one of the first major examinations of pragmatism and 
modernism, established a touchstone in thinking about how modernism intersected with modernity. Diggins 
assumed that, for men of privilege like Henry Adams, the advent of Darwinism near the end of the 
nineteenth century left a God-less society searching for meaning. “Man without God was also left, as 
[Matthew] Arnold put it, wandering between a world that had been lost and a world that had yet to be 
found,” Diggins claimed (7). In this atmosphere of unease, Diggins argued, “With God dead, the problem 
of creating meaning fell to men and women, especially writers like Herman Melville and Emily Dickinson, 
who gazed in to the void to see if the intellect could be at home with the unknown and face the look of 
death. The modernist can neither believe nor rest content in disbelief” (8). While Diggins’ claim about the 
absence of God was perhaps intentionally hyperbolic, it nevertheless indicates a kind of blindness within 
some cultural histories of modernism that seems at odds with the religious-inflected cultural environments 
that appear in some of the most compelling novels by Jewish immigrant modernists. 
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literary scholars reference these writers’ educational experiences. Of these novelists, 

Anzia Yezierska’s work is most often viewed in light of its Progressive context—

particularly because of her contentious relationship with Progressive philosopher John 

Dewey. Yezierska audited Dewey’s social and political philosophy seminar at Columbia, 

entered a romantic relationship with him, and translated his interviews with Polish 

immigrants, an ethnographic process she later critiqued in her non-fiction works 

(Chametzky 753). Both Yezierska and Henry Roth taught in schools. Yezierska taught 

home economics briefly after graduating from Columbia’s Teachers College, and Roth 

served as a substitute high school teacher (Chametzky 753; Rosen). Gertrude Stein’s 

public persona as a mentor and patron of modernist fine art at times attracted more 

attention than her formidable literary talents. Stein, her brother Leo, and Alice Toklas 

welcomed anyone with a reference to view and discuss their avant-garde art collection on 

Saturdays at their Paris salon. When Yezierska visited Stein’s Paris salon in 1923, she 

may have sought a teacher in Stein. Stein advised Yezierska, “Why worry? Nobody 

knows how writing is written, the writers least of all!” (qtd. in Henriksen 195).8 

Modernist Pedagogy explores how Jewish American immigrant writing was 

written. In my contextual analysis of the formal techniques and commentary of modernist 

Jewish immigrant novels, I contend that these novels question and engage with the 

educational theory and pedagogical processes that structured immigrant education. 

Modernist Pedagogy attends to the varied didactic imperatives that seek to “make” an 

American, including how parents teach their children to negotiate norms of American 

                                                
8 Anzia Yezierska’s daughter provides a secondhand account of this meeting. Thanks to Brooks Hefner’s 
“‘Slipping Back into the Vernacular’: Anzia Yezierska's Vernacular Modernism” for bringing this meeting 
to my attention (187).  
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identity, the role of public spaces in shaping values and behaviors, the influence of 

religious lessons, and immigrant-to-immigrant English language education. My study 

stretches the spaces of education beyond the schoolhouse to touch on a breadth of 

disparate educational moments that together signify the potential of modernist pedagogy 

to advance connections between Jewish immigrant education and modernism.  

 

Modernist Pedagogy 
 

How does my emphasis on pedagogy—of the historically contingent relationships 

among instructors, instructed and what is instructive, as well as how knowledge is 

defined, constructed, disseminated, and revised—contribute to American modernist 

scholarship? My synthesis of “modernism” and “pedagogy” proposes a new framework 

for analyzing the still-expanding canon of ethnic modernism, in particular, the Jewish 

immigrant Bildungsroman in the Progressive era. 

In its simplest terms as nomenclature for my analysis, modernist pedagogy refers 

to an instructional component at the levels of narrative, style, and reading practice and 

attends to the pedagogical themes and practices these novels engage.9 I use the term 

“modernist pedagogy” to advance the conversation about three much-discussed novels 

                                                
9 In the anthology Teaching Modernist Poetry, Alan Filreis uses the term “modernist pedagogy” in a 
context arrived at separately from my own study. My use of the phrase is different and does not derive from 
it, although I anticipate additional interdisciplinary work on modernist literary scholarship and pedagogy 
holds great potential beyond literary analysis or pedagogical studies. Filreis’ chapter does not elaborate on 
the term and considers a specific application of considering modernism—namely, calling for a new 
pedagogy that engages with the complex “language practice” of particularly new media poetry in the 
classroom (118). One of Filreis’ epigraphs cites Gertrude Stein’s famous “history teaches” passage from  
“If I told him: A Completed Portrait of Picasso,” implicitly suggesting the resonance of Stein’s compelling, 
contradictory text across disciplines—an assumption I share. Perhaps most relevant for my own interests is 
Filreis’ claim that “In modernism’s materials must at least implicitly be a meta-pedagogy,” which he 
asserts in a fundamentally different context (117). While his argument considers the use of classroom 
dynamics and technology for teaching poetry, mine entails literary analysis of Stein’s work for particular 
scenes of instruction, as elaborated in Chapter Four. 
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and demonstrate how these texts complicate the relationships between education and the 

state, immigrant and American, religious enculturation and secular modernity. Moreover, 

modernist pedagogy signals my aim to complicate the coexistence of modernism and 

unparalleled mass immigration to America. To do so, I show how these novels critique 

the discourses of Progressive pedagogy and nascent multiculturalism as well as 

Americanization efforts in the public sphere.  

This terminology, combined with my specific focus here on Jewish immigrants 

and writers, inspires additional questions: How did education—and the perceived cultural 

capital of scholarly pursuits—influence the social formation of Jewish Americans and the 

contributions of Jewish American literature? How did immigrant subjects respond to 

cultural and educational practices aimed at shaping them into and identifying them as 

Americans? And, as Elaine Kim eloquently framed her influential study of Asian 

American literature, how does literature “elucidate[s] social history”? (xv)10 

While I consider the public educational apparatus’ role in the reproduction of 

hegemonic values through immigrant assimilation, in the chapters that follow, I often 

refer to pedagogy for my overall interest. I say pedagogy rather than only “education” as 

a nod to the rich valences of this term that exceed a narrow focus on the educational state 

apparatus. Pedagogy encompasses places of instruction, theories of instruction, 

instructor-student power relations, and the practice of teaching itself. These valences of 

pedagogy suggest the expansive potential of my approach.  

 

 

                                                
10 Lisa Lowe refers to Elaine Kim’s phrasing in Immigrant Acts (44). 
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The Immigrant Bildungsroman 

Bread Givers, Call It Sleep, and The Making of Americans all follow part of the 

life cycle of immigrant protagonist(s) as they encounter institutions and attitudes that 

seek to inculcate an American identity. Broadly construed, then, these narratives parallel 

the scope of the Bildungsroman such that the specter of a developmental “end”—

achievement of American identity—informs all three. Within the context of Progressive 

era ideological imperatives directed at immigrants to assimilate and make the self new, I 

argue that these three novels remake the Bildungsroman. Remaking the European 

developmental narrative was part of the modernist artist’s resistance to old narrative 

forms and the search to heed Ezra Pound’s call to “make it new.” 

I join the shifting understanding of the Bildungsroman to consider it part of the 

modernist critique of narratives of education.11 In its most traditional and limited 

definition, the Bildungsroman followed the developmental narrative of a bourgeois 

European or white Western male subject and flourished in Germany in the mid-

eighteenth century. Mikhail Bakhtin represented the Bildungsroman as “the image of man 

in the process of becoming in the novel,” with the protagonist “on the border between two 

epochs,” ready to participate in this moment of transition, for “this transition is 

accomplished in him and through him” (19, 23 original emphasis). Martin Japtok 

provides a compelling revision of this view of the genre and draws a parallel to Bakhtin’s 

emphasis on a moment of transition. Japtok describes the ethnic Bildungsroman as a 

                                                
11 Feminist critics in the 1980s and 1990s critiqued the masculine focus of both traditional 
Bildungsromanen and the resulting scholarship. See Rita Felski’s Beyond Feminist Aesthetics for more on 
this subject. Tobias Boes’ literature review of Anglophone scholarship of Bildungsroman conventions, 
“Modernist Studies and the Bildungsroman: A Historical Survey of Critical Trends,” brought Felski’s 
scholarship and Bakhtin’s essay on the genre to my attention (see especially Boes 236). 
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literary form that “flourish[es] in unstable times,” particularly the massive immigration at 

the turn of the twentieth century—circumstances he also acknowledges “provide a fertile 

ground for nationalist tendencies, since nationalism, too, imposes a kind of order onto 

chaos by appearing to provide clear boundaries” (24).12 By extending Japtok’s 

explanation for the relevance of the Bildungsroman to Jewish immigrant authors, I assert 

that all three novels I discuss revise the individualist focus of the Bildungsroman and 

emphasize the process of development rather than a clear reconciliation with dominant 

culture.  

The Bildungsroman, then, can identify narratives concerned with processes and 

moments of transition. Rather than reify a single developmental narrative, the novels I 

study refract larger social concerns through a particular protagonist’s experiences. In 

Modernist Pedagogy, I consider the elasticity of the Bildungsroman for immigrant 

subjects. I do so by examining how these novels signal specific fissures in the 

developmental narrative and deconstruct the illusion of a dominant, unifying narrative. In 

other words, these novels—particularly Bread Givers and Call It Sleep—represent 

assimilation and Americanization in order to question the completeness of any single 

narrative or American identity.  

But some scholars claim the Bildungsroman is at odds with the desires of writers 

who do not identify with the white bourgeois subject who traditionally occupies the 

center of these narratives. Compelling reasons exist to refuse the Bildungsroman label for 

Bread Givers and Call It Sleep and other immigrant novels. For example, Lisa Lowe 

                                                
12 Japtok expands on the particular circumstances: “Particularly the period around the turn of the century 
marks wide-scale immigration and the aftershocks of the failure of Reconstruction, making it a highly 
unstable era for both African Americans and Jewish Americans” (24). 
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argues in Immigrant Acts that the Bildungsroman is an insufficient genre for 

understanding immigrant textual production. She builds a compelling argument through 

her case study of Carlos Bulosan’s America Is in the Heart as a novel that, while 

narrating a protagonist’s development, also “troubles the closure and reconciliation of the 

bildungsroman form” (45). Lowe underscores the limitations of classifying this novel as a 

Bildungsroman and claims that such a classification would produce an inadequate 

understanding of the novel’s challenges to a unified aesthetic form as well as risk reifying 

Asian-American literature as “the undeveloped other” (45). Lowe’s critique of reading 

ethnic cultural productions as Bildungsromanen highlights how the classification may 

subordinate minority cultures to European and Western cultures.13  

While Lowe distinguishes between interpretations of immigrant novels as 

Bildungsromanen and analysis attentive to their “social and historical, as well as formal 

and thematic, contradictions,” I insist these contradictions can be considered as 

complications within creative uses of the genre (45). Moreover, I argue that the 

developmental novel need not conclude with the fulfillment of the protagonist’s 

journey.14 The Bildungsroman thus remains a fruitful concept within Modernist 

Pedagogy, particularly as I consider it conducive to immigrant counter narratives to 

demands of their total Americanization. My reading of Jewish American novels as 

Bildungsromanen considers the historical circumstances of Jewish immigrant authors’ 

struggles with the pressures to reconcile to a dominant secular (albeit Protestant) national 

                                                
13 For more on this argument, see Lowe 45.   
14 I agree with Japtok, who wonders, “Why would a form with a largely individualist focus be attractive to 
authors who experience discrimination based on group affiliation? The answer is that an assertion of 
individuality makes sense in the face of a denial of individuality, or even humanity, because of one’s group 
affiliation” (24).   
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identity. The chapters that follow attend to the process of formation as revelatory of 

social critique. I insist authors like Anzia Yezierska, Henry Roth, and Gertrude Stein 

remake the form. 

 

The Individual & Self-Construction in the Modernist Novel 

Ideological assumptions about the individual’s development inform the 

Bildungsroman. Joel Pfister’s impressive work in Individuality Incorporated on what he 

calls “the American cultural and literary history of ‘individuality’” identifies the 

problematic resonances of the “individual” (13).15 While his fascinating study closely 

examines the interaction of U.S. settler-colonial practices and Native responses, his 

critique of the power relations encompassed by “American individualism” remains 

relevant to my study. His critique shows how the American nation-state normalizes by 

association the concepts of American, individual, and citizen. This norm informs how I 

consider a population of immigrants choosing to settle in America and responding to and 

resisting Americanization rhetoric. 

The individualizing rhetoric of Americanization projects, closely associated with 

the function public education traditionally performs of socializing state subjects, 

competes with the educative functions of immigrant families and communities. This 

competition produces multiple possibilities for identity formation. The novel form 

emphasizes identity formation in the intersubjective interrogation of self, a process also at 

                                                
15 Pfister contends with the ideological machinery of citizenship construction and elucidates the historical 
relationship among American individualism, ideology, exceptionalism, labor, and citizenship. Pfister 
examines the rhetoric and practices that specifically demanded Native Americans individualize during the 
so-called Assimilation period (1880s-1930s) of U.S.-Native interactions, which he argues were intended to 
“produce willing workforces” (25). In Individuality Incorporated, he develops two case studies for readers 
interested in additional explorations of individuality and education in the long Progressive era.  
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work in educational projects.16 My study of modernist treatments of pedagogy in the 

novel, then, provides a compatible focus for examining the individualizing rhetoric of 

Americanization projects. As a technology of pedagogy and construction of middle-class 

subjectivity, the novel form is malleable enough to foreground counternarratives by 

historically marginalized writers. The use of the novel by marginalized writers seems 

especially prescient to the experiences of immigration and modern Jewish Diaspora. That 

is, the transformation of Ashkenazi Jewish people as a social group in the modern 

Diaspora, in particular the emphasis on individual consciousness during the Modern 

Jewish Revolution, parallels the novel’s concerns with the self.17 

When I use the term individual in the chapters that follow, with an awareness of 

the complex history of its use and its intended effects of unsettling minority community 

formations, I emphasize that the ideological weight of this term is part of the critique 

offered by these novels concerned with the identities of immigrants living in America. 

These narratives assert relationships that may not adhere to strict reverence for the 

individual. Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans blurs individuation of family 

members and insists, “one then could reconstruct the foreign father and mother out of the 

children” (260).   

Moreover, all of the narratives that appear in Modernist Pedagogy engage with 

how immigrants negotiate the Americanization discourse of the Progressive era, which 
                                                
16 The novel reader expects fictional journeys that entail a focus on self, self-discovery, and transformation 
as a mirror to the novel form’s historic transformation of the reading experience into a private and 
individualized process. These qualities of the fictional prose narrative suggest novels as salient cultural 
artifacts useful for contesting national narratives in the Progressive era. 
17 Benjamin Harshav speaks at length on this transformation as the “acceptance of two alternative 
principles essential to modern European culture: historicism and individual consciousness” (24).  This 
second transformative principle—“the value of the individual’s personal consciousness, his analytic 
understanding of his own life and consciousness, of human life in general, and the life of the group”—
contributed to the high value of literature produced during this era, according to Harshav (25).  
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generally called upon immigrants to change as individuals. These novels examine the 

protagonist’s pursuit of the American ideology of individualism and dramatize to what 

extent the immigrant family idealizes and encounters barriers to that pursuit—as well as 

who within a family is free to pursue that ideal, as I show in my reading of Sara 

Smolinsky’s relationship with her traditional, Talmudic scholar father in Bread Givers in 

Chapter Two. In Chapter Four, Stein portrays individuality in The Making of Americans 

as a myth within the design of an American national identity. 

 

Generational Modernism 

What I call the generational modernist approach of these novels—the synthesis of 

formal experimentation and the older literary theme of family history—provides an 

analytical tool for reading the ethnic Bildungsroman and immigrant fiction more 

generally. Marking binary breaks between generations is tempting, including the Old 

World/New World dichotomy within immigrant families and the distinction between 

immigration waves. “Generations” in the larger sense of subsequent arrivals rather than 

as people directly related, as in Mae M. Ngai’s claim in Impossible Subjects that the 

second generation of immigrants would be more fully assimilated than the first, often 

suggests completeness of assimilation (4). For immigrants, colloquial identifications to 

generation of “Americanness”—first generation, second generation American—imply 

degree of assimilation.18  

                                                
18 In his acclaimed cultural history The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth 
Century, Michael Denning locates Yezierska and Roth as members of different generations in what he 
refers to as “the emergence of the plebians, a generation of artists and intellectuals from working-class 
families” (60). That is, while Denning describes “the generational differences between the moderns and the 
plebians,” he still includes Yezierska as a modernist-plebian figure alongside Michael Gold, part of a 
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Some of the novels I analyze in Modernist Pedagogy explicitly invoke the Old 

World/New World divide, even as the influence between generations continues. Take 

Sara Smolinsky’s vision of herself, apart from her parents: “I felt like Columbus starting 

out for the other end of the earth. I felt like the pilgrim fathers who had left their 

homeland and all their kin behind them and trailed out in search of the New World” 

(Yezierska 209). Leaving the family tenement for a college education inspires Sara to use 

the settler-colonial language of American mythmaking in order to distinguish herself 

from her family, who belong in the past and the “Old World,” even while they live in 

New York. Yet the final line of Bread Givers reflects the weight of the ancestral past that 

even a college education cannot erase: “But I felt the shadow still there, over me. It 

wasn’t just my father, but the generations who made my father whose weight was still 

upon me” (297). My use of the term generational modernism, then, signals my interest in 

inheritance as well as what is generated—what makes the tensions of intergenerational 

conflict productive or instructive—between generations of immigrants in both of these 

generational scopes: within families and among different periods of immigrant arrivals in 

the United States.  

My choice of novels traces different stages of growing up in the United States, 

including the first generation born in the Old World and raised from infancy to childhood 

in America (Call It Sleep), that first generation’s life from childhood to adulthood (Bread 

Givers), and the second and third generations of immigrant families journeying from 

childhood to death (The Making of Americans). That the younger immigrant generation’s 

                                                                                                                                            
slightly earlier generation than Roth (61). Novels by Roth and Yezierska are emblems of what Denning 
calls “ghetto pastoral” fiction (populated with ethnic, urban, lower or middle class subjects), a “subaltern 
modernism” of the Popular Front (230-1). 
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education in these novels happens within informal spaces of learning influenced or 

opposed by their relatives makes generational modernism a suitable complement to my 

larger framework of modernist pedagogy.  

Beyond accounts of particular families in fiction, my use of generational 

modernism also refers, at its broadest level, to one of the defining tensions of the modern 

period captured in modernist cultural productions such as Bread Givers, Call It Sleep, 

and The Making of Americans. Pound’s famous call to “Make it new,” to construct 

something novel out of the past, captures the tension that informed the performances of 

both modernists and immigrants. I place generational modernism in the foundation of 

Modernist Pedagogy as a nod to Pound’s slogan as well as a gesture to my scholarly 

inheritance of both Werner Sollors’ consent-descent paradigm for looking at American 

ethnic literature and Mary Dearborn’s analysis of The Making of Americans as a 

generational saga. Sollors uses his paradigm for understanding the conflicts in ethnic 

literature as essentially a drama “between contractual and hereditary, self-made and 

ancestral, definitions of American identity—between consent and descent” (Beyond 

Ethnicity 5-6). Dearborn invokes the undercurrent of descent informing Stein’s long 

novel when she claims “The concept of generations . . . is crucial for an understanding of 

American identity and her novel, as is the meaning of ancestry and inheritance in that 

identity” (166). I bridge these understandings of how ancestry influences American 

immigrant identities by suggesting immigrants’ continuities with older generations are 

often silenced in accounts of an American past that idolizes Anglo-Saxon forefathers as 

shared national ancestors. My emphasis on generations within immigrant families 

acknowledges the modern Diaspora and disruptions of Jewish immigrant families. The 
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fraught relationship between self-construction and inheritance frequently represented as 

the inability to fully disengage from one’s parents or grandparents hovers over my 

seeming contradiction in joining “generational” to “modernism.”  

Generational modernism evokes the tension between biological and ancestral 

descent and the experimental novelty associated with American modernism. Modernist 

pedagogy and generational modernism meet through intergenerational instruction in the 

novels. I use the term generational modernism to remind readers that the narrative 

treatment of pedagogy in these novels often responds to concerns within families about 

how cultural and religious norms are inculcated. In other words, the generational 

modernist approach and modernist pedagogy converge in these novels because older 

generations often select or serve as guides for the acculturation of younger immigrant-

Americans, often despite their own unfamiliarity with American norms.  

 

Americanization, Education, & Jewish Immigrant Exclusion in the Progressive Era 

The Progressive era initiated modern debates about how to incorporate diverse 

newcomers and migrants, both relocated by choice and by historical legacies of 

dispossession of their bodies and lands. At the beginning of the twentieth century, 

Nativist and melting-pot reformers alike conceived of education as a major technology 

for promoting assimilation and constructing a national identity.19 For that national 

                                                
19 Here, I use the term technology as theorists of critical pedagogy like Henry Giroux have. According to 
Giroux, “Pedagogy is, in part, a technology of power, language and practice that produces and legitimates 
forms of moral and political regulation which construct and offer human beings particular views of 
themselves and the world. Such views are never innocent and are always implicated in the discourse and 
relations of ethics and power” (55-56). While here I attend to pedagogy’s relationship to power, I share 
Giroux’s belief that “pedagogy is about the intellectual, emotional, and ethical investments we make as part 
of our attempt to negotiate, accommodate, and transform the world in which we find ourselves” (56).  
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identity, white Anglo-Saxon middle-class values provided the model. According to Rabbi 

Lee Levinger’s 1925 sociological study Anti-Semitism in the United States, the two most 

prevalent strands of assimilationist agendas—Americanization and melting-pot 

formulations—shared that Anglo-Saxon standard. This Anglo-Saxon basis for 

homogeneity, alluded to by Paredes’ and Zitkala-S̈a’s educational narratives, informed 

public schooling projects at the turn of the twentieth century. Public schooling constituted 

the U.S. nation-state’s most wide-reaching response to the demographic shifts, including 

unprecedented immigration and the Great Migration, of the post-Civil War era.20  

In the chapters that follow, I explore how Jewish immigrants eligible for 

citizenship—and theoretical full participation in the U.S. polity—imagined themselves 

and their adopted nation. I argue that literary treatment of Jewish immigrant education, 

fraught with the tension between immigrant ancestry within families on the one hand and 

the Jewish-American’s exclusion from a national American family on the other, 

challenges the language of social cohesion which characterized some Progressive 

discourse, itself divided over whether the language of social bonds ought to refer to the 

nation-state or the family or community.21 Americanization practices form the backdrop 

                                                
20 The reach of educative institutions was often violent and profoundly disruptive, as evidenced by 
thousands of Native American children separated from their families, and sometimes placed in conditions 
built on the model of panoptical prisons, such as at Carlisle Indian Industrial School.  
21 In “In Search of Progressivism,” Daniel Rodgers gives an overview of the contested historiographical 
treatment of progressivism in the 1970s, focusing on the disciplinary shift to viewing progressivism as not a 
coherent movement, but instead as “an era of shifting, ideologically fluid, issue-focused coalitions, all 
competing for the reshaping of American society” (114). I draw from Rodgers’ understanding of this 
fragmentation of progressive ideologies and especially his understanding of progressivism through what he 
describes as “three distinct social languages [used] to articulate their discontents and their social visions” 
(123). The rhetoric of social bonds, which he closely associated with churches and universities, is the most 
pertinent to my interest in progressive educational theory. Rodgers identities the ideas reflected by this 
rhetoric include “an assault on the idea of individualism itself” that manifests as “the yearning to purge 
society of what now seemed its individualistic excesses” (124, 125). He sees this happening in social, 
economic, educational, political, and philosophical terms—most notably for my interests, that “it took the 
form of schooling in teamwork, cooperation, and vocational responsibilities” (125). Within this set of ideas 
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for the modernist immigrant novel. Social reformers, policy makers, educational 

administrators, and community organizers responded to mass immigration with 

assimilative educational programs.  

Assimilative programs responded to anxieties about perceived threats to white 

American identity. Many white Americans’ memories of geographically specific 

divisions during the Civil War caused them to suspect the heterogeneity represented by 

ethnic urban enclaves. These neighborhoods—products of economic and political 

pressures as well as racial discrimination, restrictive zoning, massive immigration and 

industrialization, low wages, and proximity to available employment—were seen by 

many white Americans as potential sources of fragmentation of the nation, according to 

literary scholar Priscilla Wald (204). This fear of national fragmentation—and 

diversity—appears in the archives of teaching materials used to teach immigrant children 

and adults English, according to critic Jeraldine Kraver. She claims, “the implicit lesson 

was consistent: diversity leads to divisiveness, and those who looked, acted, or spoke 

differently from the ‘norm’ were outsiders, at worst to be feared, at best to be disdained” 

(64). Rather than remain an existential fear, the fear of diversity informed schooling. 

Historian Margaret Jacobs posits that Progressive reformers believed “if they 

could Americanize immigrant children, the children would eventually influence their 

mothers and fathers” (57). The vast majority of immigrants were educated by 

Americanization programs.22 Whether government run or led by “liberal assimilationists” 

                                                                                                                                            
fermented disagreement over the referent for society—whether it was the nation writ large versus the 
family or neighborhood (125). This tension seems to be underneath the modernist immigrant novel’s 
attention to intergenerational conflict against a backdrop of nationalistic assimilation practices.  
22 Kraver surveys primary sources related to Americanization and education, between 1900 and 1930, as 
well as secondary sources about immigrant education in this period. She acknowledges the alternatives to 
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like Jane Addams “who saw Americanization, at the expense of cultural identity, as 

inevitable,” these programs targeted immigrant families and especially children (Kraver 

74). Americanization was “the passion of educators [and social scientists] between 1900 

and 1930,” according to Kraver, and fostering homogeneity was the objective of many 

public educators during this period (62-3). In his July 4, 1924 address to an audience of 

such educators at a convention of the National Education Association, President Calvin 

Coolidge touted “the tremendous importance of education in the life of the Nation” (np). 

Significantly, he implicitly connected the importance of education with the recent 

immigration restriction under the Johnson-Reed Act in this address, entitled “Education: 

The Cornerstone of Self-Government.” Coolidge declared, “We have limited our amount 

of immigration in order that the people who live here, whether of native or foreign origin, 

might continue to enjoy the economic advantages of our country, and that there might not 

be any lowering of the standards of our existence, that America might remain 

American.”23 The scenes of instruction I examine in later chapters provide the basis upon 

which I deconstruct these widespread Americanization projects that attempted to shape 

immigrant subjects. 

The newcomers targeted by such Americanization projects included Jewish 

immigrants, who comprised one of the largest populations of Jews in the world and had 

arrived in the millions to the United States between the 1820s and 1924.24 While Jewish 

                                                                                                                                            
state-backed Americanization efforts, including the programs of settlement houses and Jewish-community 
led initiatives that targeted recent immigrants and resisted Nativist agendas. 
23 Walter Benn Michaels considers a shorter portion of Coolidge’s speech alongside his analysis of Willa 
Cather’s The Professor’s House in Our America (32). 
24 For an in-depth history of the patterns of Jewish migration to the United States, see Hasia Diner’s The 
Jews of the United States, 1654 to 2000, especially “A Century of Migration: 1820-1924.” According to 
Diner, about three million European Jewish immigrants had arrived in America by 1924; about 250,000 
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immigrant arrivals to the United States peaked in the decades preceding the quota-driven 

1924 Johnson-Reed Act, the sharp curtailment of these arrivals by Nativist lawmakers 

draws my interest.  

Contemporary immigration laws such at the Johnson-Reed Act suggested the non-

normative role occupied by Eastern and Southern European immigrants, the region of 

origin for the majority of Ashkenazi Jewish immigrants who moved to the United States 

in these decades. Many immigrants from the restricted regions in Eastern and Southern 

Europe were Jewish, and “many native-born Protestant Americans viewed them as a 

threat to the emerging religious unity of the nation” (Jacobs 78). The 1924 Act set quotas 

based on national origins and “marked what historians have characterized as the ‘triumph 

of nativism,’” according to Erika Lee, whose study of immigration records and accounts 

from Chinese immigrants and U.S. immigration officials sheds important light on the 

history of immigration restriction in this country (11).25  

Modernist Pedagogy focuses on the decade following the 1924 Johnson-Reed 

Act. That the Act based immigration on a quota system of family members already in the 

U.S. makes the context for my exploration of education among immigrant generations in 

modernist novels even more important. This decade coalesces in the intersection of mass 

immigration and Americanization programs in the Progressive era and marks the context 

of publication for two of the novels I study in Modernist Pedagogy: Anzia Yezierska’s 

Bread Givers and Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, both published in 1925. I 

                                                                                                                                            
Jewish immigrants came to the United States between 1820 and 1880, largely from areas that were either 
influenced by German culture or incorporated into Germany, while, after 1880, many of the two and half 
million Jews who arrived came from Eastern Europe (75, 80).  
25 Lee’s At America’s Gates: Chinese Immigration During the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943 contests accounts 
by immigration historians who consider the immigration debates of the 1920s the most significant in 
American immigration restriction. 
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extend my interest in literary production to 1934, when Henry Roth’s Call It Sleep 

appeared, to show how the legal exclusion of Jewish immigrants was mirrored by 

figurative exclusion in the public sphere. 

Walter Benn Michaels’ Our America: Nativism, Modernism, and Pluralism made 

a significant contribution to connecting modernism and immigration in light of the 1924 

Act. Michaels places the Johnson-Reed Act in the discourse of what he refers to as 

“nativist modernism” alongside American texts of the 1920s to show a common ground 

for nativism and modernism—that both made “efforts to work out the meaning of the 

commitment to identity—linguistic, national, cultural, racial” common to both 

movements (3). He points out the importance of the Act for Americans and immigrants—

that “the Johnson Act’s technology for making crucial the ancestry of those who might 

become American required that the ancestry of those who already were American be 

made crucial also,” since that ancestry determined who would have future access to 

American citizenship (30).26 Yet in his provocative study, Michaels insists on the 

significance “in terms of familial relations (as opposed, say, to economic relations or 

regional or even generational relations) that the new structures of identity were 

articulated” in the 1920s (6). I counter this assertion in the chapters that follow, 

illustrating the importance of generations—as actual ancestry as well as literary 

genealogy—to immigrant stories. 

                                                
26 Of more concern for my study, Michaels describes “twenties’ nativism made anti-Semitism an element of 
American cultural citizenship and therefore an essential aspect of American identity regardless of how one 
felt personally about individual Jews . . .” (10). Yet while Michaels does consider the figure of “the Jew” in 
the context of American literature (including Thomas Dixon’s The Clansman), he does not provide any 
sustained analysis of texts concerned with Jewish identity, written by and about Jewish immigrants. He 
includes only brief references to Bread Givers, Antin’s The Promised Land, and footnotes on Abraham 
Cahan. 
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Recent immigration historians have produced incisive work revising scholarship 

about the massive influx of immigrants to the United States at the turn of the twentieth 

century, especially regarding the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and subsequent 

Johnson-Reed Act.27 Historians now consider the transnational implications of 

immigration beyond the context of the U.S. nation-state. This more nuanced 

understanding of migration patterns replaces, as Madeline Yuan-yin Hsu argues in 

Dreaming of Gold, Dreaming of Home, “the once dominant models of uprooting and 

assimilation” (8). While going beyond the boundaries of the U.S. nation-state seems 

useful, it would not fully account for the Jewish immigrant experiences depicted in the 

novels I study. 

The period of modern Diaspora for Jewish people seems particularly well suited 

to a transnational approach, and I gesture to those considerations in later chapters. In 

Chapters Three and Four, I examine linguistic hierarchies in Call It Sleep using the 

germinal work of Naomi Seidman and analyze how The Making of Americans depicts 

cosmopolitan migration patterns through an absence of signified origins and presence of 

European-influenced education. But, generally, in these novels, family ties to countries of 

origin have been lost or appear nonexistent, while cultural-intellectual influence 

continues. To fully immerse my study within a transnational frame would risk, to use 

                                                
27 While not the nation’s first such restrictive immigration law, the 1924 Act, according to Ngai “was the 
nation’s first comprehensive restriction law. It established for the first time numerical limits on immigration 
and a global racial and national hierarchy that favored some immigrants over others. The regime of 
immigration restriction remapped the nation in two important ways. First, it drew a new ethnic and racial 
map based on new categories and hierarchies of difference. Second, and in a different register, it articulated 
a new sense of territoriality, which was marked by unprecedented awareness and state surveillance of the 
nation’s contiguous land borders” (3). While her study reaches beyond the historical scope of Modernist 
Pedagogy, Ngai’s attention to the long-lasting impacts of immigration restriction on categories of 
immigrants today suggests analogous possibilities for extending my literary framework to more recent 
immigrant groups.   
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Erika Lee’s phrasing in her own turn from such a theoretical emphasis in a historical 

context, “obscure[ing] the impact of the American nation-state” (8).  

The American nation-state’s impact on diverse communities preexists the 

incorporation of these legal restrictions and continues long after their repeal, as signaled 

by the dispossession referenced in both Paredes’ and Zitkala-S̈a’s narratives at the 

beginning of this chapter. The American history of immigration has always been 

implicated by settler-colonialism and later capitalism’s need for labor.28 By positioning 

my literary study around the 1924 Act, though, I gesture to the moment’s juridical and 

cultural importance for constructing a modern “American” identity. Such restrictions 

changed the identity of the nation itself, as Lee persuasively argues when she 

characterizes the United States after the implementation of the 1882 Exclusion Act as  “a 

new type of nation, a gatekeeping nation” (6). The exclusionary basis of such 

immigration laws influenced discourse about belonging in America. As immigration law 

became more restrictive, in the words of Lee, “the very definition of what it meant to be 

an ‘American’ became even more exclusionary,” and, while white European immigrants 

eventually achieved full membership in the nation, nearly all other minority groups 

“maintained an exclusionary and racialized national identity that marked Asians, African 

Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans as outsiders” (7). These targeted exclusions 

allude to the specter of race that undergirds the history of American immigration policy. 

The racialization of Jewish immigrants—and also Jewish Americans—was 

contested during the first three decades of the twentieth century, albeit differently from 

                                                
28 During the first half of the nineteenth century, before such restrictions were imposed on immigration, Lee 
describes this relationship between labor and national policy succinctly: “America welcomed immigrants 
from around the world to ‘settle’ the land and provide the labor for its newly industrializing economy” (2).  
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other minority groups. 29 Ngai argues that restrictive immigration policy after World War 

I “not only marked a new regime in the nation’s immigration policy . . . it was also 

deeply implicated in the development of twentieth-century American ideas and practices 

about citizenship, race, and the nation-state” (3). Those ideas were signaled by hearings 

surrounding the 1924 act, which were anti-Semitic and specifically referenced the 

supposed un-assimilability of Lower East Side Jews as evidence in favor of restrictions 

on immigration (Feingold 265).  

This decade of study marks an important flashpoint in the history of growing anti-

Semitism in the United States, not only in the hearings surrounding the Johnson-Reed 

Act. Historian Hasia Diner cites the simultaneous flourishing of anti-Semitism alongside 

the slowly increasing economic mobility of American Jews from post-Civil War to World 

War I (In the Almost Promised Land 14). Diner points to the broad basis for anti-

Semitism, with proponents ranging from Northern elites like Henry Adams to 

dispossessed Southern Populists to immigration-restricting Nativists. In the 1920s, some 

American universities placed quotas on Jewish students.30 In his sociological study into 

the growth of anti-Semitism in the United States from World War I to 1925, Rabbi Lee J. 

Levinger concluded that in 1925, “the foreign Jew is thus more conspicuous today than 

any other immigrant group, even than those much larger in number” (94). Levinger 

argued that the region of origin for many of these immigrants, countries considered by 

                                                
29 Michael Rogin contributes a deeper understanding of Jewish racial performance in his fascinating 
treatment of racial cross-dressing in the service of Americanizing Jewish immigrants. Rogin’s Blackface, 
White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot examines Jewish performers’ use of 
blackface in films of the 1930s and produces an expansive cultural history of racialized identity 
construction in the United States.  
30 Diner describes the context for this restriction in education: “While the stage Jew faded after World War 
I, professional and academic discrimination worsened, culminating in the 1920s with the imposition of 
quotas on Jewish students in many American universities” (In The Almost Promised Land 14). 
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some earlier waves of German Jewish immigrants as “from a belated civilization” of 

Eastern and Southern Europe, only compounded the othering of Jewish immigrants (94). 

But immigration historians remain in disagreement about how much racial 

privilege to assign to Eastern and Southern European Jewish immigrants during this 

earlier era of restriction. While Lee claims the Nativism-charged sentiments of the 1920s 

meant that “southern and eastern European immigrants came to be racialized as threats to 

the nation, often along the same lines as Asians,” Ngai contends that “these features of 

restriction [including the new concepts of ‘national origins’ and ‘racial ineligibility to 

citizenship’] put European and non-European immigrant groups on different trajectories 

of racial formation, with different prospects for full membership in the nation” (21; 13). I 

base my study on the premise that the 1924 Act constructed Jewish immigrants as 

“other,” basing their alterity against other immigrants and descendants of immigrants 

from Western Europe.  

The historical conditions for Jewish immigrants living in America produced a 

particular double consciousness, distinct from Du Bois’ original formulation of the term 

as it applied to African Americans. This double consciousness for Jewish immigrants, 

historian David Biale theorizes, derives from the memory of millennia of exile that 

shaped self-perception as a “perennial minority” and Jewish émigrés’ simultaneous 

attraction to America as a final “coming home” (17-18).31  In Modernist Pedagogy, I 

consider the vexed position for Jewish immigrants in the period before World War II and 

acknowledge that there was not the same degree or kind of institutionalized 

discrimination against Jewish immigrants as other minority groups. The immigrants of 

                                                
31 Biale connects Jewish thinkers to the paradigmatic language of multiculturalism in the modern era (18).   
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my study do not share—due to ethnicity as well as distinct motivations and conditions for 

arrival—the legacy of the post-Civil War educational apparatus in the United States, 

which sought to curtail the achievement of African Americans and to eliminate the 

cultures of Native children.  

Recent historians have done much to complicate narratives of immigration in the 

United States to account for a culturally and ethnically plural nation. But some scholars 

still emphasize the ease of assimilation for immigrant groups who would come to be 

associated with the attainment of social mobility and privilege. For instance, Ngai 

reiterates earlier historians’ claims that the “cutoff of European immigration created 

conditions for the second generation of those immigrants who had come to the United 

States from the 1890s to World War I to more readily assimilate into American society. 

The loosening of these ethnic groups’ ties to their homelands facilitated that process, as 

did the spread of American popular culture and consumerism, industrial-class formation 

and organization, and the nationally unifying experience of World War II” (4).32 But such 

a generalization is inadequate when I consider how novelists in this period continued to 

engage with intergenerational conflict (and I would suggest that post-war literature of 

Jewish American experiences does not neatly relate a narrative of national unity, either).  

I challenge this common assumption in Chapters Two and Three. The youngest 

immigrant protagonists in Bread Givers and Call It Sleep are largely cut off from family 

connections in Europe and yet deeply engaged with ties to their homelands through 

religious culture. And in Chapter Four, I show how Stein alludes to Biblical lore in The 

                                                
32 Ngai supports this large claim in her introduction with references to historical scholarship from the 1980s 
and 1990s (276 n.5). 
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Making of Americans and bring attention to the often-overlooked Jewish immigrant 

identity concerns implicit in Stein’s approach to modernist innovation. All three novels 

engage with the complexity not of “ties to their homelands” but ties to the cultures 

immigrants carried with them.  

 

The Modern Era Meets the Modern Jewish Revolution33 

Within this crucible of immigration and exclusion, Ashkenazi Jewish émigrés to 

America participated in a multi-layered moment of modernization and identity 

exploration in the early twentieth century. These Jewish émigrés’ questions about how to 

define Jewish identity evolved alongside debates about how and whether to define a 

“Jewish” literature. For modern Jews, “the external ‘Jewish Question’ [was reformulated] 

as an internal ‘Jewish’ question” and appeared as “renegotiations of Jewish personal and 

collective identity,” according to Michael Kramer’s detailed study of the history of 

Jewish literature debates (288).34 These renegotiations were influenced by the challenges 

of immigration as well as the larger historical, global patterns of change for Eastern 

European Jews. 

                                                
33 Harshav introduces and defines the term “Modern Jewish Revolution” in Language in Time of 
Revolution. Modernism and the Modern Jewish Revolution shared an ethos that rebelled against past 
traditions, according to Harshav. For Eastern European Jews, according to Harshav, “Joining general 
culture was especially convenient at a point where the whole previous tradition (not shared by Jews) 
seemed to be overthrown. The radical impetus that freed the individual Jew from his community ties was 
an asset for any avant-garde” (76). Harshav delineates many of the similarities of these simultaneous 
movements—and reactions to them—in great detail. See his construction of parallel chronologies (76).  
34 In “Race, Literary History, and the ‘Jewish’ Question,” Michael Kramer, who paraphrases a 1917 
statement from Rabbi Yitzhak Nissenbaum in the section I mention above, takes up the history of debates 
about defining Jewish Literature, dating back to the nineteenth-century Wissenschaft movement to Hana 
Wirth-Nesher’s contemporary, pluralistic definition of the canon. 
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From the 1880s onward, the Modern Jewish Revolution involved the rapid 

modernization of Eastern European Jews.35 The Modern Jewish Revolution marked the 

beginning of the broader participation of Eastern European Jewry in world culture. This 

transnational revolution encompassed cultural, social, and geographic change. Thousands 

of Jewish émigrés contributed to this massive migration from “the shtetl heartland in 

Eastern Europe to the West and overseas,” as indicated by Benjamin Harshav’s account 

of the modern transformation of European Jewry (11).36 The challenges faced by Jewish 

immigrants in the early decades of the twentieth century enacted what cultural historians 

characterize as the American experience of modernity, in which many Americans 

experienced modernity as a figurative condition of dislocation.37 But this condition was 

hardly figurative for diasporic Jewish writers worldwide who either chose to migrate 

(expatriates like Stein) or were forced to (like Walter Benjamin).  

American modernism introduced new literary forms to represent such dislocations 

across generations, and Jewish immigrants were at the forefront of this innovation. In 

America, Jewish immigrants arrived to a nation questioning how cultural institutions, 

social norms, and the modern city—as well as American national identity—should 

respond to the challenges of the modern era. Newcomers encountered geographic 

                                                
35 Literary historical critic Benjamin Harshav coined the evocative term “Modern Jewish Revolution.” 
36 Harshav uses the move away from the shtetl as a symbolic image of expansive changes for Eastern 
European Jewry, away from a traditional existence that the small Jewish villages have come to represent. 
For Jews engaged in the modern Diaspora, political positions pertaining to their possibilities as a people 
proliferated. In particular, historian Ezra Mendelsohn marks the period between the World Wars as the 
coming of age for modern Jewish politics, “reaching new heights of influence and achieving dramatic 
successes as well as suffering no less dramatic failures” (viii).   
37 In “‘Oy, a good men!’: Urban Voices and Democracy in Henry Roth’s Call It Sleep,” Kremena Todorova 
cites Walter Lippmann’s 1914 reflection on modernity as representative of this ethos. Todorova argues, 
“The dislocation and the discontinuity that Lippmann perceived at the core of his altered world constitute 
what we have come to identify as the experience of modernity. For Walter Lippmann, writing in early-
twentieth-century America, this experience had everything to do with the country’s fast urbanization as a 
result of its industrialization and of the single largest wave of immigrants in its history” (250). 
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dispersals of unprecedented immigration and urbanization; the upheavals of technological 

modernization; and the resulting widespread demographic shifts in neighborhoods, 

schools, and the workplace. 

The influence and participation of Jewish immigrants in the United States came 

up against Americanization-oriented educational and social programs, as detailed earlier. 

In particular, debates over the primacy of English language learning affected immigrants 

intensely. The heterogeneity of languages of Jewish immigrants often included the 

distinction of language use divorced from any nation-state or empire and tied primarily to 

religious study (Hebrew, before it was also a language of the state of Israel) and to the 

marketplace and homes of the Jewish community (Yiddish).38 Yiddish, as a formal 

quality and cultural symbol of Jewish identity present in both Bread Givers and Call it 

Sleep, has come to represent transnational Jewishness as a language of diaspora into the 

twenty-first century, according to Amelia Glaser (“The Idea” 261). Anita Norich and 

Joshua Miller also contribute in important ways to the discussion of the complexities of 

Jewish language use. They claim, “The appeal of linguistic purism, for example, may 

reside both in anti-immigrant sentiment (as in the ‘English only’ movement in the United 

States) and in insistence on continuity and authenticity (as is often the case with Hebrew 

                                                
38 Harshav makes a persuasive case for the distinct experience of Jewish immigrants as a social group in 
America, particularly compared with other European immigrants. His work emphasizes the higher stakes to 
Jewish immigrants’ adaptation to U.S. culture. While German and Italian immigrants, he argues, might 
immigrate and assimilate to the use of English, “the German and Italian nations and cultures remained in 
their places, and assimilation of their immigrants to English-American culture makes no difference in that 
fact. But this is not the case with the Jews: if their assimilation is complete, they won’t exist any longer” 
(12). Similar arguments can be made for Native American assimilation, summed up in the violent slogan 
used by a government-sponsored education system that sought to “kill the Indian, save the man.” Centuries 
of settler-colonial violence and dispossession and the forcible enactment of these theories by government 
officials, boarding school administrators, and missionaries, among others, assert the need for a fuller 
treatment of these pressures for indigenous peoples, outside the scope of this dissertation.  
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or Yiddish or Ladino/Judezmo)” (4).39 I examine the Jewish linguistic textuality of these 

novels, including the presence and influence of Yiddish print culture and multilingual 

existence that inform Bread Givers and the translation of Talmudic stories for the urban 

environment in Call It Sleep.  

While the demanding aesthetics of iconic American modernists like Gertrude 

Stein might seem far removed from everyday life for most immigrants and Americans, 

modernist innovation cannot be disentangled from the social context of change of the 

Modern Jewish Revolution and in the United States (or the rise of fascism alongside 

European modernism, which I return to in Chapters Four and Five). 40 Modernist 

literature used stylistic innovation and synthesized high and low culture to work through 

these modern extraliterary conditions of social change and challenge the conventions of 

the previous Victorian era—such as domesticity, sentimentality, and Protestant 

hegemony—within a new context for understanding consciousness and the self spurred 

by Sigmund Freud, William James, and others.41   

 

Ethnic Modernism: Scholarship & Modernist Pedagogy’s Contributions 

In Call it Sleep, Bread Givers, and The Making of Americans, novelists use 

recognizably modernist techniques in order to transgress formal expectations and 

                                                
39 For more on arguments surrounding the term “Jewish language,” see Norich and Miller 3.   
40 Sollors sums up the cultural disruptions, including technological developments such as advancements in 
radio, film, and printing that contributed to mass culture, that affect how scholars differentiate (or blur) 
modernity and modernism. Sollors clarifies in Ethnic Modernism, “These inventions, and the continuing 
processes of urbanization, industrialization, secularization, and migration are often viewed as aspects of 
‘modernism.’ In order to differentiate the sociological and technological developments from aesthetic 
movements, it may be helpful, however, to refer to the former as ‘modernity’ and only the latter as 
modernism” (10).  
41 Hefner makes a striking comparison between vernacular and high modernism. He argues, “Yezierska's 
work mounts a strong critique against the gentility of realist writers Antin and Cahan, one that runs parallel 
to the critique of nineteenth-century gentility by high modernists” (191). 
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foreground the craft of writing. When delimiting modernism as a historical literary 

aesthetic, I agree with most contemporary scholars who define modernism as narrative 

experimentation between the 1890s and 1940s.42 In particular, Joshua Miller’s definition 

synthesizes the features of modernist prose that many contemporary scholars value. He 

asserts, “Modernist novels of the United States drew upon these varied vectors of 

movement [the changing conditions of modernity] through formal experiments with 

narratorial perspective, genre blurring, linguistic code-switching and translation, mixed 

media, and synesthesia, among other forms” (Cambridge 5). I join other scholars who 

consider literary modernism’s possibilities for challenging normative aesthetics and 

discourse, an assumption that benefits from identification of a specific normative frame 

of reference: in this case, the U.S. nation-state.43 For similar reasons, I often refer here to 

American rather than U.S., unlike hemispheric American scholars, because the rhetoric 

that these particular novels respond to includes Americanization and U.S. “American” 

identities.   

In making my argument, I build on Werner Sollors’ foundation for the subfield of 

ethnic modernism, published three decades ago. Sollors assumes that “works of ethnic 

literature . . . may thus be read not only as expressions of mediation between cultures but 

also as handbooks of socialization into the codes of Americanness” (Beyond Ethnicity 7). 

I extend his study of ethnic literature as American socialization handbooks and analyze 

alternative socialization into the codes of Jewish scholarship and culture. The three 

                                                
42 See Joshua Miller’s introduction to The Cambridge Companion to the American Modernist Novel, 
especially 5-7.  
43 For instance, Scott Herring explores what he calls “alternate spaces of queerness” within the modernist 
novel, which he juxtaposes with the historical concurrence of “nativism intent on regulating supposedly 
deviant foreigners via Americanization as jingoistic faith in the idea of ‘America’ took stronger root” (See 
“Queering Modernism,” Cambridge Companion 127).  
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novels I study contest Americanization initiatives through inculcation of those Jewish 

norms. As I analyze the tension between those Jewish immigrant norms and American 

norms, I build on Sollors’ conception of the consent-descent paradigm that organizes 

ethnic modernism; that is, the tension between choice and heredity. Immigrant 

protagonists’ processes of becoming Americans in Bread Givers, Call It Sleep, and The 

Making of Americans challenge the assumption of a coherent national identity and offer 

something new to American literature in the process: partial maps of immigrant 

experiences that themselves call upon readers to experience language differently.44  

More recent scholarship that builds on Sollors’ germinal work and closely 

resonates with the scope of my project includes Sarah Wilson’s brilliant Melting-Pot 

Modernism. I build on Wilson’s premise that reading experimental literature “show[s] 

American literary modernism and Progressive-era assimilation to be fundamentally 

intertwined” (9). Wilson proposes a connection between contradictory Progressive 

understandings of melting-pot thinking (an understanding of assimilation as an oscillation 

between similarity and difference rather than homogenization) and the literary 

experimentation that characterized modernist literature. Inspired by Wilson’s connection 

between modernism and Progressive-era understandings of the melting-pot metaphor and 

assimilation rhetoric, I instead focus on Progressive-era pedagogy and examine the role 

of education and specific sites of instruction in several Jewish immigrant modernist 

                                                
44 Sollors refers to the study of ethnic literature as “writings of and about people who were descended from 
diverse backgrounds but were, or consented to become, Americans. This way we may learn something 
about how Americanness is achieved, at the point of its emergence, and how it is established again and 
again as newcomers and outsiders are socialized into the culture—a process which inevitably seems to 
revitalize the culture at the same time” (Beyond Ethnicity 7). Ethnic modernism more specifically, 
according to Sollors, refers to “American ‘ethnic’ prose literature, written by, about, or for persons who 
perceived themselves, or were perceived by others, as members of ethnic groups” (Ethnic Modernism 12).  
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novels. While I focus more on Progressive pedagogy as it appears in the novels, for an 

incisive look at the way language politics (including English-only legislation and bans on 

German instruction) and modernism intersected, Joshua Miller’s celebrated Accented 

America provides a deep study of Americanism.  

I extend Rita Keresztesi’s call in Strangers at Home that studies of ethnic 

modernism ought to include the “culturally specific recycling of genres from previous 

eras such as the romance narrative or the Bildungsroman—as opposed to the narrow 

focus on formalist innovations of high modernism” (xii). Much like Keresztesi, Alicia 

Kent’s African, Native, and Jewish American Literature and the Reshaping of Modernism 

examines the relationship of racialized groups to modernity in order to understand how 

multicultural U.S. writers “negotiate, contest, and ultimately reshape modernity” (3). 

What these differentially marginalized groups have in common, Kent argues, is their 

construction by dominant white society as the antithesis to modernity upon which white 

Anglo Saxons could define themselves as modern (4). A similar tension appears between 

dominant society and marginalized groups in Americanization programs, as I have 

shown. I consider Kent’s contention that modernity was a “continuation of the wandering 

that Jews had faced since the Biblical period,” revised later to the “continuation of the 

past as exile,” alongside Harshav’s assessment of the simultaneity of the modernist 

movement and what he calls the Modern Jewish Revolution (Kent 115, 117).45 

While I focus on English-language modernist novels that often engage with 

linguistic play (most notably with Yiddish), historical shifts in what seemed marginal 

                                                
45 Kent contends, “Rather than force a break with the past in order to become modern, these writers 
reshaped modernism to include the old alongside the new, and, in the process, they created something new 
out of something old” (25). I attend to this idea with my contribution of “generational modernism.” 
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about modernism to what was later canonized and taught inform my analysis of Bread 

Givers and Call It Sleep.46 I highlight the contingent nature of such margins and hope to 

inspire others to apply the heuristic of modernist pedagogy to additional literature, 

including modernist works written in so-called “minor” languages. Challenges to a 

primarily English-language-prose study like mine are worth considering. Chana Kronfeld 

provides a necessary corrective to studies of minor and marginal modernist texts in On 

the Margins of Modernism.47 She builds on and exposes the limitations of Gilles Deleuze 

and Félix Guattari’s Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature. So-called “minor” and 

“marginal” modernisms that focus on literature written in major European languages and 

English, according to Kronfeld, often silence modernist literature written in minor 

languages.  

Raymond Williams, and Kronfeld as she builds on his work, underscored the 

elusiveness of ascribing historical marginalization to texts that eventually became 

canonized. Williams describes this historical shift in his posthumous collection, The 

Politics of Modernism: Against the New Conformists. There, he writes, “The [once] 

marginal or rejected artists become classics of organized teaching and of travelling 

exhibitions in the great galleries of the metropolitan cities” (Williams 34; qtd. in Kronfeld 

3). The Jewish immigrant writers I study here might also seem to repeat the move from 

the margins to the canon alluded to by Williams and Kronfeld. The novels I study slip 

across categories within canonical American modernism – between ethnic modernism for 

Bread Givers and Call It Sleep and high modernism for The Making of Americans. The 
                                                
46 Both texts were out of print for decades before they were canonized (they were republished in 1975 and 
1960, respectively). 
47 For more on Kronfeld’s own theory of marginal modernisms as well as her analysis of Hebrew and 
Yiddish poetic modernisms, see On the Margins of Modernism. 
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margins of modernism, then, mean something slightly different for Modernist Pedagogy 

than they do to Kronfeld. What I propose is a heuristic for reading modernist texts with 

an interest in how they depict education, with its resonances of hegemonic institutions 

that inculcate some ideologies and marginalize others.  

While I use the term ethnic modernism to specify my contribution to the field of 

modernist scholarship, I share Brooks Hefner’s concerns about the limitations of 

categorizing novels as “ethnic” texts, as Bread Givers and Call It Sleep are consistently 

labeled. Hefner uses the term “vernacular modernism” to situate Anzia Yezierska’s work 

beyond the limitations of ethnic modernism. He uses this term to differentiate 

Yezierska’s “creation of an aesthetic distance (using the vernacular) that suggested the 

limits of realist language by foregrounding language as language, over and above its 

signifying operations” (191). Vernacular modernism, then, aims to move beyond what he 

sees as the limited frame of ethnic modernism, which both “recovers (modernism) and 

reinscribes difference (ethnic)” (204). To this end, in Modernist Pedagogy, I bring 

Yezierska’s particular use of vernacular to the foreground alongside Stein’s high 

modernist work and call for a reevaluation of both ethnic modernism and high 

modernism through the lens of Jewish immigrant instruction.48  

Still, the cultural affiliation signaled by ethnic modernism emphasizes the 

complex social dynamics within interwar literary experimentation. Ethnic modernism 
                                                
48 Yezierska’s abstract, experimental use of language, according to Hefner, counters the realist approach of 
contemporaries like Mary Antin and Abraham Cahan, who often used dialect to convey hierarchies of 
linguistic difference among immigrant characters (190). Hefner is one of very few scholars who connects 
the work of Stein with an author generally considered within studies of ethnic modernism. He argues “the 
insistence that Stein remain an unqualified modernist writer, and that Yezierska, at best, be labeled an 
ethnic modernist suggests an inability of existing literary subcanons to adequately deal with the variety of 
modernist writing produced in this era” (187). While Hefner does not elaborate on a comparison between 
Yezierska’s and Stein’s productions, his acknowledgment of them within a shared community of 
innovation lends additional support to my approach in Modernist Pedagogy.  
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serves as a scholarly corrective to the long-exalted place of primitivism in high 

modernism. Timothy Yu points to the inspiration avant-garde artists, including Gertrude 

Stein, found in “African masks, African American culture, and Asian literature,” 

particularly the influence of “folk culture or ancient tradition” (1). As other scholars have 

considered in arguments ranging from Yu’s depiction of cultural pastiche to Elizabeth 

Hutchinson’s assessment of the popularity of Native-made art in the modern period, the 

perceived primitivism of minority cultures influenced modernist aesthetics.49 I use ethnic 

modernism in part to honor that influence rather than denigrate it or place it in the past.  

By continuing to use the term ethnic modernism, then, I contribute to recent 

scholarship that decenters Anglo-Saxon identity in the study of the aesthetic expressions 

of American identities. For instance, Yu’s analysis of contemporary language and Asian 

American poetry traces a literary genealogy that connects the American avant-garde, 

commonly understood in aesthetic terms, and race at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. I agree with Yu’s claim about the inseparability of formal techniques and social 

positions: “the analytic power of the concept of the avant-garde is that it reminds us that 

the aesthetic and the social are inseparable. An avant-garde is an aesthetic and a social 

grouping, defined as much by its formation of a distinctive kind of community as by its 

revolutionary aesthetics. As such, it can serve a corrective to essentializing views of any 

kind of artistic community” (2). My interest in narratives about Jewish immigrant 

experiences in America, then, resists such essentializing views while providing an area of 

emphasis for Modernist Pedagogy.  
                                                
49 Elizabeth Hutchinson’s The Indian Craze: Primitivism, Modernism, and Transculturation in American 
Art, 1890-1915 examines the popularity of Native-made crafts in white European and American homes in 
the modern period. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of the cultural-economic-ethnographic trend. 
See 171-220.  
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* * * 

In Modernist Pedagogy, I analyze how modernist writers use formal innovation to 

represent and critique pedagogical moments. Moreover, I argue that Jewish modernist 

texts provide their own experimental instruction to readers, enacting as well as 

representing pedagogical concerns. Using the scenes of instruction and the instructive 

literary techniques of Bread Givers, Call It Sleep, and The Making of Americans, I 

introduce a new connection between ethnic modernism and immigrant education. The 

brief history I outlined provides the context for the literary representations of 

Americanization I analyze in later chapters. These novels respond to a culture of 

production steeped in assimilative rhetoric that often instructed immigrants to 

Americanize. These three novels, I argue, imagine a dominant “American” figure as the 

other to the immigrant self.  

In the chapters that follow, I examine the performance of immigrant identity in 

scenes of instruction and the meta-construction of authorial voice. The order of chapters 

follows a spectrum of increasing experimentalism and retreating public visibility of 

education. I start with Bread Givers and assess Yezierska’s vernacular modernism and 

Sara Smolinsky’s night school and college education. Then, I analyze Call It Sleep and 

examine Roth’s stream of consciousness narrative and David Schearl’s visits to the 

Metropolitan Museum and Hebrew school. Finally, I study Stein’s self-referential 

emphasis on the continuous writing process in The Making of Americans and consider the 

tutelage of family governesses. While both Yezierska and Roth defamiliarize 

pronunciation and interpretation—of Yiddish and English especially—Stein strives 
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beyond the limits of the English language and innovates in her patterns of emphasis and 

repetition. 

In Chapter Two, “‘Was The College Only a Factory…?’ Negotiation and Critique 

of Progressive Education in Anzia Yezierska’s Bread Givers,” I show how Yezierska’s 

Bread Givers challenges Progressive pedagogical and theoretical discourse. Specifically, 

I argue that protagonist Sara Smolinsky’s narration of her own education disrupts the 

pragmatist frameworks of contemporary philosophers Horace Kallen and John Dewey. 

Then, building off this critique, I show how Yezierska addresses these gaps in 

Progressive era discourse and instructs readers in Jewish textual production and linguistic 

forms. I argue that Bread Givers envisions an expansion of an imaginative frontier 

inhabited by immigrants and reworks dominant American narratives of manifest destiny 

and colonialism for immigrant needs.  

In Chapter Three, “‘Unwitting Guides’ for ‘a True Yiddish Child:’ Urban 

Immigrant Education from the Metropolitan Museum to the Heder in Henry Roth’s Call 

it Sleep (1934),” I juxtapose two educational journeys in Roth’s novel: David and his 

Aunt Bertha’s public performance of immigrant identities at the museum and David’s 

private study in Hebrew classes. I show how Call It Sleep complicates a common 

assumption that Jewish immigrants effortlessly transfer scholarly value from religious to 

secular spheres and offer an alternative to previous scholarship that depicts the novel as 

an assimilation narrative. Instead of a developmental narrative of full Americanization—

the “new breed” lamented by David’s Hebrew teacher at the beginning of this chapter—

Call It Sleep plays with linguistic and cultural hierarchies (Hebrew-Yiddish and 

American-immigrant) and sustains an ambiguous coming-of-age for the immigrant-
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American. My reading of Call It Sleep suggests how the modern city provides the 

materials for experiencing and testing religious narratives.  

In Chapter Four, “‘The Generation that Knows Not Joseph:’ Educational 

Experiments in Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans,” I examine a novel usually 

studied more for its formal innovation and authorial persona than particular scenes of 

instruction (which I examine closely). Stein’s novel is a hybrid of the generational saga 

and the Bildungsroman and alludes to the meta-discourse of the artist’s developmental 

narrative or Künstlerroman.50 Stein reinvents the Bildungsroman and emphasizes the 

self-referential relationship of both the artistic process and Americanization process. 

Analogous to the meta-discourse on artistic process that Stein weaves into her magnum 

opus, The Making of Americans serves the function of my meta-discourse on the earlier 

facets of Modernist Pedagogy. In this chapter, I show how The Making of Americans 

questions the process of immigrant self-construction underway in earlier chapters. Stein 

rebuts the concept of a singular or cohesive American identity and insists—through 

repetition and an idiosyncratic, non-linear plot—that wholeness does not exist. This novel 

performs the most sustained experiment with pedagogy through form, reshaping the 

novel-reading experience. 

Throughout Modernist Pedagogy, I examine Jewish immigrant modernist 

Bildungsromanen as counter narratives—constructed through formal experiments as well 

as thematic experiments with immigrant education—to the assimilative discursive 

formations that shaped education and reform in the Progressive era. By placing the 

                                                
50 In “The Bildungsroman and Its Significance in the History of Realism (Toward a Historical Typology of 
the Novel),” Bakhtin describes the Künstlerroman as a variation on the “novel of ordeal,” that of “testing 
for artistic genius, and, in parallel, the artist’s fitness for life” (16). 
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literary in the foreground, I ultimately look to imaginative experimentation as a proxy for 

societal restraints on immigrant education and as a discursive tool for making new 

imaginative spaces for immigrant inhabitance. Through the heuristic I suggest in 

Modernist Pedagogy, I hope to invite interdisciplinary scholarship that bridges literary 

studies, Judaic studies, immigration studies, pedagogical practice, educational theory, and 

American cultural history.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

“Was The College Only a Factory . . . ?”1 
Negotiation & Critique of Progressive Education in Anzia Yezierska’s Bread 

Givers 
 
 

The first time Bread Givers’ immigrant protagonist Sara Smolinsky sees young 

people outside of a factory is when she steps onto a college campus. Increasingly 

disillusioned with her alienation from peers and faculty, the Polish-Jewish protagonist of 

Anzia Yezierska’s 1925 novel wonders, “Was the college only a factory, and the teachers 

machines turning out lectures by the hour on wooden dummies, incapable of response? 

Was there no time for the flash from eye to eye, from heart to heart?” (224). Finally at 

college after working through night school and continuing to work as an ironer to fund 

her coursework, Sara wonders about the impersonal, factory-like alienation of her 

undergraduate education. Sara’s observation, textured by a lifetime spent outside 

classrooms—scavenging for secondhand coal, peddling leftover fish, ironing in laundries, 

and canning in a factory—presents a cynical understanding of public education as 

reproduction of the labor system.  

Sara Smolinsky’s trajectory from peddler of secondhand goods to public school 

teacher of immigrant children provides a montage of many jobs available to early 

twentieth-century, Lower East Side Jewish immigrants. Her upward mobility seems to 

embody the Horatio Alger myth popularized in American literature and politics: with 

perseverance, an immigrant woman navigates educational institutions and becomes a 

                                                
1 Sara Smolinsky fears that the institution she dreamed of attending might recapitulate the inequalities and 
rote functioning of her wage labor (224). 
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teacher.2 Yet her success story, I argue, is much more ambivalent. Bread Givers advances 

an immigrant-centered critique of Progressive-era discourse and pedagogical authority as 

well as confronts hierarchies of linguistic dominance and cultural identity in America. By 

focusing primarily on Sara’s progression through adult night school and college as well 

as intergenerational instruction in the novel, I will examine the influences of contested 

public learning environments and the exclusionary Talmudic scholarship of Sara’s father 

on her formation of a Jewish-American identity.  

My reading of Bread Givers makes a new connection between Progressive-era 

discourse regarding immigrant education and the field of ethnic modernism that extends 

how experimental literary texts engage with their social contexts. I develop the modernist 

pedagogy of Bread Givers—an instructional component at the level of narrative, style, 

and reading practice—through two tiers of analysis. In the first half of this chapter, I 

situate the broader scope of the novel as reaction to its social context. Educator-theorist 

John Dewey and philosopher Horace Kallen’s 1915 epistolary exchange over Kallen’s 

formulation of cultural pluralism inspires my framework for explicating Bread Givers as 

counter-discourse to Progressive theory.3 I argue that Yezierska’s narrative treatment of 

education, the foundation of the novel’s social critique, challenges Dewey’s assumptions 

                                                
2 Her father Reb Smolinsky’s impulsive decision to buy a grocery store (a fraudulent deal) based on his 
belief that an American rags-to-riches narrative must apply to him nearly brings financial ruin to the family. 
3 Kallen publically started theorizing cultural pluralism—without yet using that phrase—in The Nation in 
two 1915 articles (Whitfield xxx). While I read his original articles, it is his later revised essay of the same 
name, in which he finally used the term “cultural pluralism,” that I cite here. Published in 1924 in Culture 
and Democracy in the United States, Kallen’s revised version of the essay provides a more expansive and 
timely version, in light of the 1924 restrictions on immigration. Sarah Wilson uses the 1915 exchange 
between Dewey and Kallen, written after Kallen’s work appeared in The Nation, in Melting-Pot Modernism 
to contextualize the multiplicity of definitions for “the melting pot” as it referred to assimilation in the early 
twentieth century. She marks the contrast between the shifting, contradictory historical definitions and 
more recent scholarly assumptions that the term simply meant “a version of repressive assimilation in the 
service of cultural homogenization” (14). 
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about Progressive education and Kallen’s determinative discourse of cultural pluralism. 

Moreover, in this chapter, I build on Sarah Wilson’s analysis of literature that “show[s] 

American literary modernism and Progressive-era assimilation to be fundamentally 

intertwined” (9).4 By situating Yezierska’s modernist prose within the intellectual 

currents of Kallen and Dewey beyond their correspondence, I use literary analysis to 

identify the slippages and gaps within their discourse.  

In the second half of this chapter, I consider what Yezierska constructs within 

these gaps: a necessarily incomplete but evocative map of immigrant experience. The 

pedagogical themes of the narrative described in the first half of the chapter are 

complemented by the pedagogical concerns at the level of form and reading practice, 

evident in closer analysis of what Sara represents to both her immigrant charges as a 

teacher and the reading audience as a narrator. Bread Givers instructs critics and general 

readership in Jewish textual production and linguistic forms, using a style that 

defamiliarizes English language reading practice and positions Sara as mediator of 

privileged knowledge. In other words, Sara takes command of texts within the world of 

the novel and filters them in her presentation to readers—much like her Talmudic scholar 

father retains interpretive privilege and access to his holy texts. Finally, building upon 

these pedagogical and formal concerns, I suggest that the novel asserts the unknowability 

of immigrant experiences to non-immigrants and reworks dominant American narratives 

of manifest destiny and colonialism for immigrant needs. 

                                                
4 While Alicia Kent calls Bread Givers “perhaps the earliest example of experimentalism in Jewish 
immigrant writing in American literature,” Yezierska’s experimentalism has often been overlooked by 
scholars of modernism (146). Brooks Hefner blames scholars “over-emphasizing [of] Yezierska’s 
documentary quality,” which, while recovering Yezierska’s insights into the experiences of working-class 
immigrant women, can tend to dismiss “what amount to radical aesthetic practices of linguistic 
experimentation,” according to Hefner (205).   
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To assert my argument, I bridge the work of literary scholars Sarah Wilson and 

Brooks Hefner and rhetoric-composition scholar Amy Dayton-Wood. Wilson’s 

fascinating Melting-Pot Modernism proposes a connection between contradictory 

Progressive-era theoretical understandings of melting-pot discourse used to discuss 

immigrant assimilation and the literary experimentation that characterized modernist 

literature. While Wilson does not discuss Yezierska’s work in detail, her 

contextualization of literary modernism with contemporaneous theorists’ understandings 

of the melting pot metaphor and assimilation rhetoric contributes to my interest in 

analyzing the role of Progressive discourse in Bread Givers.5  

 I also draw from Brooks Hefner’s compelling terminology that distinguishes 

Yezierska’s aesthetic strategy as “vernacular modernism.” Hefner distinguishes 

Yezierska’s vernacular modernism as an aesthetic distancing strategy that 

“demonstrate[s] the self-conscious project of linguistic Americanization” (190). He 

astutely observes that Yezierska uses vernacular not to essentialize and instead “as a 

means of aestheticizing the process of assimilation, but in a manner that suggests the 

power of experimental language to communicate experience more ‘vitally’” (204). But 

the role of education and Jewish religious and cultural identity is outside the scope of his 

work, as his project aims to move Yezierska outside of ethnic modernist studies. His 

project demonstrates that Yezierska’s “linguistic play . . . was not solely the property of 
                                                
5 Wilson briefly references a scene from Bread Givers to support her claim that, in the Progressive era 
“Language was marked and policed by biological thinking (anti-immigrant feeling often expressed itself in 
language regulation in the early twentieth century)” (25). This scene from Bread Givers, in which Hugo 
Seelig corrects Sara Smolinsky’s pronunciation with a hand to her throat, does not figure into my study and 
serves as illustration of a counterpoint to Wilson’s larger argument that Progressive-era discourse often 
moved attention away from the material and biological (25). Wilson briefly references the imagery of the 
shadow of ancestry at the conclusion of Bread Givers (154) and notes Yezierska’s Salome of the Tenements 
and Arrogant Beggar as two of the many immigrant texts that critiqued the middle-class domesticity 
promoted by social workers like Jane Addams (174).  
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expatriate high modernists” (205), an assumption I build on inversely in Chapter Four by 

considering Stein’s The Making of Americans from an ethnic modernist perspective.  

Amy Dayton-Wood’s “‘What the College Has Done for Me’: Anzia Yezierska 

and the Problem of Progressive Education” resonates most closely with my argument. I 

agree with Dayton-Wood that Bread Givers draws from Dewey’s Progressive philosophy 

of education and the importance of experience while simultaneously offering a critique of 

how mainstream educational institutions marginalize immigrants. Dayton-Wood contends 

that Yezierska’s semi-autobiographical fiction provides evidence for working-class 

students’ negotiation of Progressive educational approaches (217).6 While Dayton-Wood 

examines the cultural historiography of contemporary pedagogical practices and her 

perspective enriches a reading of Progressive modes of pedagogy in the novel, her 

reading does not attend to how pedagogy and modernism intersect. By making my 

argument, I extend Dayton-Wood’s pedagogical reading of Bread Givers as it identifies 

Yezierska’s social critique of Dewey’s Progressivism. In the process, I propose a larger 

framework for reading modernist texts concerned with education beyond this particular 

novel and chapter.    

Before I advance my first argument for how Bread Givers engages pedagogical 

themes and practices and suggests the limitations of Dewey’s and Kallen’s views, a brief 

overview of how education is central to Yezierska’s novel will illustrate the potential for 

                                                
6 In her article, Dayton-Wood argues that Bread Givers engages with a key division within educational 
progressivism, imagined as a tension between pedagogical and administrative progressives—in other 
words, between actual classroom practices and institutional aims (which included pushing working class 
students into vocational training, according to Dayton-Wood, 225). Yezierska mediates that tension, 
Dayton-Wood contends, through an emphasis on immigrant students’ experience, and the power of 
Yezierska’s work resonates through her reliance on the “discursive power of experience” (224).  
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employing my modernist pedagogy framework. Bread Givers charts the coming of age of 

Polish immigrant protagonist Sara Smolinsky from a child tasked with scavenging 

through ashes to help heat her family’s cramped tenement in the Lower East Side to a 

public school teacher who instructs immigrant students in the same area of New York. 

Narratives of education appear as text, intertext, and subtext within Bread Givers. Sara 

plans her formal educational trajectory from a newspaper story about a shopworker who 

worked her way through night school and then college to become a teacher. In this case, 

text (plot) models intertext (fictional story within the story).  

That anonymous shopkeeper’s narrative of education guides Sara’s aspirations. 

She exclaims, “A school teacher—I! I saw myself sitting back like a lady at my desk, the 

children, their eyes on me, watching and waiting for me to call out the different ones to 

the board, to spell a word, or answer me a question. It was like looking up to the top of 

the highest skyscraper while down in the gutter” (155). In Sara’s daydream of her future 

as a teacher, pedagogical authority, knowledge acquisition, personal growth, and 

economic opportunity align. She maintains her gender identity in this fantasy—imagining 

herself as a “lady” rather than the gender-neutral “person” she aspires to be elsewhere in 

the novel—while she acknowledges dissatisfaction with her limited means as someone 

who must work to finance her night school and, eventually, university. Sara’s 

interpretation of the class gap between her uneducated status in the “gutter” and her 

aspirations as a teacher in a “skyscraper”—her interpretation of the ivory tower in this 

daydream—is not an anomaly. Yezierska identifies the wages that make educational 

opportunity possible throughout Bread Givers. Of all three novels I analyze in Modernist 

Pedagogy, Bread Givers’ immigrant protagonist is most fully immersed in the labor 
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force. Sara aspires to leave the “gutter” of her most luxurious living situation yet—a 

rented room where she dines alone for the first time in her life.  

 In the background of Sara’s first-person narration of her own education and 

employment as a teacher, Yezierska weaves the subtext of Sara’s restrictive, traditional 

scholar father who offers the potential for teaching Hebrew and the Torah to the masses 

in America, instruction that is possible rather than realized. Education defines the 

immigrant experience for both Sara Smolinsky and her father. For Sara, formal college 

education provides a way to gain an independent identity, living apart from her family, 

and to assert her personhood. When someone suggests her father find paid work, Reb 

Smolinsky claims, “My learning comes before my living. I’m a man of brains” (48). For 

Reb Smolinsky, his holy books are nearly the only possession that the family brings with 

them from Poland to America and his scholarship must be protected to maintain his status 

in the Jewish community. For both generations, life in America represents the 

opportunity for success based on intellect. As Reb Smolinsky says, “In America, there is 

no need to be poor, if you only got brains and money to begin something. . . . Other 

people have made fortunes in America. Why shouldn’t I? It’s only fools who remain 

poor” (112).  

 

Part I. Learning “Dead Stuff” & Questioning the “Bosses of Education” 

Immigrant Experience & Pedagogical Authority  

Bread Givers’ engagement of pedagogical and cultural theory benefits from a 

closer look at the intellectual milieu of the Progressive era as it concerned changing 

educational mores and an increasingly diverse population of immigrants who entered 
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mainstream schooling. John Dewey and Horace Kallen were two leading contributors to 

contemporary discourse who conceptualized philosophical responses to the changes of 

modernity, deeply rooted in their understandings of “tradition” in America. For Dewey, 

progressive schooling “seems more in accord with the democratic ideal to which our 

people is committed than do the procedures of the traditional school, since the latter have 

so much of the autocratic about them” (E&E 34).7 For Kallen, an Anglo-Saxon basis for 

traditional “American” culture was antithetical to democracy and could be challenged by 

embracing cultural pluralism.  

In their correspondence, Dewey and Kallen discussed the character and concerns 

they saw with the melting-pot metaphor for immigrant assimilation.8 Both Dewey and 

Kallen differentiated a Jewish ethnicity when they considered American nationalities.9  

Kallen used the metaphor of the orchestra to praise the importance of the component 

ethnic communities of a larger American polis, in which “each ethnic group may be the 

natural instrument, its temper and culture may be its theme and melody and the harmony 

and dissonances and discords of them all may make the symphony of civilization” (116-

                                                
7 According to Dewey, traditional education was “one of imposition from above and from outside. It 
imposes adult standards, subject-matter, and methods upon those who are only growing slowly toward 
maturity” (E&E 18-19). 
8 David Hollinger also acknowledges Dewey’s reply to Kallen in Postethnic America, in which Hollinger 
contests Kallen’s cultural pluralism model with his own “postethnic” perspective based on willful 
affiliation and disaffiliation from group identity based on “revocable consent”  (118). 
9 Scholars have ably documented the Eurocentric emphasis of Kallen and Dewey as well as the slippages 
and contradictions within Kallen’s terminology around nationality, nations, and ethnic enclaves (Hollinger 
100; Steven Lee 32). For Dewey, Jewish was a category on par with nationality: “The American, Dewey 
asserted, ‘is not American plus Pole or German. But the American is himself Pole-German-English-French-
Spanish-Italian-Greek-Irish-Scandinavian-Bohemian-Jew and so on’” (qtd. in Wilson 21). In “Democracy 
Versus the Melting-Pot,” Kallen particularized Jewish citizens, apart from Anglo-Saxon descendants and 
distinct from other immigrant groups, as a unique cultural-natio group. Even more clearly, Kallen argued 
for Jewish immigrants’ difference from other immigrant groups: “Their attitude toward America is different 
in a fundamental respect from that of other immigrant nationalities. They do not come to the United States 
from truly native lands, lands of their proper natio and culture. They come from lands of sojourn, where 
they have been for ages treated as foreigners, at most as semi-citizens, subject to disabilities and 
persecutions” (103-4). 
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117).10 But Dewey seemed more focused on the resulting unifying harmony, what he 

called “composing into a harmonious whole the best, the most characteristic, which each 

contributing race and people has to offer,” even as both rejected an Anglo-Saxon model 

for that resulting composition (TMW10 204). Sarah Wilson reads their conversation as a 

starting point for re-examining contested discourses about what the melting-pot metaphor 

represented to Progressive theorists (16).11 While Wilson examines the “the long-

misunderstood language of cultural sharing and changeability that Dewey [and many 

other contemporary theorists] associated with the melting pot,” here I focus on 

instructional practices as imagined by the Jewish immigrant protagonist in Bread Givers 

(16). 

When placed in the middle of their contributions, Yezierska’s ambivalent 

Bildungsroman contributes an immigrant-centered revision to the legacy of the 

Progressive era. Yezierska offers a complex negotiation of the paradigms of Progressive 

era assimilation that suggests the limitations of John Dewey’s insistence on experience-

based education and Horace Kallen’s insistence on fixed identities on the basis of descent 

in “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot.”12 

                                                
10 All references to Kallen refer to “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot” unless otherwise stated. For the 
purposes of efficiency and clarity, the works of Dewey have been parenthetically abbreviated to E&E for 
Experience and Education; TMW2 for The Middle Works Vol. 2; TMW10 for The Middle Works Vol. 10; 
and TLW for The Later Works Vol. 8. 
11 In Pluralism and Progressives: Hull House and the New Immigrants, 1890-1919 Rivka Shpak Lissak 
confronts the difficulty of discerning where Liberal Progressives, including John Dewey, were situated “on 
the nature of American nationalism and culture,” in terms of the then-popular concepts of pluralism, 
cosmopolitanism, and Anglo-Americanism (172). Her archival research into the manuscript collections of 
both Dewey and Kallen for her project sheds interesting light on their conflicts. See especially “The Hull 
House Concept of American Nationalism and Culture in the Spectrum of Contemporary Views,” 172-181. 
12 Kallen identified “American” as a euphemism for white Anglo-Saxon descendants and saw xenophobia 
as a reaction of these particular descendants to a perceived slight to their rights.  
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The terms of Kallen and Dewey’s debate focused on whether immigrants should 

maintain plural ethnic communities or meld into a common “American” identity, a debate 

with which Bread Givers implicitly engages with its immigrant protagonist’s educational 

journey. More relevant than Dewey and Kallen’s specific intellectual exchange in letters 

is the lasting influence of their ideas: Dewey’s promotion of harnessing the social value 

of experience to move away from what he saw as static, autocratic traditional education 

and Kallen’s support for cultural pluralism. The importance of experience in education 

and the need to account for cultural difference in a democracy still hold value a century 

later and serve as background to better understand the contributions of immigrant 

modernists within a period fraught with Americanization rhetoric and programs.13  

To understand how Bread Givers anticipates and complicates Dewey’s 

progressive educational theories, before I later consider how Kallen’s construction of 

descent figures into Bread Givers’ modernist pedagogy, requires knowledge of the 

broader context of Dewey’s work in the early twentieth century and how it intersected 

with Kallen’s. Dewey’s early twentieth-century theories of how education could be a 

more individualistic and scientific endeavor circulated during a time when larger and 

more diverse populations could theoretically access public education. In this context of 

shifting demographics, Kallen proposed a model of cultural tolerance in reaction to a 

nation he described as driven by Anglo-Saxon descendants’ quest for hegemony, a 

                                                
13 In Melting-Pot Modernism, Sarah Wilson proposes a connection between contradictory Progressive 
understandings of melting-pot thinking, the literary experimentation that characterized modernist literature, 
and the use of figurative language such as the melting pot that infused intellectual culture in the early 
twentieth century (4). Ultimately, Wilson identifies the language of the melting pot as “a modern episteme, 
one that in its moment provided a signal location for theorizing novelty, change, and difference. This 
cluster of ideas represents an important antecedent to contemporary theories of both the self and the text” 
(3). Wilson’s interdisciplinary approach is thoughtful and well researched. An in-depth reading of 
Yezierska and a focus on immigrant education are outside the scope of her project. 
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philosophy scholars see as the groundwork for contemporary multiculturalism. Kallen 

advocated the preservation of diverse European ethnic enclaves in the United States. He 

hypothesized that through his model, “‘American civilization’ may come to mean the 

perfection of the coöperative harmonies of ‘European civilization’” (116). He overlooked 

other communities, especially marginalized populations, including indigenous peoples, 

African Americans, and Asian immigrants.  

In 1902 Dewey spoke out against the assimilationist agenda of public education 

targeting immigrant children and acknowledged social reformers like Jane Addams’ 

concerns over the pace of children being “de-nationalized” by public schooling (TMW2 

85). He remarks in this speech to the National Council of Education  

the power of public schools to assimilate different races to our own 
institutions, through the education given to the younger generation, is 
doubtless one of the most remarkable exhibitions of vitality that the world 
has ever seen. But, after all, it leaves the older generation still untouched; 
and the assimilation of the younger can hardly be complete or certain as 
long as the homes of the parents remain comparatively unaffected. (85) 
 

Dewey’s concern over intergenerational immigrant influence reflects a theme frequently 

engaged by modernist writers, as I will discuss. 

But Dewey’s correspondence with Kallen in 1915 and later treatise on 

experience-based education were remarkably blind to his earlier concerns about Nativist 

agendas. Dewey disagreed with Kallen on the prominence of Anglo-Saxon values and 

cautioned that the cultural pluralism advocated by Kallen might exacerbate segregation 

between cultural groups.14 In his unpublished letter to Kallen he advocated “genuine 

assimilation to one another not to Anglo-Saxondom—seems to be essential to an 

                                                
14 Neither Kallen nor Dewey were very attuned to the segregation of African Americans in their Euro-
centric reflections on national and group identities.  
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American” (qtd. in Lissak 175).15 Bread Givers modifies this conversation by using a 

first-person first-generation immigrant perspective that embraces the complexities of 

immigrant experience. Yezierska shows the multiplicity of contested contemporary 

attitudes around immigrant difference in Bread Givers, incorporating the implicit 

Nativism of college classmates who keep their community closed to Sara Smolinsky as 

well as various forms of acculturation, alienation, and generational differences in 

assimilation.  

Dewey’s and Kallen’s ideas were not merely contemporaneous with Yezierska’s 

work but were likely familiar to her. Yezierska was successfully publishing her work at 

the same time Kallen’s first version of “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot” was 

published in 1915. Since Kallen referenced Yezierska’s notable contemporaries who 

wrote about Jewish immigrant experiences in America, including Mary Antin and Israel 

Zangwill, in his essay when it first appeared in The Nation, it is possible that Yezierska 

was familiar with Kallen’s theory of cultural pluralism. Some scholars claim Yezierska 

extends Kallen’s cultural pluralism from a pragmatic identity to an ideal.16 That 

Yezierska was familiar with Dewey’s publications is undisputed; she was openly critical 

                                                
15 Dewey wrote at length about the value of cultural inheritance: “They lose the positive and conservative 
value of their own native traditions, their own native music, art, and literature. They do not get complete 
initiation into the customs of their new country, and so are frequently left floating and unstable between the 
two. They even learn to despise the dress, bearing, habits, language, and beliefs of their parents—many of 
which have more substance and worth than the superficial putting on of the newly adopted habits” (TMW2 
85). See Priscilla Wald’s Constituting Americans for fascinating literary-historical explorations of 
American identities, especially of Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans. Wald enriches her analysis 
of the novel by bringing in Dewey’s work from the speech I have cited here.  
16 Julian Levinson claims in Exiles on Main Street: Jewish American Writers & American Literary Culture 
that Yezierska “went well beyond” Horace Kallen’s pragmatic formulation of cultural pluralism to offer an 
idealized identity of Jewish self-formation; while I agree that Yezierska considers cultural determinism, I 
also show how Sara’s acquisition of self-knowledge is not idealized (107). 
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of Dewey’s theories in her non-fiction and infamously participated in a romantic 

relationship with him.17  

I will first show how Bread Givers tests Dewey’s theorization of the ideal 

interplay between student experience and pedagogical authority in education. The novel’s 

emphasis on mechanistic education undermines Dewey’s vision of collaboration and Sara 

Smolinsky’s negotiations of pedagogical authority in Bread Givers question Dewey’s 

vision of shared work and diffused authority as the basis for Progressive education (E&E 

34). Sara Smolinsky’s education provides an ambiguous bridge between the residual 

traditional education and progressive strands of education that Dewey anticipated in 

1916’s Democracy and Education and would more fully theorize in 1938’s Experience 

and Education. What Dewey theorizes, Sara Smolinsky experiences. Bread Givers 

suggests how the modernist skepticism toward established hierarchies of thought and 

tradition parallels Progressive era reform discourse that sought to identify and reframe 

dominant hierarchies recapitulated in traditional education. When examining the common 

perceptions and associations made with “traditional” education, Dewey provided a 

compelling reading of institutionalized power within classrooms, characterized by 

students expected to be docile, receptive, and obedient (E&E 18). Sara’s academic 

journey shows the residual attitudes of traditional scholarly authority at the same time 

                                                
17 Brooks Hefner describes a college president in Yezierska’s short story “To The Stars” (1921) as a “clear 
stand-in for John Dewey” (193). In her non-fiction work and letters, Yezierska critiqued the progressive 
attachment to empiricism and social scientific research practiced by Dewey. This critique took the forms of 
Yezierska’s review of Dewey’s Democracy and Education as well as a letter including Yezierska’s 
reflection on her own participation as an immigrant subject in Dewey’s ethnographic research. Amy 
Dayton-Wood provides a compelling reading of that letter, in which Yezierska insisted on “heart and 
feeling” missing from the “‘scientific approach’ of these sociology professors’” (qtd. in Dayton-Wood 
228). For more on their relationship, see Mary Dearborn’s Love in the Promised Land: The Story of Anzia 
Yezierska and John Dewey. 
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that she yearns for a progressive philosophy of education, attentive to her own 

experiences, as she works through college.  

Bread Givers illustrates how traditional authority can seem like a dictatorship of 

knowledge. For instance, Sara questions the relevance of night school curriculum to her 

future chances in the university and criticizes the academic preparation as arbitrary to her 

needs. When Sara’s night school teacher tells the fifty students packed inside the 

classroom what subjects they need to pass to enter college, Sara probes the unseen 

arbiters of knowledge. She asks, “Who are those bosses of education who made us study 

so much dead stuff?” (181). Sara exclaims to the teacher and her classmates, “I only want 

to know what interests me. Why should I have to choke myself with geometry? How can 

those tyrants over the college force all kinds of different people to stuff their heads with 

the same deadness that we all got to know alike? I want the knowledge that is the living 

life” (181). The language in this passage mimics the feeling of the poorly ventilated 

factory—a suffocating, lifeless learning characterized by homogeneity and directed by an 

unseen authority.  

Sara’s reactions suggest an affinity with one of Dewey’s famous concerns about 

traditional education: that authoritative hierarchies do not serve students’ individual 

needs. To this end, Dewey rejected the “inclination to propound aims which are so 

uniform as to neglect the specific powers and requirements of an individual, forgetting 

that all learning is something which happens to an individual at a given time and place” 

(D&E 108). In this scene, Sara calls out the undemocratic aspect of compulsory learning 

of the same knowledge for different kinds of people. Sara’s earlier fantasy of escaping 

from the gutter to be a teacher again informs her in this monologue, as Sara’s work 
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experiences sharpen her observations of an invisible hierarchy within education and 

shape her interest in who and how “bosses” within learning environments inform her own 

access to knowledge.  

The constrained resources for adult immigrant education and the inattentiveness 

of faculty to adult students in Bread Givers show the structural basis for mass education 

itself must change before such a pedagogical model of collaborative education, as 

envisioned by Dewey, can be realized. In a broader sense, the novel’s references to the 

large class size and impersonalized curriculum in the night school foreshadow 

Yezierska’s observation of the overlapping logics of industrialization, capitalism, and 

mass education in her mechanistic imagery of the college as factory. The night school 

conflict between individual values and structural homogeneity—for Sara “to know what 

interests me” versus “the tyrants over the college” or the “bosses of education” 

determining curriculum—anticipates Sara Smolinsky’s later critique of the college as a 

factory (181).  

The idea that experience circulates and changes the mind, of the mind as 

mechanistic machine, with one experience modifying the rest, finds its bleak inversion in 

the college as factory of Sara Smolinsky’s design in Bread Givers.18 Sara idealizes the 

university as a space of collaborative intellectual inspiration. That her expectation 

                                                
18 A long history of philosophers predating Dewey considered how experiences inform pedagogy and 
learning. That experience informs pedagogy is not novel. Dewey’s predecessors for this theory of education 
trace back to John Locke’s tabula rasa, sensory-experience based learning philosophy; Thomas Reid’s 
metaphor of the mind’s “train of thought” or “train of ideas” in which repetition of experiences trains a 
child’s mind; and Amos Bronson Alcott’s student-centered philosophy of education. Michael S. Kearns 
examines this philosophy in greater detail in Metaphors of Mind in Fiction and Psychology (8). 
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remains a fantasy is confirmed by her identification of the college with a factory. Stunned 

by this breakdown in expectations, Sara muses,  

How I had dreamed of college! The inspired companionship of teachers 
who are friends! The high places above the earth, where minds are fired by 
minds. And what’s this place I’ve come to? Was the college only a 
factory, and the teachers machines turning out lectures by the hour on 
wooden dummies, incapable of response? Was that vanishing spark of 
light that flies away quicker than it came unless it is given life at the 
moment by the kindling breath of another mind—was that to be shoved 
aside with, “I’m too busy. I have no time for recitations outside class 
hours?” (224) 
 

Sara’s language of “inspired companionship” echoes what Dewey called “democratic 

social arrangements” between teachers and students, where shared work and diffused 

authority inform Dewey’s vision of Progressive education (E&E 34). The attention to 

experience in Sara Smolinsky’s education suggests the limitations of Dewey’s theories 

regarding how students’ experiences interact with the potential for community and 

collaboration. That metaphor of the college as a factory, with the teachers as machines 

and the students silent “dummies,” pairs with the novel’s earlier scene at night school to 

produce an indictment of educational systems more broadly. Sara realizes her overloaded 

college professor Mr. Edman has no time for the “inspired companionship” she craves. 

Sara overhears other college instructors in the cafeteria say that Edman teaches eighteen 

classes for the same pay as their sixteen classes (one thousand dollars a year) (225). One 

of the instructors laments, “Maybe I was a fool to take this job. No sweatshop labour is so 

underpaid as the college instructor” (225). Yezierska criticizes the model of education as 

a product for mass consumption. Together, these scenes suggest a critique of the 

treatment of students as an undifferentiated mass as well as acknowledge the demands on 

instructors.  
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The logical perspective awakened by Sara’s college psychology courses 

complicates Dewey’s idealized vision of the right kind of experience fostered through 

collaborative learning, that “everything depends upon the quality of the experience which 

is had” (E&E 27). While she’s working in a canning factory on her summer break, Sara 

ruminates on the lessons from her psychology professor, Mr. Edman. She reflects, “His 

course in psychology had opened to me a new world of reason and ‘objectivity.’ Through 

him, I had learned to think logically for the first time in my life” (226). That Sara’s 

psychology class revelations happen within the canning factory provides a case study for 

the potential for experience to inform students’ education. Sara’s interest in her 

psychology class enacts Dewey’s claim, “When education is based upon experience and 

educative experience is seen to be a social process, the situation changes radically. The 

teacher loses the position of external boss or dictator but takes on that of leader of group 

activities” (E&E 59). Sara reflects, “Till now, I lived only by blind instinct and feeling. I 

might have remained forever an over-emotional lunatic. This wider understanding of life, 

this new power of logic and reason I owe to Mr. Edman” (226). The tenets of psychology 

courses open a new perceptual window for Sara to understand and draw from her life 

experiences outside of the classroom.  

But while in these lines Sara appears to credit her professor for her self control, it 

is actually early childhood experiences peddling fish that enable Sara’s grasp of 

psychology. Mr. Edman uses a Progressive pedagogical approach: he asks the class to 

“give an example from your own experience showing how anger or any strong emotion 

interferes with your thinking” (222). Reflecting on her experiences is what enables all of 

the textbook knowledge to make sense. Sara thinks,  
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Suddenly, it dawned on me. I jumped to my feet with excitement. I 
told him about Zalmon the fish-peddler. Once I saw him get so mad at a 
woman for wanting to bargain down a penny on a pound of fish that in his 
anger he threw a dollar’s worth of change at her. 

In a flash, so many sleeping things in my life woke up in me. I 
remembered the time I was so crazy for Morris Lipkin. How I had poured 
out all my feelings without sense. That whole picture of my first mad love 
sprang before my eyes like a new revelation, and I cried, “No wonder they 
say, ‘All lovers are fools!’” (222)  
 

Even though Sara’s classmates laugh at her boisterous reaction, Sara’s new attentiveness 

to her formative childhood experiences enables her to surpass her peers in understanding 

psychology. She differentiates her experiential maturity from them when she observes, 

“From that day on, the words of psychology were full of living wonder. In a few weeks I 

was ahead of any one else in the class. I saw the students around me as so many pink-

faced children who never had had to live yet. I realized that the time when I sold herring 

in Hester Street, I was learning life more than if I had gone to school” (223).  That is, 

Sara does not regret her decision to attend college, but rather the book knowledge gives 

her the vocabulary to make sense of her experiences and to attempt to share them with 

others—which she eventually succeeds in doing, as I will discuss later in her 

conversation with the college dean.  

Mr. Edman’s lessons become actualized by Sara only when she recalls 

experiences her peers do not share. Peddling fish gives meaning to classroom knowledge, 

and Sara realizes “the knowledge that is the living life” she demanded in her night school 

monologue (181). Sara realizes a transcendent understanding of the principles of her 

coursework and associates the flash of inspiration with a much more earthly sustenance: 

she reflects on the initial classroom question about experiences with emotions interfering 

with her thinking while she works in a canning factory, a job that echoes her childhood 
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sales of secondhand fish. Yezierska plays with the modernist concern for authenticity 

when her protagonist translates book knowledge by metaphorically using a herring pail. 

The “burning up inside me with my herring to sell,” which Sara experiences as a 10 year 

old, finds its echo in her adult moment of inspiration when her childhood memories come 

“in a flash” of inspiration (22, 222). 

From these passages indicating Sara Smolinsky’s self-mastery, it may seem that 

her education realizes the promises of Progressive education. The student acquires “the 

power of self-control,” which Dewey considered the ideal aim of education, by drawing 

on her past experiences (E&E 64). But the differences in experiences that guide Sara to 

her deeper understanding also divide her from a community of peers and faculty. 

Yezierska illustrates the gap between desired and actualized collaboration through Sara’s 

lack of incorporation into the academic community. Sara observes the estranging 

expressions of her peers, “From where do you come? How did you get in here?” (214). 

When she first moves to her college town, the mood of stillness speaks to her as an 

existential break from the workaday life of her childhood: “Eternal time is all before 

you,” the pastoral scene seems to beckon to her (210). Sara’s evocative characterization 

draws an implicit contrast between her Hester Street upbringing in New York and the 

quiet college town. But even as she observes this difference, the contrast in pace does not 

apply to Sara. As soon as she arrives, she secures a job as a launderer in order to pay for 

classes, ironing until 11pm and stopping only when the laundry owner kicks her out, 

saying she can’t live there (214).  

It is not just that conformity is undesirable for Sara—there is a labor cost to trying 

to belong. At first, Sara laments the paid work required if she attempts to keep up with 
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the polished appearance of her classmates, “I felt if I could only look a little bit like other 

girls on the outside, maybe I could get in with them. And that meant money! And money 

meant work, work, work” (214). Soon thereafter, though, she reasserts the primacy of her 

acquisition of knowledge rather than the mere appearances of belonging: “If I had waited 

till I could afford the right clothes for college, I should never have been able to go at all” 

(218). Only after Sara acknowledges her differing priorities is she able to adopt a critical 

distance and direct an anthropological gaze at her peers. For example, she observes, 

“More and more interesting became the life of the college as I watched it from the 

outside” (218).  

The defining structures of Sara Smolinsky’s wage labor prime her to be a more 

critical consumer of her college education compared with her more affluent classmates. 

Sara’s rejection of conformity secures the “inspired companionship” she seeks. Alienated 

from her peers, Sara literally and figuratively kicks hurdles aside—demonstrated when 

she rejects the college’s compulsory physical education classes, in which she smashes a 

hurdle in the gym and begins a professional camaraderie with the dean who officially 

excuses her from the course. “What’s all this physical education nonsense?” she laments, 

“I came to college to learn something, to get an education with my head, and not 

monkeyshines with my arms and legs” (216). She refuses to pay for physical education 

requirements that only recreate the manual labor financing her education and distances 

her from the intellectual labor she craves. Sara rejects the norms of community and 
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instead pursues a direct audience with the “bosses of education” at her college: by 

integrating into the academic community of university faculty and administrators.19  

Recall Sara’s observation that faculty are distant, the machines in her university-

as-factory metaphor. Yezierska specifies the influence of Sara’s past experiences not only 

on her eventual understanding of psychology but also on her difficulty belonging: “If I 

lost out with those spick-and-span youngsters like Mr. Edman, I won with the older and 

wiser professors. After a while, I understood why the young men didn’t like me. I knew 

more of life as a ten-year-old girl, running the streets, than these psychology instructors 

did with all their heads swelled from too much knowing” (231). These inconsistencies of 

how experience shapes Sara’s education—distancing her from her novice peers and 

younger faculty as well as providing her with a basis to apply psychological lessons 

outside of the academy—suggest the potential boundaries between students and 

instructors depend on the context of the students’ prior experiences. Dewey did not fully 

anticipate how class-oriented student experiences might asymmetrically challenge 

authority. 

While other scholars have also signaled the importance of Yezierska’s fiction to 

the canon for her representations of ethnic and working-class women, I add that Sara 

Smolinsky’s realization of self-mastery amends the relationship between modernism, 

pedagogy, and the Bildungsroman.20 Her realization, rather than reaffirm a 

developmental narrative of obedience to the academy, mixes high and low culture (such 

                                                
19 At the end of this chapter, I elaborate on what Sara’s relationship with the college dean contributes to 
Bread Givers’ pedagogy of form.  
20 My reading agrees with Brooks Hefner’s insightful critique “in most literary histories, ethnic writers 
remain outside standard narratives, playing supporting roles, uninvolved in the major literary questions of a 
given moment” (188). 
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as psychology texts read from the perspective of fish sales) and leaves unresolved the 

relationships between immigrant protagonist and her peers, setting Sara apart from the 

norms of the college as a literal hurdle-smasher in the academy.21 In the process of 

embracing her role as outsider—and ultimately forfeiting imitation of her non-immigrant 

peers, models of what she refers to as “real Americans”—Sara’s perspective becomes 

analogous to the larger patterns of modernist art itself (210). She eventually abandons 

imitation (of peers) in order to secure her knowledge of self (through her psychology 

class’s mediation of her own internal experience).   

Bread Givers suggests the limitations of the university and American education 

systems more broadly in how they respond to difference. Sara Smolinsky’s working class 

position uniquely situates her to identify the shortcomings of Dewey’s idealized vision of 

the right quality of experience fostered through education. While a turn on education that 

questions authority as Sara does at the night school and university is not unique to 

modernist novels, this thread of Bread Givers enriches my later reading of the novel’s 

analogous challenges to received hierarchies of linguistic dominance and “American” 

cultural possession. Sara’s exploration of self through education provides one element of 

the modernist pedagogy of the novel: Yezierska’s challenge to Progressive pedagogical 

and theoretical discourse of the public sphere.  

The education as factory metaphor represents Bread Givers’ interest in a working 

class woman’s experiences with education, and Sara Smolinsky qualifies as an 

intersectional intermediary who suggests the shortcomings of Dewey’s idealized vision. 

                                                
21 Hefner delineates what he calls Yezierska’s “vernacular modernism,” which I develop later in this 
chapter. For additional literary critical readings of the role of gender and class in Bread Givers, see Rita 
Keresztesi’s “Modernism with an Accent” in Strangers at Home. 
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In Experience and Education, Dewey acknowledged differential social circumstances as 

a way of addressing the environmental contexts educators should consider in order to 

effectively guide students’ experiences inside the classroom.22 Dewey assumed that “No 

one would question that a child in a slum tenement has a different experience from that of 

a child in a cultured home; that the country lad has a different kind of experience from 

the city boy, or a boy on the seashore one different from the lad who is brought up on 

inland prairies” (E&E 40). Yet while Dewey assumed that family and class would 

influence a student’s experiences in the classroom, a true engagement with what these 

differences mean—as well as awareness that tenement living can still provide a “cultured 

home”—appeared to be outside the scope of his work.23 Dewey’s work did not fully 

account for the barriers of class, intergenerational family conflict, and gendered 

exclusions to knowledge, all considerations that manifest in Sara Smolinsky’s education 

in Bread Givers.  

That cultural difference is nearly absent from Dewey’s model of experience calls 

for returned attention to the value of his disagreement with Horace Kallen mentioned at 

the beginning of this chapter. While I attended primarily to experiential education thus 

far, I will extend my exploration of pedagogical authority to account for its relationship 

to cultural teaching within families and build on this understanding of Progressive 

education within the novel to consider the relevance of Horace Kallen’s vision of ethnic 

                                                
22 Dewey acknowledged that in traditional approaches to education, “There was no demand that the teacher 
should become intimately acquainted with the conditions of the local community, physical, historical, 
economic, occupational, etc., in order to utilize them as educational resources. A system of education based 
upon the necessary connection of education with experience must, on the contrary, if faithful to its 
principle, take these things constantly into account” (E&E 40). 
23 See also Sarah Wilson’s account of Dewey’s questioning a stable or preconceived notion of what is 
called “America” at the same time he elides non-European racial categorizations as he lists who is 
“American” (21). 
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difference and formulation of cultural pluralism to the modernist pedagogy of Bread 

Givers.  

 

Immigrant Descent & Patriarchal Authority  
 

Yezierska’s representation of intergenerational instruction in Bread Givers 

considers what Dewey took for granted as the fact of difference in immigrant experiences 

like Sara Smolinsky’s, what Dewey asserted as the unquestionable assumption “that a 

child in a slum tenement has a different experience from that of a child in a cultured 

home” (E&E 40). Kallen, Dewey’s correspondent on questions of immigrant 

assimilation, went further to protect the future existence of ancestral culture in the 

tenement in his formulation of cultural pluralism. Kallen’s philosophy of cultural 

pluralism—the rejection of an Anglo-Saxon foundation for national homogeneity and 

assertion that diverse ethnic communities could be compatible with American 

democracy—frames Jewish cultural sustenance, particularly language transmission, in 

Bread Givers.  

Bread Givers’ exploration of intergenerational immigrant instruction is 

complemented by a pedagogical question related to Kallen’s formulation of cultural 

pluralism: how is authority over cultural knowledge and tradition sustained within 

immigrant families? Bread Givers’ contribution to the conversation about cultural 

pluralism intensifies Yezierska’s treatment of Progressive education more broadly. Sara 

Smolinsky’s questions about the unseen “bosses of education” and how they determine 

the “dead stuff” of learning allude to the ideological basis of American education. This 

ideological basis, according to Kallen, concerned Anglo-Saxon influences that threatened 
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to eradicate immigrant traditions via assimilation to an Anglo-Saxon standard, which was 

in turn threatened by those immigrant traditions. 

In “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot,” Kallen identifies the ideological role of 

the public school and university to promote acculturation into Anglo-Saxon descendants’ 

ideals. He calls the public school “an instrument especially devised for this purpose” to 

inculcate the “qualities and ideals of the contemporary American of British ancestry” and 

claims the public schools as one of  “the array of forces” that promote “that 

likemindedness which is the stuff and essence of nationality” (77, 93). His analysis of 

“American” identity points to the exclusion of other national traditions. Some privileged 

Anglo-Saxon descendants, according to Kallen, presumed, “Only things that are alike in 

fact and not abstractly, and only men that are alike in origin and in feeling and not 

abstractly, can possess the equality which maintains that inward unanimity of sentiment 

and outlook which makes a homogenous national culture” (107). Sara Smolinsky’s 

struggles in academia and failure to belong among her peers express these larger cultural 

anxieties, which are reproduced in Sara’s contentious relationship with her father. Their 

relationship sets the foundation for the novel’s commentary on struggles of pedagogical 

authority and access to different kinds of book learning in the home and college. 

“Men may change their clothes, their politics, their wives, their religions, their 

philosophies, to a greater or lesser extent: they cannot change their grandfathers,” Kallen 

opines in “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot” (114).24 In the essay, Kallen postulates, 

“To-day the descendants of the colonists appear to be reformulating a Declaration of 
                                                
24 In his introduction to the 1998 re-issue of Kallen’s Culture and Democracy in the United States, Stephen 
J. Whitfield notes the irony that Kallen married “the daughter of a Methodist minister and hymn writer, 
Rachel Kallen practiced the rituals of Judaism more carefully than her secular husband, who ought to have 
wondered how his credo that ancestry was fixed applied to her” (xlviii).  
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Independence. Again, as in 1776, Americans of British ancestry apprehend that certain 

possessions of theirs, which may be lumped under the word ‘Americanism,’ are in 

jeopardy” (61).25 Seeming to hold a similarly charged view of cultural inheritance and the 

threat of Americanism to Jewish ancestry, Reb Smolinsky laments, when Sara questions 

his business acumen, “What’s the world coming to in this wild America? No respect for 

fathers. No fear of God” (135).  

Besides nodding to a homophonic immigrant-centered revision of American 

“forefathers,” Reb Smolinsky’s emphatic “No respect for fathers” shifts the reader’s 

frame of reference from the dominant culture to a minority. That is, his comment insists 

on the older generation immigrant’s need to sustain continuity with their culture of origin 

instead of focusing on a younger Anglo-Saxon settler-descendant generation’s 

acquisitiveness for securing heritage as entitlement, as observed by Kallen. For Reb 

Smolinsky, the New World unnerves patriarchal authority. The patriarch, who disdains 

the heterodoxy of younger generations, juxtaposes and inverts Kallen’s image of Anglo-

Saxon descendants’ discontentment with sharing the inheritance of their forefathers’ 

entitlements, used by Kallen to dramatize his formulation of cultural pluralism.  

 Germinal scholar of ethnic modernism Werner Sollors bases his formulation of 

American ethnic literature on this tension between descent and consent evoked by both 

Kallen and Reb Smolinsky.26 In Beyond Ethnicity, Sollors’ nomenclature frames the 

                                                
25 Kallen defines Americanization in terms of assimilation toward an Anglo-Saxon standard: 
Americanization—as “a transmutation by ‘the miracle of assimilation’ of Jews, Slavs, Poles, Frenchmen, 
Germans, Hindus, Scandinavians and so on into beings similar in background, tradition, outlook and spirit 
to the descendants of the British colonists, the ‘Anglo-Saxon’ stock” (71).   
26 For another angle on the conversation of descent and identity, see Steven Lee’s examination of ethnicity 
in The Ethnic Avant-Garde: Minority Cultures and World Revolution. Lee juxtaposes Soviet nationalities 
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conflicts in ethnic literature and the tension between American generations as essentially 

a drama “between contractual and hereditary, self-made and ancestral, definitions of 

American identity—between consent and descent” (5-6). A glance at the overall structure 

of Bread Givers also seems to emphasize clear divisions between the younger and older 

immigrant generations, like many immigrant novels. Book II of the novel, which traces 

Sara’s preparatory and college education, is entitled “Between Two Worlds,” while Book 

I “Hester Street” and Book III “The New World” mark a contrast between the insular 

Jewish immigrant community of Hester Street and the Americanized world Sara inhabits 

as a professional educator. Yezierska marks seemingly clear divisions between the 

immigrant generations represented by Reb Smolinsky and Sara Smolinsky, as Old World 

and New, traditionalist and proto-feminist.27  

Yet intergenerational instruction in Bread Givers complicates the division 

between Old and New Worlds, Jewish and American book learning. Yezierska places 

family teaching of cultural and religious traditions within larger dynamics of pedagogical 

authority. Pedagogical and patriarchal authority converge in Sara Smolinsky’s learned 

father, Reb Smolinsky. Throughout Bread Givers, Yezierska juxtaposes father and 

daughter as very different kinds of teachers, drawn to rabbinical knowledge or secular 

                                                                                                                                            
policy and American approaches to ethnicity in the 1920s and 1930s. Lee distinctively names Kallen’s 
emphasis on the “fixedness of descent-based identities” (33). 
27 The proto-feminist sensibility of Sara’s view of personhood is exemplified by her reaction to suitor Max 
Goldstein, who sulks when Sara ends their date earlier in the evening than he would like, so that she can 
study. She tells herself, “‘But I’m a person with a mind as much as he,’ I said. ‘If there’s anything real, 
deep between us, he’ll come back. And if he doesn’t, I don’t want him’” (194). Rita Keresztesi notably 
focuses on scenes from the novel that subvert domesticity and question patriarchal values within her larger 
argument about Yezierska’s emphasis on Sara Smolinsky’s estrangement in America. Keresztesi places 
Bread Givers within a larger tradition of modernist women authors writing to “put to test the patriarchal 
ideologies of American individualism and nativism” (72). For more on her adept feminist reading of Bread 
Givers, see Keresztesi’s Strangers at Home. 
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(especially social scientific) book learning, respectively. By considering Bread Givers 

alongside Kallen’s formulations of cultural difference, I mean to draw attention to what I 

call the generational modernist approach of Bread Givers—the synthesis of formal 

experimentation and the older literary theme of family history. My generational 

modernist approach considers the immigrant novel’s attention to intergenerational 

conflict over access to different pedagogical guides. 

Yezierska advances an inquiry into who accesses and what counts as knowledge 

within a family as well as what different kinds of knowledge are worth. Bread Givers’ 

inquiry into knowledge as it connects to family complicates Kallen’s promotion of the 

preservation of cultural heritage within families. His model did not consider the gendered 

exclusions that might be emphasized within such traditions. While Reb Smolinsky and 

Sara Smolinsky both value learning, for Sara to receive an education is outside the scope 

of Reb Smolinsky’s patriarchal values. Bread Givers dramatizes the gendering of 

different kinds of knowledge within an immigrant family, with Hebrew language and 

knowledge of religious texts the credentials for Reb Smolinsky as a potential teacher of 

religious knowledge and advanced English proficiency and secular book learning the 

basis for Sara’s eventual work as a public school teacher.28 

Reb Smolinsky demands his daughters’ obedience and bars their access to his 

library of holy books. From childhood on, Sara Smolinsky receives lessons of exclusion 

from her father’s religious knowledge. Reb Smolinsky teaches Sara that “Women had no 

brains for the study of God’s Torah, but they could be the servants of men who studied 

                                                
28 For more on gendered linguistic hierarchies, see Naomi Seidman’s A Marriage Made in Heaven and my 
discussion of her work in Chapter Three.  
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the Torah” (9-10). He justifies his wife and daughters’ financial support of his 

scholarship by pointing to the Torah and urges them not to pray upon his death. In his 

mind, “God didn’t listen to women” (9). Reb Smolinsky’s religious scholarship enriches 

his spirit and social status. An elder daughter’s failed suitor admonishes him, “In 

America they got no use for Torah learning. In America everybody got to earn his living 

first. You got two hands and two feet. Why don’t you go to work?” (48). But Reb 

Smolinsky refuses to profit from the religious teachings that sustain him. He later rages at 

the suggestion from his wife that he become a rabbi: “What! Sell my religion for money? 

Become a false prophet to the Americanized Jews! No. My religion is not for sale” (111). 

He still seeks the acknowledgment of his community and the prestige that comes with his 

learning, fashioning himself into a matchmaker and using his scholarship as his 

credential.  

While Sara pursues a college education, her father attempts to dissuade her and 

warns Sara that her education will disqualify her as a potential wife. His later 

acknowledgment and pride in Sara’s academic accomplishments, though, indicates the 

sophisticated narrative of intergenerational tension central to Bread Givers. After Sara 

graduates from college and returns home to visit her dying mother, Reb Smolinsky boasts 

to the doctor attending to the mother, “And this, my youngest, is a teacherin. She has a 

head on her. Takes after her father, even though she’s only a girl” (249). Reb 

Smolinsky’s pride in Sara’s intelligence (while tempered by his assumptions about male 

superiority)—and his final role in the novel as a potential Hebrew instructor to the 

principal of the school where Sara teaches—supports a more nuanced reading of 

Yezierska’s novel than her structure of Bread Givers may initially suggest.  
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Bread Givers challenges Anglo-Saxon norms in public education and insists on 

the continuation of Jewish learning amidst financial pressure, physical degeneration, and 

great intergenerational conflict. At the end of the novel, the proud patriarch reappears as a 

diminished shadow of his former self, no longer resembling the Old Testament prophet 

he once did when Sara was growing up and “he towered over mother like an ancient 

prophet that had just stepped out of the Bible” (125). Instead, Sara inadvertently stumbles 

upon the frail street peddler after a period of estrangement following his remarriage. Reb 

Smolinsky’s decline from favored scholar of the tenements to a widower sent by his 

avaricious new wife to peddle worldly goods in the streets undoes his proud refusal to 

earn his own living—and reverses the trajectory from the “gutter” to a scholar realized by 

Sara. He must finally earn through his own efforts, as many of the younger generation 

chastise him to do throughout Bread Givers when he subsists on the labors of his 

daughters and, later, the dowries he demands from their suitors.  

But the Jewish cultural traditions Reb Smolinsky represents survive. Sara’s more 

assimilated lover and school principal, Hugo Seelig, asks Reb Smolinsky to teach him 

Hebrew.29 Their conversation recuperates the transmission of knowledge within ethnic 

enclaves and provides a coda to the forces of modernization and assimilation that threaten 

to efface Reb Smolinsky’s learned legacy. By the end of the novel, Reb Smolinsky’s 

particular investment in Judaic scholarship is reaffirmed when Hugo Seelig asks Reb 

Smolinsky to teach him Hebrew, a language the father never appears to have taught Sara 

or his other daughters. In this conversation, Reb Smolinsky asks about the origin of 

                                                
29 This continuation ultimately appears in the polyglot tapestry of the larger narrative and the specific 
exchange between Sara Smolinsky and Hugo Seelig, which I outline later. 
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Hugo’s parents, his salary, and pays closer attention when he learns the man is a school 

principal:  

“Well,” sighed Hugo, getting into Father’s spirit, “I make a living. 
But I’m not smart enough yet. And I came to ask you, would you care to 
teach me Hebrew?”  

“Hebrew? An American young man, a principal, and wants to learn 
Hebrew? And you want me to teach you?”  

“If a learned man like you would care to take a beginner like me.” 
Father leaned back in his chair. The old dream look came back into 

his glowing eyes. “Listen to me, Mr. Seelig—young man! I want you to 
know I don’t trust much American young men. They’re all deniers of God. 
One day is the same to them as another. . . . I thought that in America we 
were all lost. Jewishness is no Jewishness. Children are no children. 
Respect for fathers does not exist. And yet my own daughter who is not a 
Jewess and not a gentile—brings me a young man—and whom? An 
American. And for what? To learn Hebrew. From whom? From me. Lord 
of the Universe! You never forsake your faithful ones.” (293-4)  

 
That Hugo asks Reb Smolinsky to teach him Hebrew signifies that assimilation is not a 

one-way process, even for the most assimilated Jew in the novel, who in an earlier scene 

corrects Sara’s English pronunciation in front of her students. In the exchange quoted 

above, it is Hugo Seelig who momentarily becomes the stand-in for the modernist artist.  

Hugo, like Yezierska the author, is confident in his English language use, as he earlier 

makes Sara “turn[ed] pupil myself” when he coaches her vernacular pronunciation of 

sing as “sing-gg” (272). Hugo becomes the proxy for Yezierska, who manipulates 

language in the larger narrative to evoke the fragmentation of the modern experience for 

immigrants (272). He adapts to his audience, taking on the “spirit” of Reb Smolinsky in 

their conversation. Although Reb Smolinsky praises the “Jewishness” of Hugo’s request, 

readers have the context for Hugo’s interest as academic—pronunciation is his special 

interest, and Hebrew seems to be a hobby that would also ingratiate him to his potential 

father-in-law. That Reb Smolinsky never appears to teach his daughter Hebrew, and that 
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Hugo Seelig rather than Sara Smolinsky performs so prominently as an intermediary for 

Jewish scholarship, underlines the vexed position for Americanizing Jewish women, 

echoing Reb Smolinsky’s remark that his daughter “is not a Jewess and not a gentile” 

(293).30  

Hugo’s apparent interest in affirming shared culture through specific shared 

Jewish language branches a divide between the Americanized scholarship of Hugo and 

the specialized Judaic scholarship of Reb Smolinsky. Even as Sara Smolinsky’s own use 

of Yiddish seems to recede with her ascension to English-teaching professional over the 

course of the novel, Hebrew emerges as the to-be-shared language of countrymen across 

generations, Reb Smolinsky and Hugo Seelig by novel’s end.31 This late-narrative 

exchange about the older immigrant generation teaching the younger generation Hebrew 

encapsulates the novel’s ambivalence towards either wholly rejecting the influence of the 

past or wholly embracing an English-language future.  

The ambivalence of this exchange between Reb Smolinsky and Hugo Seelig 

complements Sara Smolinsky’s efforts to guide the English language acquisition of her 

immigrant students. Sara observes her students’ language habits through her self-

awareness of desecrating the language she teaches: “My children used to murder the 

language as I did when I was a child on Hester Street. And I wanted to give them that 

                                                
30 In Rita Keresztesi’s reading of the novel, the implied marriage of Hugo and Sara supports her interest in 
the novel’s depiction of estrangement, the “uncanny existence of being an immigrant and a stranger,” and, 
more particularly, her understanding that “Sara’s final pained resolution to turn to marriage and patriarchal 
tradition is more of a critique of the ideology of America and modernity than an enthusiastic support for 
them” (81). 
31 Many of the Yiddish words that appear in the novel, without translation, are attributed to Reb Smolinsky 
and repeated within Sara Smolinsky’s narration of her upbringing on Hester Street. In particular, Yiddish 
often refers to slights—Reb Smolinsky repeatedly calls one ill-fated suitor of his daughter Fania 
“schnorrer” and shouts “yideneh” at Sara’s mother when she asks him to wait on buying a grocery store 
(68, 112; emphasis in original). 
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better speech that the teachers in college had tried to knock into me” (270-1). English-

language acquisition and the immigrant teacher’s complicity in that language learning 

mark the dominance of English language in public education as simultaneously a violent 

imposition on students’ home languages and as a gift. Yezierska’s provocative depiction 

of English language acquisition may be interpreted as an ironic nod to the contemporary 

modernist artist’s experiments with language that antagonize the reading community 

(which I will return to in Chapter Four when discussing Gertrude Stein’s The Making of 

Americans).  

While Sara Smolinsky participates in what can be read as an overtly assimilative 

pedagogical practice—of requiring younger immigrants to become fluent in English—she 

does so with awareness of how her own childhood education was restricted and 

delayed.32 Her aspirations as a teacher seem to only nominally include being a “boss” of 

education who enforces the rules; Sara’s keen relational awareness of her students 

implies a challenge to the dictatorship of knowledge she critiqued during her own 

coursework, when the “bosses of education” remained enigmatic. Sara’s work enables 

her students to be represented by an authority figure—the accented immigrant who left 

the tenement. Even though her language of “murdering” seems forceful, Sara describes 

her own experience as one of having English “knock[ed] into me”—counter to her own 

pedagogical methodology (271). She uses a much lighter touch when coaching her own 

students, laughing playfully rather than vindictively when her students err and suggesting 

“You know how to make the right sounds for these words, but you put them in the 

                                                
32 Yezierska implies that her protagonist was kept out of or taken out of school. Sara Smolinsky makes no 
mention of school during her account of her childhood and emphasizes her interest in providing income to 
her family from the age of ten, when she begins peddling secondhand fish (1, 21).  
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opposite places” (272). She embodies the newspaper story heroine that inspired her 

higher education, in an instance of repetition with a difference: Smolinsky’s students 

need not be literate yet, as Sara was when she encountered the newspaper success story, 

to see that they are represented in their classroom.33 

Sara Smolinsky’s fraught characterization of English language transmission and 

the anticipation of Hebrew learning between Hugo and Reb Smolinsky exemplify the 

novel’s attention to intergenerational conflict against a backdrop of nationalistic 

assimilation practices and demonstrate the novel’s challenge to the Jewish-American’s 

exclusion from a national American family. Yezierska makes an ironic and suggestive 

move when she characterizes immigrants “murdering” a language in a text where Jewish 

immigrants are prolific linguistic producers, as I will develop subsequently. The 

implicitly Jewish instruction represented by Hugo Seelig’s request also gestures to the 

Jewish textuality that informs the subtext of the novel. 

 

Part II. Remaking Modernism 

Polyglot Tapestry & Jewish Textuality 

Bread Givers not only examines the immigrant experiences relevant to the 

Progressive intellectual milieu within which it was produced. Yezierska addresses the 

gaps in Dewey’s and Kallen’s contributions by instructing in Jewish textual production 

and linguistic forms. I will demonstrate how instructional components at the levels of 

formal style and reading practice of Bread Givers, the remaining aspects of the modernist 

                                                
33 Mary Dearborn uses the evocative phrase “repetition with a difference” in Pocahontas's Daughters to 
discuss Stein’s work, a context I return to in Chapter Four (168).  
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pedagogy of the novel, challenge scholars’ secularized understanding of modernist 

literary production. The novel’s Jewish textuality consists of the Jewish (Yiddish, almost 

always transliterated into English) print culture and multilingual existence of the 

characters that inform the novel’s form as well as content. Bread Givers defamiliarizes 

the English language reading practice while positioning Sara Smolinsky as a holder of 

privileged knowledge and interpretation. In other words, Sara takes command of texts 

within the novel and filters them in her presentation to readers. Sara Smolinsky disrupts 

and displaces traditional sources of authority—both of book learning and within her 

religiously conservative family.  

Yezierska refers to the poems, letters, and newspaper articles circulating within 

Sara Smolinsky’s tenement community and constructs a distinct print culture within the 

world of Bread Givers. This print culture affirms Sara as a surrogate for 

contemporaneous Yiddish print culture in New York. Sara’s use of industrial imagery to 

understand the college as factory evokes the work of the prolific Yiddish poets concerned 

with working-class themes and melting-pot metaphorics in the 1920s. Even though 

Yezierska aligned with the Popular Front rather than this particular Yiddish leftist literary 

tradition, Sara Smolinsky still might be considered within that literary genealogy. Sara’s 

working-class training echoes the biographies of many Yiddish writers identified with the 

comintern-aligned “Proletpen” writers’ union, providing another layer of Jewish 

textuality to a novel immersed in working-class tenement life.  

The opening to this chapter in which Smolinsky asks whether “the college was 

only a factory” invokes a mood within the literary tradition of the Jewish immigrant 

leftist poet Alexander Pomerantz’s rendition of the melting pot metaphor in “My Father 
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the Foundryman” (1926), in which he imagined a life cycle developed in a foundry 

(Proletpen 107). 34 Pomerantz evoked similar melting-pot metaphorics in his 

“Chandeliers” (1924) where from the diverse workers, “comrades of a common skill” 

who are “Jews, Negroes, Germans, Russians, Greeks, Italians,” emerges a lamp “handled 

by seventy-seven hands” (125). In both “Chandeliers” and “My Father the Foundryman,” 

Pomerantz identified the product of labor with the workers, comparing the electric wires 

to nerves (“living nerves” in “Chandeliers,” 125; wiry nerves pulled into the “dead 

figure” of the lamp in “My Father the Foundryman,” 107). Verse re-identifies ethnic 

workers with the products of their labor. Sara Smolinsky embodies an in-text transitional 

figure between these Yiddish poets, writing of their own and others’ labor experiences to 

create art, and cosmopolitan high modernists like T.S. Eliot and Gertrude Stein, who used 

the industrialized urban space to critique long established centers of value and authority, 

such as the university.  

Beyond her role as this transitional figure, Sara’s childhood is consumed with the 

work of Jewish writers, from the love letters and poetry of Morris Lipkin, her sister’s 

suitor, to her father’s matchmaker advertisements in the Ghetto News.35 The Yiddish-

                                                
34 As Amelia Glaser and David Weintraub document in their recuperation and translation of Yiddish poets, 
Proletpen writers “who often began their careers as teachers and scholars, aimed to both bring the 
proletariat to the center of literary discourse and to encourage more factory workers to take up the pen and 
write about their own experiences” (Proletpen 97). 
35 Socially and linguistically marginalized writers of prize-winning essays in English serve as a fascinating 
trope in literary productions from the first half of the twentieth century, particularly in texts with 
autobiographical influences. For instance, ceramic artist Jade Snow Wong’s third-person autobiography 
Fifth Chinese Daughter also documents her contest-winning essay while working in a shipyard contributing 
to the war effort during the first World War. Both Bread Givers and Fifth Chinese Daughter incorporate 
familiar tropes of immigrant educational narratives: female protagonists asserting their personhood and 
growing independence against traditional, dominant fathers; navigating an exclusionary school system by 
working doubly hard, in a laundry and as a housekeeper, respectively; following prescient advice from 
academic mentors or sociology professors; and winning essay contests that give them access to future 
creative careers.  
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language Ghetto News serves as Reb Smolinsky’s professional network. He first posts an 

ad for his matchmaking services, which Sara recalls for readers, and later buys a derelict 

grocery store listed in another classified ad, which Reb Smolinsky reads aloud to his 

family (91, 112).36 These newspapers represent tenement literacy as well as 

resourcefulness; once read, their utility extends to creating order (Sara’s sister Mashah 

stores her clothes “wrapped around with newspapers to keep the dirt out,” 5), providing 

artwork (“we hung up calendars and pictures from the Sunday newspapers,” 14), and 

serving as tablecloths at home and herring wrappers on the street market. This print 

culture affirms the place of Jewish textual production throughout Bread Givers. The 

fragmented tenement texts contained within the narrative suggest the thriving Yiddish-

language Jewish press in New York. 

Bread Givers gives form to a Jewish print culture within the novel that is truly 

modern, reflective of the widespread reach of the popular Yiddish and English-language 

Jewish dailies in New York in the early decades of the twentieth century. The Yiddish 

press, according to historian Hasia Diner, occupied an intellectual cornerstone in 

immigrant Jewish culture, especially in New York. Diner contextualizes this important 

role of the Yiddish press thusly: “For immigrant Jews the Yiddish press was one of the 

most significant social and educational institutions of America. From it, they learned 

about events in Europe, where many friends and relatives still lived. In the pages of the 

various Yiddish dailies, they learned about American politics, American economic and 

social conditions” (In the Almost Promised Land 28). Bread Givers enacts this 

                                                
36 Yezierska also features Ghetto News in Salome of the Tenements (1923), which begins with Russian 
Jewish immigrant protagonist Sonya Vrunsky interviewing a philanthropist for the paper.  
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educational function ascribed to the Yiddish press by Diner. Yezierska directs this 

instruction for readers into Jewish textuality with Sara Smolinsky as an interpreter of 

these textual materials for the audience to her life narrative. Sara assimilates these 

materials into a larger first-person narrative treated with modernist techniques. 

Yezierska’s formal experimentation in Bread Givers is defined by mixing genres 

within the world of the novel. This genre-mixing creates an extended pastiche of 

sources.37 These literary objects within the novel construct a world consumed with print 

and represented in “immigrant English,” a description employed by a character in another 

of Yezierska’s works.38 Print culture influences Sara Smolinsky’s self-fashioning —from 

the articles and stolen letters she reads to the texts she cannot access (for even touching 

her father’s holy books is forbidden). Sara’s contact with and, in some cases, furtive 

access to various literary forms signify the textual influences on identity.  

Sara Smolinsky’s transliterated narration alternates between incorporating entire 

passages written by or for (in the case of her sister’s intercepted letters) other characters 

and filtering these texts through her own first person point of view. For instance, Sara 

quotes in its entirety the letter she writes on behalf of her sister Mashah to suitor Jacob 

                                                
37 Among the novels I discuss, this linguistic play reaches its apex in challenging the reading experience in 
Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, as I argue in Chapter 4. 
38 Brooks Hefner discusses Yezierska’s short story “To The Stars” and how the protagonist labels her own 
language “immigrant English” (205). Reb Smolinsky’s possessiveness of his holy books, one of the only 
objects the family packs with them when they emigrate from Poland, is well known by his family. Sara 
notes this family norm, “It was like a law in the house that nobody dared touch Mashah’s things, no more 
than they dared touch Father’s Hebrew books, or Mother’s precious jar of jelly which she always kept 
ready for company” (5) Later, when the landlady’s rent collector comes to collect the rent money the 
Smolinsky family does not have, the collector reaches out and closes the Torah Reb Smolinsky holds in his 
hands. Her act emphasizes how his private scholarly practice—which he sustains while waiting for his 
daughters to find additional work—will not pay their debts. She chastises, “The dirty do-nothing! Go to 
work yourself! Stop singing prayers. Then you’ll have money for rent!” (18). Reb Smolinsky slaps the 
collector in response and bloodies her nose, precipitating court proceedings in which an American-born 
lawyer funded by the tenement community successfully defends Reb Smolinsky against presumed battery 
charges. 
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Novak as well as quotes the letter addressed to her sister Fania (and opened by her father) 

which outlines suitor Morris Lipkin’s dedication of his collected “Poems of Poverty” to 

Fania (61; 67). Sara later discovers love letters written by Morris underneath a mattress 

and begins to dream about him, moved by his declarations of love for Fania as if they 

were addressed to her: “For days and weeks, I lived only in Morris Lipkin and in his 

letters” (87). Sara Smolinsky presents these fragmented works to readers using different 

forms of print genres, an aesthetic approach associated with literary modernism. 

Significantly, Yezierska provides tangential glimpses at the contents of these texts rather 

than a realist representation.  

The shopworker’s success story printed in the newspaper is only the most telling 

example of Yezierska’s sophisticated strategy of Jewish textual representation: this story 

that profoundly influences Sara’s education—in fact serves as a blueprint for it—and 

inspires her to leave her family home is not described in detail or at length and is neither 

quoted nor attributed explicitly to the Ghetto News as other texts are. Instead, the 

summary presented by Sara foregrounds Sara’s experience of what she has read, rather 

than the underlying text. Sara remembers the story after she has unsuccessfully alternated 

staying with two of her married sisters’ families after leaving the family home and before 

renting a room of her own. Prompted by anger and pride when she is kicked out of her 

second brother-in-law’s home after defending her sister Mashah against his verbal abuse 

and insults, Sara imagines how she will triumph over him and her other misogynistic 

brother-in-law by remembering the newspaper narrative: 

 Only to make myself somebody great—and have them come 
begging favours at my feet. 
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 And then it flashed to me. The story from the Sunday paper. A 
girl—slaving away in the shop. Her hair was already turning gray, and 
nothing had ever happened to her. Then suddenly she began to study in the 
night school, then college. And worked and studied, on and on, till she 
became a teacher in the schools. (155)   
 

This cornerstone narrative to Sara’s ideal—and eventually actualized—identity as a 

teacher remains ambiguous, attributed only to the “Sunday paper” rather than the 

familiar, specific Ghetto News that appears elsewhere in the novel. Yezierska’s elliptical 

representation requires readers of the novel to rely on the immigrant narrator for 

representation and meaning of another literary object. That this object takes the form of a 

woman’s autobiographical account, ostensibly within a Yiddish daily, becomes pastiche. 

Yezierska gestures to the popularity of immigrant autobiography, a genre associated in 

her context with the celebration of Americanization. Mary Antin’s autobiography The 

Promised Land, for instance, according to Horace Kallen, exemplified popular immigrant 

authors whose “biographical testimony” represented the immigrant who became 

“‘assimilated’ even in religion, and more excessively, self-consciously flatteringly 

American than the Americans” (78). Yezierska’s distancing technique, placing direct 

representation of such an autobiographical account just beyond readers’ reach, suggests 

the multilingual immigrant modernist’s paradox: the inability for her experiences to be 

fully represented or understood aesthetically or philosophically, compounded by the 

possibility that mass publication in the dominant national language remained one of the 

better tools for this kind of representation.  

The immigrant autobiography once-removed, framed within a fictional Sara 

Smolinsky’s first-person immigrant protagonist’s life narrative, represents what 

traditional literary representation elides. Modernist prose might claim to most 
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authentically invoke the unknowability of immigrant experience through elision and 

fragmentation. Thus, Jewish immigrant textuality becomes the background tapestry for 

both Sara Smolinsky’s self-fashioning in Bread Givers as well as the novel’s mise en 

abyme for Yezierska’s framing of immigrant literary production at a time of 

unprecedented immigration. That framing uses modernist techniques enacted through the 

protagonist’s narrative perspective, perhaps most notably through linguistic code-shifting 

in addition to the genre-mixing pastiche of literary forms. 

Language serves as a vehicle for insisting on a Jewish future in the novel, 

particularly when it involves language learning between generations. While the dominant 

narrative strand in the novel concludes with Sara Smolinsky becoming acculturated 

enough to work as a teacher of English to the next generation of immigrant 

schoolchildren, multiple intersecting subtexts continue to trace a presence of Jewish 

languages. These polyglot textual possibilities inform the novel’s response to immigrant 

instruction and shape Yezierska’s contributions to ethnic modernism through languages 

largely associated with Jews.  

The linguistic hybridity of the novel serves as double-edged modernist technique, 

producing textual effects that challenge the dominance of English in U.S. literary canons 

as well as within the public school classroom, melding the novel’s pedagogical themes 

with formal concerns. First, the incorporation of Yiddish into a novel for English-

language readers makes the novel form new. This incorporation reshapes a largely 

Eurocentric and Anglophone genre in U.S. literary production of the 1920s. Many 
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scholars have considered Bread Givers’ rich hybrid transliterated Yiddish-English.39 

Yiddish syntax informs the structure of the primarily English-language prose narrative. 

Typical of Yezierska’s short stories as well as her novels, Bread Givers “uses a hybrid 

combination of English words, Yiddish syntax, English translation of Yiddish 

expressions, and a number of untranslated Yiddish words,” as Brooks Hefner describes in 

his study of Yezierska’s vernacular modernism (202). 

Second to making the novel form new, Yezierska’s rebuttal through form to 

dominant language and genre conventions serves as an implicit counter to the English-

only instruction in public education in Bread Givers’ plot (which resembles the context 

of production). Even though that plot seems to reify the Anglophone citizen and the 

construction of future young Anglophone citizens, Sara Smolinsky’s subjectivity—

though transformed by English instruction—still incorporates Jewish languages and 

refuses to assert a singular English-only future.  

Sara’s characterization of the unfamiliarity of her coursework provides a meta-

commentary on the reading practice of Bread Givers that confronts the possibilities of 

immigrant literary production and accounts for a critique of academic English that is still 

written in recognizable English. At the beginning of her college education, the translation 

of coursework to her life confounds Sara. She describes, “I flung myself into the new 

term’s work with a fierce determination to wring the last drop of knowledge from each 

course. At first, psychology was like Greek to me. So many words about words. 

‘Apperception,’ ‘reflex arc,’ ‘inhibitions.’ What had all that fancy book language to do 

                                                
39 In Chapter Three, I consider Hana Wirth-Nesher’s particular insights into understanding Yiddish-English 
hybrid texts and what the language politics of such texts contribute to American modernism. 
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with the real, plain every day?” (222). Here, Yezierska dramatizes the foreignness of 

psychology using the simile of the English-language idiom “like Greek to me.” This 

American idiom, while explicitly used to describe Sara’s understanding of psychology, 

implicitly exemplifies Yezierska’s modernist project of language manipulation, 

multiplied by Yezierska’s use and references to multilingual Jewish experience elsewhere 

in the novel. The familiar—idiom—is used to stand in for the foreign—psychology. That 

the “foreign” subject is psychology ironizes the complexity of self-consciousness that 

eventually results from Sara’s understanding of her past experiences as a child and how 

those experiences inform her emotional regulation as an adult. She references what could 

be seen as a language of an ancient but still active civilization (Greece) as shorthand for 

the barriers to her understanding, anticipating the possibility that English-language 

readers of the novel might mistakenly assume the novel’s Yiddish references are of a 

belated civilization and immigrant past, left behind when Sara assumes her own 

pedagogical authority. 

Bread Givers contains a polyglot community in which the slippages of the word 

“language” contest the hegemonic prevalence of English overall as well as resist defining 

any one language in particular scenes. The most striking example of this ambiguity of 

meaning and affirmation of a polyglot community appears in an exchange between Sara 

Smolinsky and her more assimilated lover, Hugo Seelig. They discuss a letter Sara 

Smolinsky’s stepmother addressed to Hugo, the principal at the school where Sara 

teaches. The letter attempts to blackmail Sara into giving a portion of her salary to her 

father and shame Sara for her perceived shortcomings as a Jewish daughter. This letter 
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serves as the impetus for revealing Sara and Hugo’s common cultural and geographic 

heritage.  

The traditionalist letter writer declares Sara’s proper role as a daughter, without 

explicitly mentioning her Jewish identity: “Is it not a disgrace for the schools from 

America that you have a teacherin learning the children who is such a mean stingy to her 

own blood? If you have the fear of God in your heart, you will yourself see that at least 

half her wages should go to her poor old father who is a smarter man as she is a 

teacherin—” (273-4, original emphasis). The letter’s contents telegraph to Hugo familiar 

cultural and religious assumptions about family. Hugo later tells Sara “That mean letter, 

instead of turning me against you, drew me to you. I knew you weren’t that kind. As for 

your father, I know just the kind of old Jew he is. After all, it’s from him that you got the 

iron for the fight you had to make to be what you are now” (279).  In his phrasing, Hugo 

reaffirms personal qualities as based on descent, seeming to place Reb Smolinsky in the 

past as an “old Jew” (279). That Hugo refers to “kinds” of Jews simulates the language 

often used against racialized immigrants to stereotype them into types, even as broadly as 

unassimilated versus assimilated immigrants. More troubling, then, is that Hugo makes 

this assertion before even meeting Reb Smolinsky. Hugo uses the stepmother’s text as a 

map for categorizing Sara’s father instead of using his own experience meeting Reb 

Smolinsky to guide his perception. 

Hugo and Sara’s conversation in response to the letter suggests the potential for 

exchange in English, Yiddish, Polish, and German without ever resolving for the reader 

which language(s) are used by the characters: 
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We got to talking about ourselves, our families, the Old World 
from which we came. To our surprise we found that our beginnings were 
the same. We came from the same government in Poland, from villages 
only a few miles apart. Our families had uprooted themselves from the 
same land and adventured to the New World. 

For a moment we looked at each other, breathless with the 
wonderful discovery. “Landsleute—countrymen!” we cried, in one voice, 
our hands reaching out to each other. (277) 

 
An apostrophe in German and its English translation sets off the deeper connection 

within their exchange: “Landsleute—country-men!” (277). This phrase uttered in unison 

illustrates the act of interpellating based on a shared cultural identity and suggests affinity 

with Horace Kallen’s theory of cultural pluralism. This recognition of a fellow 

countryman dramatizes Kallen’s theory that, in the course of Americanization, the 

process of assimilation “bring[s] to light permanent group distinctions and the immigrant, 

like the Anglo-Saxon American, is thrown back upon himself and his ancestry” (106). 

And moreover, Kallen conjectured, “The institutions of the Republic have become the 

liberating cause and the background for the rise of the cultural consciousness and social 

autonomy of the immigrant Irishman, German, Scandinavian, Jew, Pole or Bohemian. On 

the whole, the automatic processes of Americanization have not repressed nationality. 

These processes have liberated nationality, and more or less gratified it” (107). Notably, 

Kallen refers to the Jewish immigrant as a nationality (incongruent with the nations and 

regions that identify the other immigrants in his comment). Hugo and Sara, while from 

neighboring Polish villages, might also refer to their shared nation-less ethnicity as 

immigrant Jews. This nation-less affiliation—not necessarily just Polish origins—would 

support Hugo’s intuition about “just the kind of old Jew” Reb Smolinsky is.  
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Sara and Hugo’s conversation revises the professional linguistic dialectic between 

the two colleagues and eventual couple. Elsewhere in the novel, Sara Smolinsky teaches 

accented English to her students and Hugo, for whom one of his “special hobbies was 

English pronunciation,” supervises and corrects her work (270).40 But their intimate 

conversation about origins from neighboring Polish villages levels their status differences 

(professionally and with English fluency). Their conversation exemplifies the strategic 

ambiguities of language use in the novel and questions readers’ assumptions about their 

certainty of language use as well as the prominence of English in America. Sara recounts,  

After that [exchange about their journeys to America], all 
differences dropped away. We talked one language. We had sprung from 
one soil.  

“How strangely things work out,” I said, with a new feeling of 
familiarity. “You got this blackmailing letter. And yet here we are born 
friends.”  

“Why shouldn’t we be? You and I, we are of one blood.” (278)  
 

In this passage, Sara’s reference to talking “one language” embraces ambiguity. Their 

shared language could be figurative (shared communication and experience) as well as 

literal and specific—within Bread Givers’ conversational context. Yezierska’s insertion 

of the German address Landsleute earlier in this scene unsettles any assumption that these 

                                                
40 This relationship with Hugo Seelig challenges Sara’s self-mastery—he corrects her pronunciation, which 
rather than a triumph of assimilation and reproduction of that hegemony might be seen as a commentary on 
the extent of that self-mastery once other relational identities are at stake (instead of that between student-
peers, that between adult colleagues complicated by romantic assumptions/gender roles, etc.). Rita 
Keresztesi focuses on this scene in greater detail. I agree with aspects of Keresztesi’s feminist reading of 
Bread Givers as critique of patriarchal institutions and ideologies—both Orthodox Judaism and American 
nativism. Keresztesi laments that, for Sara Smolinsky, “Even after she is educated and, in theory but not in 
practice, makes herself an American, she is still a stranger” (73). I see estrangement from a slightly 
different perspective: that of the Progressive working-class student from the democratic learning 
environment she aspires to work within. I also depart from Keresztesi’s interpretation of the novel’s 
conclusion as a foreboding glimpse into the continuation of patriarchal control. She claims, “The last image 
of Sara held tightly in the grip of patriarchy is the modernist subversion of the traditional romance plot” 
(79). I instead see attempts at intergenerational negotiation between Sara’s fiancée and her Orthodox father 
and Sara as the ultimate authority over Bread Givers as an incomplete map of an immigrant’s experiences.  
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two teachers are conversing in English or English alone. The German apostrophe acts as 

another ambiguous modification of Sara’s comment “we talked one language,” for that 

language could refer to German, to Polish, or, more likely, to the increased familiarity in 

their conversation as Sara and Hugo mark some shared national-religious experiences. 

The text’s use of “language” in its various connotations in this scene resists resolution for 

readers.  

These seemingly contradictory presences—of English language learning and 

Jewish language use continuing outside the classroom—provide a meta-commentary 

about dominant language use in a novel with mainstream reach.41 In both Sara and 

Hugo’s mutual recognition as countrymen of one blood and Hugo and Reb Smolinsky’s 

discussion of Hebrew language learning, Yezierska alternates between using language in 

the broader sense of cultural sharing and as implicit insistence on the value of Jewish 

languages. Language does not tie Sara and Hugo to a particular place in that they are 

Polish but speak German; they are an English teacher and pronunciation enthusiast, 

respectively, who speak a more intimate language with each other that remains 

unknowable to readers. 

Yezierska’s skillful manipulation of the meaning of “language” in this scene 

between Hugo and Sara evokes the modernist duality of cosmopolitanism and 

nationalism and emphasizes the diaspora of assimilating Jewish immigrants. Their shared 

cultural identity upholds multiple languages with contested relationships to location and 

geographic space. Shared language becomes associated with shared knowledge, further 

                                                
41 The New York Times reviewed the novel in “Turbulent Folkways of the Ghetto in a New Novel,” 
featuring Bread Givers prominently in a round up of recent book reviews.  
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signifying their Jewish heritage. That their shared heritage of “one blood” is associated 

with territoriality—Sara and Hugo “had sprung from one soil”—suggests an implicit 

Zionist reading of the novel (278). In other words, language becomes connected to an 

imaginative heritage without yet specifying how that heritage might inform their 

relationship to land or whether an American identity could ever prevail over blood. That 

implicit Zionism becomes much more compelling when considered within the context of 

an academic exchange that remakes the language of American pioneers for the needs of 

the Jewish immigrant protagonist. The ethnic solidarity suggested by “one blood,” when 

combined with a metaphor for immigrant assimilation based on colonial acquisition of 

land (which I will describe in the following section) is notable given that Yezierska was 

writing at the same time that different Zionist movements were gaining traction among 

American Jews. Yezierska may be playing with the resonances of larger debates about 

the viability of the modern Jewish diaspora and whether Jewish immigrants to America 

ought to consider their condition as one of settlement or continued exile.42 Bread Givers 

insists on a Jewish future through linguistic use and practice and through its compelling 

revision of dominant American narratives of manifest destiny and colonialism for 

immigrant needs.  

 

Jewish Pioneers: Rewriting American Identity & Zionist Potential in Bread Givers 
 

Bread Givers performs an expansion of an imaginative frontier for immigrants 

beyond Hugo and Sara’s references to shared heritage and experiences. This expansion 

                                                
42 For a survey of interwar Jewish nationalisms, including “religious Zionism and secular Zionism, cultural 
Zionism and political Zionism, socialist Zionism, general Zionism, and right-wing revisionist Zionism,” see 
Ezra Mendelsohn’s On Modern Jewish Politics (57).  
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alludes to a geographical transition among Jewish immigrant generations in America. 

While earlier waves of immigrants (including German Jewish immigrants who arrived in 

large numbers before the 1880s) could have participated in the problematic settler-

colonial American national project of territorial expansion, Yezierska’s and Sara 

Smolinsky’s generation arrived after the consolidation of continental expansion.43 Bread 

Givers imagines Sara as part of pioneer discourse at a moment when many immigrants 

lived in stultifying urban tenements, overcrowding already inhabited space compared 

with the American frontier mythology of open spaces.   

Bread Givers presents a new frontier for imagining immigrant space with the 

potential to subvert nationalistic discourse within the context of the Progressive era. As I 

discussed, Bread Givers uses Jewish textuality to imagine alternative linguistic 

communities within the narrative and reading public (using Yiddish print culture and 

multilingual exchanges). The novel builds on this polyglot representation of Jewish 

communities with temporal experimentation that highlights Jewish diaspora. This 

temporal experimentation evokes the shocks of modernity and contests a linear narrative 

of progress traditionally associated with the Bildungsroman. Much of this temporal 

experimentation and historical framing relies on specifically Jewish memories and 

histories, at a moment of tightening immigration possibilities within the United States. 

                                                
43 Within the century of peak European Jewish immigration (1820-1924), Hasia Diner situates the early 
nineteenth century immigrants within the American national settler-colonial project of westward expansion. 
She describes the contributions of these Jewish immigrants—“as peddlers, small-town merchants, and 
wholesalers in regional entre-pôts, [who] outfitted this westward expansion”—compared with the later 
arrivals of interest to me in Chapters Two and Three, later generations whom Diner describes as largely 
involved in the project of mass clothing production (4). See Diner’s The Jews of the United States, 1654 to 
2000 for a detailed history. 
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Here, I suggest that the multiple temporalities of the novel demonstrate how Jewish 

identity within Bread Givers contributes to a richer understanding of modernism.  

Moreover, the pedagogical themes, intergenerational tensions, and challenges to 

Progressive era discourse discussed throughout this chapter all intersect in the focal scene 

of Sara visiting her college dean’s office so that finally, Bread Givers offers a way of re-

seeing dominant American narratives and mythology. That dominant mythology is 

propagated by the ideological inculcation Kallen identified with the public school as an 

instrument that serves the purpose of blending and transferring the ideals of Anglo-Saxon 

descendants onto all other European immigrants. Kallen captured that Anglicizing of 

American cultural history, wherein the homes of “national heroes like John Harvard or 

George Washington become converted into shrines” and this dominant narrative’s 

exclusion of the representation of other communities, in which “the non-British elements 

of the population have been practically voiceless” (91, 90). Yezierska responds to this 

cultural context with the imaginative integration of the immigrant protagonist into 

popular historical narrative.  

To consider the broader influence of Jewish textuality on modernism, I turn to 

Bread Givers’ estranged negotiation of what it means to be made into an American, 

particularly compared with those native-born college students Sara Smolinsky imagines 

as the “real Americans” (210). Sara observes the difference between those born American 

and immigrants when she first arrives on campus: “So these are the real Americans, I 

thought, thrilled by the lean, straight bearing of the passers-by. They had none of that 

terrible fight for bread and rent that I always saw in New York people’s eyes. . . . There 

was in them that sure, settled look of those who belong to the world in which they were 
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born” (210-11). This scene reiterates the visible experiential divide between working-

class Sara and her peers, their bodies “straight” rather than hunched over from working in 

factories. Their “settled look” mimics their status as descendants of settler colonists.  

When Sara confronts her college dean over the difference she observes between 

the ease of her settled classmates and herself, Sara’s initial observations about belonging 

are revised by the dean’s imaginative incorporation of her into one of the founding 

mythologies of U.S. colonialism in the following passage: 

Once, while we were chatting in his library, I asked him suddenly, 
“Why is it that when a nobody wants to get to be somebody she’s got to 
make herself terribly hard, when people like you who are born high up can 
keep all their kind feelings and get along so naturally well with 
everybody?” 

He looked at me with the steady gaze of his understanding eyes.  
“All pioneers have to get hard to survive,” he said. He pointed to a 

faded oil painting of his grandmother. “Look! My grandmother came to 
the wilderness in an ox cart and with a gun on her lap. She had to chop 
down trees to build a shelter for herself and her children. I’m more than a 
little ashamed to realize if I had to contend with the wilderness I’d perish 
with the unfit. But you, child—your place is with the pioneers. And you’re 
going to survive.” (231-2) 
 

In the process of foregrounding immigrant survival in academia, Sara shares an 

imaginative status with American pioneers, her long journey West from Poland emulating 

Westward expansion in the United States. Taken against the backdrop of 

multigenerational, propertied descendants of Anglo-Saxons she earlier identifies as the 

“real Americans” with the “settled look,” Sara’s imaginative status challenges a dominant 

settler-colonial narrative. How might immigrants fit into this dominant narrative of 

colonization? Might their colonization unsettle the descendants of Western settlers? 

While this possibility is not specifically elaborated in Bread Givers, I point to 

Yezierska’s recasting of American mythology with a Jewish immigrant at the center as 
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deeply suggestive of the possibilities for testing the elasticity of self-fashioning narratives 

within multiethnic U.S. literatures. This mythic appropriation serves a synthetic Judeo-

Christian incorporation into American mythmaking stories centered on religious freedom 

and settler-colonialism, especially remarkable given the publication of this story over a 

decade before the hyphenated nomenclature Judeo-Christian circulated widely in the 

United States.44 

 In this passage involving the faded oil painting, Yezierska appeals to something 

fundamentally “American” about Jewish immigrants in particular, similar to Horace 

Kallen’s characterization of Jews in “Democracy Versus the Melting-Pot” as “the most 

eagerly American of the immigrant groups” (106). Like Sara Smolinsky’s college dean, 

Kallen posits a congruence between contemporary Jewish immigrants and early 

American settler-colonists: “The Jews come far more with the attitude of the vaunted 

earliest settlers than any of the other peoples; for they more than any other present-day 

immigrant group are in flight from persecution and disaster; in search of economic 

opportunity, liberty of conscience, civil rights” (68-9). Although Bread Givers challenges 

Kallen’s deterministic view of ethnic enclaves by showing the barriers to 

intergenerational instruction based on gender, both Yezierska and Kallen appropriate the 

language of an original “American” selfhood to advance their incorporation of Jewish 

immigrant families into American literary production.  

 While the pioneer passage in Bread Givers offers an imaginative counter 

narrative to immigrant difference based on communities of descent, the conflation of 

                                                
44 Jonathan D. Sarna’s American Judaism: A History claims the work of “interfaith organizations active 
around World War II” put the term “Judeo-Christian” into broader use (xv). 
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Jewish student and pioneer also challenges an exclusive narrative of American belonging, 

the very narrative Sara cites when she acknowledges her alienation from college peers. 

Yezierska extends her treatment of Jewish immigrant pioneers beyond Kallen’s 

identification of Jewish immigrant compatibility with hegemonic Anglo-Saxon ideals. 

Instead, she incorporates the Jewish immigrant subject within the ideological apparatus of 

the university itself. This scene revises Kallen’s insistence on an Anglo-Saxon center to 

education by amending dominant discourse—the vaunted “pioneer”—to apply to Jewish 

immigrants rather than just middle-class white settlers with “straight bearing.”  

 Bread Givers’ incorporation of a Jewish immigrant into an American myth of 

land acquisition and colonization disrupts Kallen’s vision of education as predominantly 

a tool of the white Protestant bourgeoisie. Bread Givers’ pioneer passage gives new 

meaning to Kallen’s invocation of America as the Promised Land for Jews. Kallen 

observes, “they [Jewish immigrants] differ from the lately subjugated Slavic peoples in 

that the latter look backward and forward to actual, even if enslaved homelands; the Jews 

in the mass have thus far looked to America as their homeland” (69). Yezierska extends 

Kallen’s characterization of an American homeland for Jews and provides an 

experimental approach to revisionary American history. She incorporates a Jewish 

immigrant woman into not only an American homeland but also into one of the nation’s 

defining myths of colonization. Bread Givers borrows the myth of U.S. settlement in 

place of the developmental narrative of the Bildungsroman and suggests a larger 

symbolic narrative of progress for Jewish immigrants. 

Upon closer inspection, the visual text at the center of this scene in the dean’s 

office—the dean’s grandmother’s portrait—symbolizes Bread Givers’ immersion of 
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readers in at least four frames for making historical meaning throughout Sara 

Smolinsky’s narrative of ambivalent assimilation. These frames include: family memory 

of life in Poland as part of the Russian empire (a romanticized version of the Smolinskys’ 

world and anticipation of success in the U.S.); recent family struggle within the U.S. 

(unhappy marriages for Sara’s sisters); ancestral time (Sara’s metaphoric 

characterizations of Reb Smolinsky as an ancient prophet); and American mythic time 

(relatively recent past or cultural nostalgia for moments of formation of the U.S. nation-

state). Even as the narrative as a whole follows a chronological account from Sara’s 

impoverished childhood to adulthood success, Yezierska consistently uses metaphor to 

move through time and to imagine Jewish identity as part of that longer historical 

continuum—most characteristically when Sara repeatedly compares Reb Smolinsky to an 

ancient prophet who stepped out of the Bible.45 

That these four memory frames overlap in a passage producing a Jewish 

immigrant pioneer woman is emblematic of the interpretive possibilities evoked by 

modernist narratives within a Jewish cultural frame. The scene posits temporal 

experimentation and enables readers to imagine Jewish diasporic pasts and futures within 

a longer historical narrative of American mythmaking. Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of the 

chronotope (a metaphor for the connectedness of space and time) helps extend my 

reading of this scene.46 The oil painting of the dean’s grandmother works as a 

chronotope—presenting a vision of a nineteenth century mythologized frontier past that 

                                                
45 Sara thrice imagines her father as a vision from the Judaic past returned. First, as already cited, “He 
towered over mother like an ancient prophet that had just stepped out of the Bible” (125). Next, she sees 
her father with “all the ancient prophets shining out of his eyes” (203). Later still, he leaves Sara’s 
company “a defeated prophet, a Jeremiah to whom the people would not listen” (208). 
46 For more details, see “Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel” in Bakhtin’s The Dialogic 
Imagination: Four Essays. 
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is used to establish the future of a Polish immigrant in the early twentieth century. The 

spatial and temporal are integrated within a single figurative frame represented by the oil 

painting of the dean’s grandmother, as viewed alongside Sara Smolinsky’s physical 

presence. The mise en scène of the dean’s office is defined simultaneously by the visual 

artistic rendering of a past generation and Sara’s frustrations that she has to harden her 

heart to survive at the college.  

These two temporal moments coexist within a space that represents not only the 

“wilderness” of the grandmother’s journey and the erudite cultivation of the dean’s 

academic office but also the transformation of Sara Smolinsky’s consciousness through 

her university education—making herself “terribly hard.” Additionally, this scene 

integrates the spatial and temporal in an intersecting framework of subjectivities: the 

discontinuous inheritance of the pioneer spirit from the dean’s grandmother to the dean 

provides the impetus for the continuity of that spirit through the dean’s interpellation of 

Sara Smolinsky. The dean names Sara as a survivor like his frontier grandmother, the 

grandmother’s metaphoric descendant, as he asserts Sara’s “place is with the pioneers” in 

contrast to the dean’s vision of himself as “unfit” for the wilderness in the company of his 

ancestor and his student (231). 

The Jewish pioneer scene raises the concern about where problematic “pioneer” 

energy—so constitutive of American identity—could be directed for the early twentieth 

century Jewish immigrant who arrives in the decades after Frederick Jackson Turner’s 

closing of the frontier thesis.47 From a conventional understanding of modernism, this 

                                                
47 Upon arrival at the college, Sara tries on the guise of one of the most infamous settler-explorers as well 
as the migrants who secured a place in the popular historical imagination of American “settlement” built on 
the dispossession of indigenous inhabitants: “I felt like Columbus starting out for the other end of the earth. 
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scene makes an aesthetic statement about artistic possibilities. For artists of Yezierska’s 

generation, the frontier becomes imaginative, survival is intellectual and about the 

fraught process of carving out a literary legacy. For the modernist arriving at a closed 

geographic frontier, literary art itself becomes the frontier. That many modernists 

envisioned themselves taking up residence within “the only community available to 

them: a community of the medium; of their own practices,” in Raymond Williams’ iconic 

words, though, takes on a different possibility within the frame of Jewish diaspora 

signified by Sara Smolinsky’s imagined inheritance from the dean’s grandmother (45).  

Understood within an ethnic modernist frame attentive to the pedagogical power 

of the novel’s Jewish textuality, the significance of this scene expands to provide an 

ironic comment on the collapsing spatial existence for immigrants at the time of 

publication. Many Jewish immigrants like Sara Smolinsky’s family met spatial 

collapsing—in crowded tenements and factories, as they contributed to urbanization. A 

reading attentive to ethnic and religious difference illuminates the particular territorial 

distinctions that shaped Jewish immigrant experience and are reiterated in Sara’s 

conversation with Hugo later in the novel. Finally, an emphasis on the Jewish textuality 

of this scene further suggests the emergent Zionist possibilities of the novel.  

The dean’s characterization of Sara as a pioneer suggests the potential for Jewish 

community formation, developed through the overlapping narratives of the American 

mythic past and Jewish historical past and diaspora. That Bread Givers was published at 

a moment of exclusionary immigration practices finds indirect critique through the 
                                                                                                                                            
I felt like the pilgrim fathers who had left their homeland and all their kin behind them and trailed out in 
search of the New World” (209). That Yezierska recapitulates the language of “Old” and “New World,” 
somewhat ironically, to actually imply the continued influence of the old and that Sara compares herself to 
Christopher Columbus both deserve closer study and remain outside the scope of this project.  
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implicit immigration history that excludes Sara from the exploitative frontier narrative. In 

her exchange with the dean, Sara becomes the contemporary speaking subject for the 

past. She evokes the tradition from the Haggadah of the Passover seder, in which 

participants speak in the past tense as their own ancestors, emphasized in the first-person 

plural of “We were slaves to Pharaoh” in place of the third-person “they” that might stand 

in for the speaker’s genealogical or figurative ancestors’ place. By combining these 

overlapping memories and considering the blood-based narrative of cultural identity from 

Sara’s conversation with Hugo, the pioneers passage suggests the potential for Bread 

Givers to be read as a modernist aesthetic treatment of Zionism—alluding to shared 

Jewish languages, land, and history among immigrants eager to find a “settled” stance. 

While Sara’s conversation with Hugo suggests cultural connection that could be the basis 

for a Jewish nationalist project, her conversation with the dean may allude to the 

territorial possibilities for constructing a Jewish national identity (analogous to the role of 

westward expansion in reifying a pervasive narrative of American identity). That 

Yezierska places this pioneer metaphor in the hands of the dean, who is never identified 

in terms of immigrant generation or cultural origin, distances her from commitment to 

any one ideology connected to the political feasibility of a Jewish homeland. 

 

The Relevance of Revisiting Generational Modernism in the Progressive Era  

Bread Givers extends the language of American mythology to Jewish immigrants. 

The novel challenges Dewey’s theorization of the ideal interplay between experience and 

authority in education and tests the limits of the determinism of Kallen’s cultural 

pluralism. Together, these discursive contributions show how Sara Smolinsky’s struggles 
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in academia stand in for the potential for immigrants to influence national identity, 

contesting Nativist education ideology that sought to “change the immigrants before they 

could change America,” as Jeraldine R. Kraver historicizes the era (63).  

The Smolinsky family’s uncertain future existence—materially as well as a 

existentially, as Reb Smolinsky’s remarriage and the decreased religiosity of his 

daughters challenge any clear cultural inheritance within the family—dramatizes the 

precarious notion of Jewish immigrant belonging within a larger American community. 

Bread Givers critiques how immigrant difference affects the legitimacy of an individual’s 

claims to personhood and to Americanization within a larger community. While Sara 

defies the norms of her family to earn an academic education, her fantasies of complete 

liberation remain unrealized, captured in her early lament, “And here, in America, where 

girls pick out for themselves the men they want for husbands, how grand it would be if 

the children also could pick out their fathers and mothers” (76). Essentially, Bread 

Givers’ focus on the vulnerabilities of the Smolinsky family’s class and ethnic 

identifications suggest how unequal circumstances at birth continue to shape the 

possibilities throughout an individual’s life.  

Consider once more the security associated with the “real Americans” Sara 

observes on her college campus (210). Sara distinguishes these new colleagues from her 

Hester Street peers: “All the young people I had ever seen were shut up in factories. But 

here were young girls and young men enjoying life, free from the worry for a living. . . . 

To these born lucky ones joy seemed to stretch out for ever” (211, 212). Each house in 

the college town “faced the street with the calm security of being owned for generations, 

and not rented by the month from a landlord” (210). Sara observes the difference between 
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suburban property owners and urban immigrant tenants, which may prompt readers to 

recall the Hester Street rent collector earlier in the novel who admonishes Reb 

Smolinsky’s dependence on his daughters’ income. This kind of generational descent 

enjoyed by the “real Americans,” the kind that includes settler-colonialism-backed 

property inheritance, the novel implies, was not fully considered when Kallen examined 

the standardization of Anglo-Saxon culture nor was it the kind of tradition Progressive 

thinkers like Dewey intended to reject with their claims that educational needs must suit 

“a society where change is the rule, not the exception” (E&E 19). Sara becomes a pioneer 

by honing her intellect rather than acquiring the physical accouterments, such as 

individual property ownership, of a dominant Anglo-American narrative of progress. 

Together, Sara’s comments about intergenerational property inheritance and concerns 

over the ability of factory-like pedagogical institutions to educate students sufficiently, 

both in night school and college, might imply larger structural concerns with a 

democratic ethos for education that claims to include the masses, who come from such 

different material conditions.  

Sara’s self-fashioning through education remains fragmented. Her experiences 

enact the formal qualities associated with modernist production, question traditional 

sources of authority of the teacher, the father, and Anglo-Saxon culture, and instruct 

readers in difference (linguistic, cultural, and religious). Sara’s role as a cultural 

intermediary for Jewish immigrants in America and as a mediator of textual production 

and references for readers dramatize the limitations of the novel form, of the 

impossibilities of literature to represent immigrant experiences fully.  
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In a 1934 essay, Dewey distinguished between the process and product of 

thinking as the difference between a journey undertaken and the map drawn based on that 

journey. Writing about the difference between map and journey, Dewey argues,  

After it is constructed, it can be used without any reference to the 
journeys and expeditions of which it is the fruit, although it would not 
exist if it had not been for them. When you look at a map of the United 
States, you do not have, in order to use it, to think of Columbus, 
Champlain, Lewis and Clark, and the thousands of others whose trials and 
labors are embodied in it.  

Now the map is all there before you at once. It may with pro-priety 
be called the form of all the special journeyings from place to place that 
can be undertaken by any number of persons. (TLW 173) 

 
His analogy suggests the differences between learning through and from experience 

versus knowledge disseminated by the traditional teacher or textual authority. Bread 

Givers dramatizes those differences between experience and maps of those experiences. 

Sara’s mediation of textual materials, mimicking Yezierska’s artistic authority over the 

creation of Bread Givers, uses formal modernist techniques including pastiche, linguistic 

play, omission, and defamiliarization. By using these techniques, Bread Givers provides 

a map for readers of the dislocations of immigrant experiences. Bread Givers is the map 

Yezierska provides readers, and within it, Sara Smolinsky and a community of Jewish 

textual producers provide textual paths that attempt to connect audiences to immigrant 

experiences. The novel’s concerns with pedagogy—of different kinds of education and 

teachers, of language learning among immigrants, of immigrant experiences with 

education—offer a necessarily incomplete education about immigrant experiences for 

readers. 

Throughout this chapter, I looked to the intersection of the modernist ethos of 

questioning hierarchies and Progressive era reform discourse that also sought to identify 
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and reframe dominant hierarchies. To this end, Kallen pointed to a dominant Anglo-

Saxon imperative within public education and imagined ethnic enclaves coexisting, while 

Dewey supported a breakdown in traditional educational hierarchies, which tended to 

position the teacher as the dominant figure of authority. Ultimately, what results from my 

reframing of Bread Givers through the Progressive era intellectual milieu suggested by 

Dewey and Kallen is a tripled questioning of authority: as part of the larger modernist 

ethos, of Progressive thinkers considering a new order, and Bread Givers’ particular 

inquiry of those thinkers’ authority on the immigrant question, as represented by 

Yezierska the Jewish immigrant author. Through the critical reading of Bread Givers that 

I have advanced, I suggest the possibilities for the optic of modernist pedagogy to 

advance an immigrant-centered critique of Progressive era discourse. And while the 

argument I made here revises scholarly consideration of Bread Givers within its historical 

context of cultural production, I would suggest additional consideration of how we can 

make use of the literary to frame the ongoing and intersecting discourses about 

immigration, citizenship, and education today.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

“Unwitting Guides” for “a True Yiddish Child:” Urban Immigrant Education from 
the Metropolitan Museum to the Heder in Henry Roth’s Call it Sleep (1934) 

 
At 86th Street, they got off and after further inquiry walked west toward 
Fifth Avenue. The further they got from Third Avenue, the more aloof 
grew the houses, the more silent the streets. David began to feel uneasy at 
his aunt’s loud voice and Yiddish speech both of which seemed out of 
place here.  

–Henry Roth, Call It Sleep (147) 
 
 

Two months after her arrival in New York from Austria, twenty-five-year-old 

Bertha Krollman decides to take her seven-year-old nephew, David Schearl, to the 

Metropolitan Museum. She is eager to shed her greenhorn ways, the same way she lost 

the green film on her teeth soon after she immigrated: with some guidance in American 

ways. While Bertha’s sister, Genya Schearl, bought her a toothbrush soon after she 

arrived at the Schearls’ Lower East Side tenement, Bertha needs to look outside her 

family for an understanding of American culture. The museum is a world away from the 

Lower East Side tenement where Bertha stays with her sister and brother-in-law, Albert. 

Even after five years in America, Genya recognizes only the blocks immediately 

surrounding her home and barely understands or speaks any English. 

 When Bertha returns home with David after their museum visit, Albert sneers at 

her for going to the museum so soon after she immigrates: “A raw jade like yourself 

ought learn a little more be-fore she butts into America” (151). Bertha retorts, in her 

signature sarcastic style, “My cultivated American! . . . How long is it since you shit on 

the ocean?” (151). But despite her blustering self-defense, Bertha seems to recognize her 

outsider status from the beginning of her visit to the Met. From the moment Bertha and 
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David approach the museum, Bertha expects to be kicked out. She still only speaks 

Yiddish, so her English-speaking nephew must communicate with strangers at all points 

on their journey, from the trolley conductor to the peanut vender outside the museum to 

the guards inside. The quieter the streets become, the more out of place Bertha seems to 

David. After Bertha has asked David to confirm with yet another stranger that they are 

indeed standing right outside the museum, she tells him, “Then let’s go in. The worst we 

can get is a kick in the rear” (148). Once inside, Bertha quickly selects two random 

museumgoers as their “unwitting guides” because “they seem knowing” (148). She 

curses in Yiddish as she chases after them, barely keeping up (148). “May your heart 

burn the way my feet are burning!” she says, out of earshot of the pair (149). Her words 

are unlikely to be understood by these American guides, anyway.  

After surreptitiously following these other Met visitors for what seem like hours, 

Bertha feels captive to the strangers’ perusal of the art. She thinks getting kicked out of 

the museum is the only way to be released from the strangers’ itinerary in an 

Anglophone, unfamiliar space she is unable to navigate on her own. Finally, she 

delegates David to use his English and ask a series of museum guards for directions to the 

exit, as they continue to get lost inside the Met (149). Bertha and David return to the 

Schearl family tenement, where Bertha laments her own haste at visiting the Met so soon 

after her arrival in America. She complains: “Ach, green rump that I am, the dirt of 

Austria is still under my toe-nails and I plunge into museums” (150). 

This visit to the Metropolitan Museum takes place midway through Henry Roth’s 

1934 novel Call It Sleep. Aunt Bertha embodies one form of anxiety over the Jewish 

immigrant’s failure to assimilate and provides a grotesque, uncouth source of comic relief 
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in the novel. Bertha attempts to assimilate and mimics Americans who know the way 

better than she. Once separated from her later in the novel, David gains exclusive access 

to Jewish pedagogy and imitates that learned cultural history to engage directly with the 

American metropolis, threatening his own life in the process. Together, their efforts offer 

a view of Jewish immigrant assimilation that demonstrates the complicated relationship 

between the modern city and pedagogy across generations.  

In this chapter, I consider the influence of two pedagogical institutions on 

immigrant identity in Call It Sleep: the Metropolitan Museum and the heder, or informal, 

unregulated private Hebrew classes for young boys.1 These institutions open new 

questions about identity formation, returning readers to the urban space that faded to the 

background in my analysis of the role of the upstate university in Bread Givers in 

Chapter Two. The Metropolitan Museum and the heder may seem to be at odds in the 

influence they wield over immigrant protagonist David Schearl and would appear to have 

little pedagogically in common. But the interpretive guidance embodied by both the 

museum and the heder exert distinct pressures on immigrants’ performance of citizenship 

and identity, both national and religious. Both spaces are vexed by how immigrants 

imitate either selected or assigned guides in unfamiliar spaces outside the daily routines 

of the tenement.  

Participants’ correct interpretations of cultural artifacts serve as implicit 

expectations in both locations: in the Metropolitan Museum, this entails how visitors 

                                                
1 Heder (also spelled “cheder,” as it is by Roth in Call It Sleep) could involve the word-for-word repetition 
of reading letters in Hebrew and translating the written works of the Bible and, eventually, the Talmud into 
oral Yiddish (that translation is referred to as “Chumish” in Call It Sleep). Benjamin Harshav delineates the 
emphasis on repetition and translation in the heder as “Children studied Torah in Heder, from the age of 
three or four, in the system of word-for-word translation, read aloud and memorized: a Hebrew word 
followed by a Yiddish word, another Hebrew word followed by another Yiddish word, and so on” (116). 
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understand major art works of Western civilization, and in the heder, this means how 

students recognize and pronounce Hebrew and, to some extent, understand holy Jewish 

texts. While how immigrants perform identity becomes visible to the larger community in 

the public institution of the urban art museum, the performance of Jewish identity seems 

to remain private in the Hebrew instruction that takes place outside the hegemony of the 

state (I will discuss this visibility later). While the Met represents the formation of a 

public culture, the heder preserves private Jewish scholarship and heritage.  

I argue that the Metropolitan museum and the heder offer intersecting influences 

on David’s understanding of his family and New York. In this chapter, I highlight how 

immigrants perform identity by examining how David and Bertha respond to the 

Americanization implicit in the public institution of the Metropolitan museum and how 

David attempts to construct a Jewish identity, informed largely by ancient stories, 

through the private space of the heder. Both these pedagogical spaces problematize the 

skills of interpretation and imitation for newcomers, whether to America or to training in 

language and religious heritage. That overlap suggests the distinct modernist pedagogy of 

Call It Sleep: that is, the formal considerations of language play in a multi-lingual urban 

milieu and stream of consciousness style establish the novel’s place in the experimental 

genre. Call It Sleep engages with Jewish immigrant instruction through these formal 

characteristics, critiques the interpretation and curation of culture in the modern city, and 

emphasizes the exclusion of Jewish immigrants from a national culture.  

The influences of the modern city and Jewish education eventually coalesce in a 

third space: the streetcar tracks. Soon after David initially hears about the prophet Isaiah 

in heder, he sees light coming out of the streetcar tracks a few blocks from his home and 
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believes it to be the divine glow of the coal that purified Isaiah in the ancient story. His 

recognition occurs after older children bully David into thrusting a sword made out of 

zinc sheet into the streetcar tracks. The spark that emerges is “the brunt of brilliance” to 

David’s eyes (253). Thirsty for a deeper understanding of the sparks, David breaks into 

his heder early to re-read the Isaiah passage on his own. But once David confronts his 

heder teacher about his observation, Reb Yidel Pankower dismisses David’s fragmented 

recollection of the light from the cracks of the streetcar tracks when David attempts to 

connect his experience of the spark and the religious text. The rabbi brushes off David’s 

observation connecting coal on the street to the prophet, saying “Go beat your head on a 

wall! God’s light is not between car-tracks!” (257). But David demonstrates an abstract 

understanding of Judaic history, intuited from his connection of text to experience. David 

returns to the streetcar tracks in the penultimate chapter of Call It Sleep. There, he tests 

his understanding of heder lessons (including materials his rabbi has not explained to 

him) by thrusting a milk dipper into streetcar tracks in an attempt to recreate the purifying 

spark of Isaiah. David receives second-degree burns and loses consciousness in the 

process. 

Before I delineate my argument about the modernist pedagogy of Call It Sleep, a 

brief overview of the novel will establish how these three pivotal spaces—the 

Metropolitan Museum, the heder, and the streetcar tracks—fit into the novel’s overall 

narrative arc. Call It Sleep follows David, the only child of the Schearl family. Roth 

assumes a third-person omniscient narrative perspective that is closely tied to David’s 

point of view, indulging David’s interior monologue for long stretches. Roth emphasizes 

young David’s thoughts and perspective as David grows up in Brownsville and then 
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Lower East Side tenements. David’s parents’ arranged marriage in Austria provides the 

backstory to the narrated events of the plot. Throughout Call It Sleep, David overhears 

conversations between Genya and his Aunt Bertha that provide fragments of the story 

behind Genya and Albert’s marriage.  

Genya married Albert to escape the scandal of a love affair with a Gentile organist 

she had a few months before meeting Albert. According to Albert’s recollection years 

later, Genya’s family “had to get rid of you!” but he did not know why (391). Albert 

marries to break ties with his family. Before his marriage to Genya, Albert passively 

watched as his father was gored to death by a bull on the family farm. Albert’s mother 

rejects him, as Albert had quarreled with his father that same morning and did nothing to 

intervene when the bull attacked (390). Albert’s mother secretly warns Genya about what 

had happened, but Genya still marries Albert, ashamed of her own transgression. Call It 

Sleep begins several years after their union. The shame-driven circumstances of the 

Schearls’ marriage—and the family’s reunion in New York, after Albert has already gone 

ahead of his wife to work in New York before David was born—strongly resemble 

Roth’s own family history.2  

The Schearls reunite in the prologue, set in 1907 when David, just shy of his 

second birthday, and his mother arrive from the Austrian countryside and meet Albert on 

Ellis Island.3 Albert doubts David’s paternity. Genya’s close relationship with her son, 

Albert’s violent temper, and a marriage built on convenience all exacerbate marital 

                                                
2 See Jonathan Rosen’s 2005 New Yorker account for more details shared by Roth in his 1993 interviews 
with the journalist as well as Redemption: The Life of Henry Roth, Steven G. Kellman’s biography of Roth. 
The publication of Redemption serves as the occasion for Rosen’s recollections of Roth.   
3 Rita Keresztesi and other critics have examined the autobiographical elements of Call It Sleep. Roth, too, 
moved to New York from Austria-Hungary as a child. 
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tension. The rest of the novel takes place from 1911 to 1913 and primarily follows six-to-

eight-year-old David, documenting his experiences around the city as he forges an 

identity for himself and ultimately applies lessons from his Hebrew school to his urban 

environment. Around David’s seventh birthday, Aunt Bertha arrives and temporarily 

moves in with her sister and brother-in-law, upsetting their already fragile marriage, 

before Bertha marries a widowed, American-born Russian garment worker and opens a 

candy shop with her young stepdaughters. 

The backstories of David’s parents’ pasts and David’s experimentation with his 

identity inside the Met and the heder converge when David reinvents his own origin story 

and tells his Hebrew school teacher, Reb Pankower, that Genya is his aunt, his mother is 

dead, and his father was a Christian organist. David reimagines his lineage through a 

child’s half-understood lens of what might have been and creates his own fictional family 

history, in an imaginative enactment of Sara Smolinsky’s lament I mentioned in Chapter 

Two—if only immigrant children could choose their own parents!  

The rabbi believes David’s tall tale because of David’s talent and intelligence in 

heder. Reb Pankower explains to David’s parents, “In my cheder he was a crown in 

among rubbish, as a seraph among Esau’s goyim! How could I help but believe him? A 

yarn so incredible had to be true. No? His father, a goy, an organ-grinder—an organ 

player in church! His mother dead! She had met him among the corn” (387). The 

suppressed conflict between Genya and Albert finally explodes after this (false) 

revelation, as David’s story resembles the truth of Genya’s premarital affair and 

encourages Albert’s unfounded suspicions about paternity. After his father threatens to 

strangle him, David escapes the tenement and tests his understanding of Jewish teachings 
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at the streetcar tracks. David occupies an almost liminal space since the narrative focus 

on this child-protagonist signifies the generational potential for a break with past 

traditions.  

 

Generational Modernism: Form & Language in Call It Sleep 

That potential for a break with the past emerges from Roth’s use of formal 

innovation to make old material seem new. Roth contributes to his contemporary literary 

movement by going beyond allusions to much older stories (that of the prophet Isaiah as 

well as Genya’s past) to have the way those stories are told (by Genya and Bertha, by 

David, by Reb Pankower) reflect the motivating tensions of the modernist project. That 

is, David’s use of individual agency to construct a new narrative from the fragments of 

stories he has overheard represents the limitations of past traditions. The immigrant 

protagonist of Call It Sleep fictionalizes his family origins when he describes his parents 

to his heder teacher. Consistent with my definition of generational modernism, Call It 

Sleep is not only concerned with intergenerational tensions and how ancestral stories 

(about parents as well as bygone prophets) are retold within the novel. David Schearl the 

character, like Roth, fictionalizes his immigrant history. Roth also positions himself as 

part of a generation of modernist writers trying to remake literature through formal 

innovation, attempting to join the ranks of T.S. Eliot and James Joyce.4  

The new formal techniques Henry Roth uses in Call it Sleep draw most notably 

from another modernist master, James Joyce. Roth emulates Joyce’s model to narrate the 
                                                
4 Rosen and Fiedler both document how Roth’s benefactor and lover, Eda Lou Walton, introduced Roth to 
the works of these two modernists. Walton even shared a copy of Ulysses, according to Rosen, when it was 
“still banned in the United States, that she had smuggled back from Paris” (Rosen 74). See Fiedler 18, too, 
for more on Roth and Walton’s Depression-era relationship. 
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world of Call It Sleep by alternating between third-person narration and first-person 

observations made through David’s eyes within the same chapter (for instance, Roth 

usually refers to Genya as “his mother,” meaning David’s, rather than by her name). The 

following passage exemplifies Roth’s experimental style, making liberal use of ellipses to 

emphasize the improvisational and metaphor-driven process by which seven-year-old 

David’s feverish thoughts emerge, unmediated in their connections as he simultaneously 

considers a thunderstorm (“bed on wheels”), the meaning of a heder classmate’s Hebrew 

utterances, and keeping kosher:  

—Bed on wheels again. . . . But how did Moses know? Who told him? 
God told him. Only eat kosher meat, that’s how. Mustn’t eat meat and then 
drink milk. Mama don’t care except when Bertha was looking! How she 
used to holler on her because she mixed up the meat-knives with the milk-
knives. It’s a sin. . . . So God told him eat in your own meat markets . . . 
That time with mama in the chicken market when we went. Where all the 
chickens ran around—cuckacucka—when did I say? Cucka. Gee! Funny. 
Some place I said. And then the man with a knife went zing! Eee! Blood 
and wings. And threw him down. Even kosher meat when you see, you 
don’t want to eat—. (Roth 226, original punctuation) 
 

Roth evokes the wonder and sensory curiosity of David’s perspective by emulating the 

rapid musings of a child. The extemporaneous, interior monologue style of this passage 

conveys a similar approach to Joyce’s style in the early chapters of A Portrait of the 

Artist as a Young Man published in 1916.5 Roth’s stream-of-consciousness approach to 

kosher edicts renders the above passage emblematic of Hana Wirth-Nesher’s observation 

that “the dual influence of Joyce on one hand and of Jewish liturgy on the other 

emboldened him [Roth] in his swipes at religion and in his experiments with language” 

(89). Roth modifies Joyce’s signature free indirect discourse and stream-of-consciousness 
                                                
5 Joyce influenced Roth long after he wrote Call It Sleep. Roth considered the working title Portrait of the 
Artist as an Old Fiasco for his long-delayed, semi-autobiographical follow-up novel to Call It Sleep, 
eventually published as Mercy of a Rude Stream (Kellman 260). 
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narration to evoke the tension between immigrant generations that is so central to the 

novel’s generational modernist approach. 

Although Call It Sleep shares Portrait’s initial perspective of a child’s view of the 

world, how Roth represents David’s English language use does not dramatically mature 

as the plot progresses. This limited linguistic development rhetorically establishes and 

maintains a breach in understanding between child-protagonist David and the older 

immigrant generations, represented by his family members and rabbi. The similarities 

between Joyce’s style and Roth’s disintegrate in the relationship between language 

development and plot. In Portrait, Joyce deploys a stream-of-consciousness approach to 

enact the evolving refinement of language and thought over the course of Stephen 

Dedalus’ childhood; as Stephen matures, his language becomes more sophisticated. In 

contrast, in Call It Sleep, David’s accented English, casual Yiddish, and fluid Hebrew 

consistently inflect the prose, resulting in a multilingual text that reads as unfamiliar for 

an Anglophone reader and enacts the experience of a child working out his relationship to 

ideas in multiple languages. The modernist pedagogy of Call It Sleep, then, appears not 

only in the instruction at the Met and the heder. It also implicates the act of reading itself, 

a point I will return to later. 

Roth narrates Call It Sleep from a third-person perspective that makes use of free 

indirect discourse closely connected to David’s thoughts, except in the prologue, a 

chapter close to the end, and the penultimate chapter.  In the prologue, Roth’s semi-

omniscient perspective intervenes to account for hundreds of newly arrived “foreigners, 

natives from almost every land in the world” at Ellis Island, distancing the narration from 

any of David’s observations (9). Right before David’s climactic final scene at the 
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streetcar tracks, Roth spends a chapter looking over the shoulder of Reb Pankower as he 

walks from heder to the Schearls’ apartment in order to share David’s fictitious story 

about his parents. Roth represents another multiethnic scene in the novel’s penultimate 

chapter through a multi-perspective narration that engages with stream of consciousness 

in form as well as an abstract visual representation on the page, making ample use of 

onomatopoeia, sensory images, and bursts of dialogue, often without any attributions as 

the voices change.  

Critics have paid the most attention to the formal characteristics and symbolism of 

the penultimate chapter of Call It Sleep as the most Joycean in approach and compare it 

to the “Circe” chapter in Ulysses. Roth acknowledged the penultimate chapter was deeply 

indebted to Joyce. He pointed to the “montage effect” of the chapter and reflected, “Now 

it seems to me that up until that point I had written a fairly cohesive, formally 

recognizable novel. And then I ruptured the whole envelope of the novel—because I left 

the child and wandered all over the city” (Lyons 170).6 This chapter is perhaps the most 

experimental in its break from a more realistic style. Both the prologue and the 

penultimate chapter depart from David’s thoughts strategically, when he is either too 

young to have the language to articulate connections between his inner state and his outer 

experience or when he is rendered temporarily unconscious from his final interaction 

with the streetcar tracks. The disruption in narrative perspective lays the groundwork for 

how Call It Sleep disrupts the Anglophone reader’s expectation of what constitutes an 

English language novel, as Roth weaves Yiddish and Hebrew phrases without translation 

                                                
6 See Bonnie Lyons’ Henry Roth: The Man and His Work for a transcript of her 1972 interviews with the 
author (also qtd. in Todorova 258). 
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as well as allusions that dialogue is spoken in these languages but rendered in English, a 

point I will return to later. 

 

Performing Identity in the Museum 

Much of the novel’s linguistic complexity—which challenges readers and shapes 

the narrative conflict between Jewish enculturation and Americanization—emerges from 

David’s interactions with his newly emigrated Aunt Bertha. By highlighting Aunt 

Bertha’s role in Call It Sleep for this first section, I complicate the narrative around 

traditionalism and gender that I briefly considered in Chapter Two.7 In their journey to 

and through the Met in Call It Sleep, Bertha and David both attempt to assimilate into 

how Americans behave in a civic space that represents the democratization of culture. 

Roth emphasizes the process of assimilation, of immigrants looking for guidance on how 

to behave, what to think, and where to go, as well as Bertha and David’s performances of 

two different kinds of Americanizing identities. Aunt Bertha, I argue, catalyzes the 

conflicts of immigration and identity at the center of the novel. She represents David’s 

own distancing from his mother tongue, Yiddish, and stokes the conflict between his 

parents and the pasts they tried to leave behind in their Austro-Hungarian villages. She 

serves as both cautionary tale and muse for David’s developing self-consciousness and 

experimentation with identity.8  

                                                
7 Here, I refer to my analysis of Sara Smolinsky and Reb Smolinsky’s parallel teaching roles and 
intergenerational tension in Bread Givers. 
8 For another view of Jewish aunts and experimentation with Yiddish in Jewish American literature, see 
Steven Zipperstein’s Rosenfeld's Lives: Fame, Oblivion, and the Furies of Writing. Zipperstein depicts the 
friendship among Chicago-based writers Isaac Rosenfeld, Saul Bellow, and Oscar Tarcav—they called 
themselves the “Division Street Movement.” Their creative processes and conversations melded linguistic 
and cultural influences, such that, according to Zipperstein, “They were nervy and urban; steeped in street 
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While many scholars attend to the relationship between David and his parents, 

Genya and Albert, Cinzia Scarpino is one of the few who closely considers Aunt Bertha 

in “American Uncles and Aunts: Generations, Genealogies, Bildungs in 1930s Novels.” 

Scarpino identifies Bertha as one example of “the presence in a small group of novels of 

uncle and aunt figures who contribute decisively to the education of their nephews and 

nieces and the formation of their class, ethnic, and gendered identities” (159). While 

Scarpino mentions the visit to the Metropolitan Museum as “one of David’s major 

moments of initiation” and sees the visit as a clash between descent and consent for 

David (to use Sollors’ nomenclature), she does not linger on this scene in her survey of 

influential aunts and uncles nor does she consider the connection between the museum 

visit and the heder (172). Instead, Scarpino emphasizes Bertha’s role as David’s protector 

and introducer to his mother’s secrets. In her influential interpretation of the novel, Ruth 

Wisse elaborates on Bertha’s contribution to David’s revelations of his mother’s past 

liaison with a Christian organist. Although she mentions the Metropolitan Museum scene 

only in passing, Wisse includes a callback to the museum in her beautiful analysis of the 

art on display inside the Schearls’ apartment: “The clue to his mother's emotional life is 

the picture she hangs on the wall of their apartment. Unlike the masterpieces in the 

museum he is dragged to by his aunt as an act of cultural duty, this reproduction is 

personally meaningful, evoking for the mother the secret longing she carries within 

herself” (Wisse 67). This painting in Call It Sleep depicts a field of green corn stalks with 

budding blue cornflowers and represents to Genya the pastoral landscape of Austria she 

                                                                                                                                            
talk and T. S. Eliot; informed by Russian, but also English, French, and German, literature—all inflected in 
Yiddish” (33). A closer study of these writers is outside the scope of my project.  
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left behind (172). Secretly, it reminds Genya of the cornfield she hid in when she last saw 

the Christian organist who scorned her for a wealthy Christian bride. After the couple 

passed by in their cart, Genya tells Bertha as she recollects that moment, “I felt empty as 

a bell till I looked at the blue cornflowers at my feet. They cheered me” (203). My 

interpretation of the Met scene builds on Wisse’s observation of cultural meaning 

attached to displays of art and Scarpino’s acknowledgment of Bertha’s role in David’s 

education.  

David and Bertha’s trip to the Metropolitan museum—what Wisse refers to as “an 

act of cultural duty”— invites critique of those who hold the power to interpret cultural 

texts. The Met serves as an emblem of urban cultural norms, a venue where these 

immigrants look for informal guidance and encounter dominant cultural ideology. Works 

of art from various aesthetic and national traditions are presented to convey an image of 

American cultural authority, heritage, and imperial prowess, while simultaneously 

inviting an audience of self-selected members of the public. The American museum in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century served as a pedagogical space designed to 

inculcate hegemonic values, according to theorist Tony Bennett. These “new pedagogic 

relations between state and people symbolized by the open doors of the museum,” 

according to Bennett, suggested the way museums “played a pivotal role in the formation 

of the modern state and are fundamental to its conception as, among other things, [one 

institution within] a set of educative and civilizing agencies” (151, 129). Following this 

historical development of the American museum, the Met functions in Call It Sleep as a 

locus for immigrants to subvert dominant myths—a space that in turn educates readers 

when immigrants defamiliarize those myths. 
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David and Bertha seem drawn to visit the Metropolitan museum because they 

recognize this pedagogic role. Though David speaks English and, understandably, is 

tasked by his aunt to communicate with strangers on their field trip, he feels out of place 

by association with his aunt, evoking the distance between two generations of 

immigrants. Both aunt and nephew are interested in acculturation, but Bertha’s speech 

publically signifies their shared religious and ethnic identity and prevents David from 

blending in. On their way to the museum, David and Bertha navigate the Third Avenue 

elevated railway and their shared public identity as an immigrant family unit begins to 

break. Bertha delegates the actual journey to the museum to David: “David was 

compelled to ask innumerable people what the right train was, and during the whole trip, 

[Bertha] sent him forward to plague the conductor” (147, emphasis mine). Roth’s 

metaphoric language suggests obligation and sickness. This language implies that even 

for the immigrant interested in Americanizing, the perceptions of onlookers—and co-

participants, such as one’s own family—can impede that process. 

Walter Benjamin’s observations of another distinct city space illuminate the 

heightened apprehension of others that takes place in a formal, curated public space like 

the Met. Benjamin reflected on the role of the modern metropolis in his unfinished 

Arcades Project, which explored the nineteenth-century Paris commercial space of the 

glass and ironworks arcades (les passages) as emblematic of modernity.9 When Benjamin 

                                                
9 In this bundle of manuscripts composed between 1927 and 1940, Benjamin used montage to represent the 
arcades as a social, political, and economic palimpsest of the century and produced an idiosyncratic, 
impressionistic history of the daily life of “the collective” (Eiland ix). In the citations above, I draw from 
Benjamin’s 1935 and 1939 exposés, respectively. A 2017 exhibition at the Jewish Museum in New York 
explores The Arcades Project. In that exhibit, poet Kenneth Goldsmith extends “Benjamin’s reflection on 
Paris as the capital of the nineteenth century into New York as the capital of the twentieth” (“The 
Arcades”). 
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considers the observations passersby make in the marketplace of the arcades, he uses the 

analogy of Baudelaire’s alienated figure of the flâneur, who “stands on the threshold—of 

the metropolis as of the middle class” (10). Bertha and David, as potentially assimilating 

immigrants, take on a similar guise within the museum. David takes on the affect of the 

observer with his aunt, like the flâneur who discerns a passerby, categorizes him, and is 

convinced that he has “seen straight through to the innermost recesses of his soul—all on 

the basis of his external appearance” (Benjamin 21). David makes this kind of judgment 

about his aunt, and seems aware in his embarrassment to be seen with her, of the ability 

to be seen by others in this civic space. That familial pair Bertha and David are watching 

and shadowing a pair of American strangers dramatizes the close observations made 

possible by an enclosed, self-selecting public space like the Met. 

Even as David and Bertha gain access to this privileged space of knowledge 

represented by the open doors of the museum, their attempts to acculturate are marred by 

implicit exclusion. Once inside the Metropolitan museum, visitors are expected to defer 

to the expertise of the curator; this is paralleled by the submission of David and Bertha to 

the path of a pair of museumgoers whom Bertha selects as their “unwitting guides” (148). 

They follow the pair of museumgoers through the entrance, and Bertha emphasizes to 

David the imperative to continue following the pair of strangers: “‘We must look at 

things with only one eye,’ she cautioned him, ‘the other must always be on them.’ And 

keeping to this plan, wherever their two unwitting guides strolled, his aunt and he tagged 

along behind” (148). David and Bertha cannot navigate the museum on their own; the 

museumgoers are their models in acculturation. That Bertha instructs David that they 

must follow another couple through the museum, quietly shadowing them but never 
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approaching or talking with these museumgoers, suggests the acculturating immigrant’s 

necessity for models of behavior as well as Bertha’s self-consciousness at seeking these 

guides out. David and Bertha’s furtive pursuit of these strangers breaks from an earlier 

journeying pattern on the train, when David incessantly asks for directions. That Bertha 

demands they divide their attention between keeping one eye on the strangers and the 

other on the actual museum exhibitions implies a fraught double vision for immigrants. 

In her study of the shifting social identity of American Jews and their social 

construction as a separate ethnic group prior to World War II, Karen Brodkin posits that 

the changes to racial assignments of Jews in the United States provide “a kind of double 

vision that comes from racial middleness: of an experience of marginality vis-à-vis 

whiteness, and an experience of whiteness and belonging vis-à-vis blackness” (2). By 

extending this framework of racialization to the museum visit in Call it Sleep, the not-

wholly-shared experiences of the two different immigrant generations—Bertha and 

David—represent a fissure in communal Jewish identity. The interaction between Bertha 

and David that plays out in David’s mind as they appear in public together—especially 

when he observes that her Yiddish speech “seemed out of place here”—brings to the 

foreground the tension between social constructions of racial assignment, based on larger 

social power relations, versus identity, constructed “within the context of ethnoracial 

assignment,” according to Brodkin (147, 3). David assigns otherness to Bertha when he 

identifies her speech as outside the norm of civic spaces, rejecting her loud Yiddish both 

outside on the streets of the Upper East Side as well as inside the cultural institution of 

the Met. His judgment seems to be backed by English-only Americanization ideology, 

yet David also speaks Yiddish at home. David rejects Bertha’s public Jewish identity, 
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represented by her Yiddish speech, yet later constructs and sustains his own religious 

identity through the heder. David’s practice of Hebrew in the heder takes place in a 

private space with privileged texts that would otherwise be difficult to access.10  

The linguistic and acculturation differences that emerge in David and Bertha’s 

shared journey complicate a simple dichotomy between older and younger generations in 

their assimilation attempts. Bertha seeks out new experiences and brings David with her 

to the Met soon after she arrives, while she is still a “raw jade,” according to her brother-

in-law (151). She disrupts a simplistic Old World-New World dichotomy and 

complicates an easy narrative of older versus younger generations by planning this trip. 

As David’s mother’s peer, Bertha seeks social mobility outside the home, unlike her 

sister. Tension between immigrant generations presents a wellspring of familial discord 

in the novel about David Schearl’s coming of age. Even though Bertha’s vulgar speech 

and extroverted displays of energy inside the Schearl domestic space infuriate David’s 

father, Bertha’s eagerness to assimilate by finding guides in the museum accentuates the 

distance between her “greenhorn” understanding of American life and her nephew’s 

embarrassment at serving as the interpreter for their journey. 

David senses the gap between Bertha’s attempts at Americanization and her 

failure to assimilate many times during their visit to the Metropolitan museum. Much of 

David’s anxiety concerns her language use. This anxiety is especially interesting given 

the form of the novel. Hana Wirth-Nesher depicts the novel as “written in English but 

                                                
10 Naomi Seidman outlines these associations between gendered language and gendered public and private 
spaces, distinguishing Hebrew as a space for male religious learning from Yiddish’s connotations with “the 
maternal realm” (29). And Benjamin Harshav pointed to this phenomenon as comprising the languages of 
“the world of learning and the world of home and trade” occurring within a single family, rather than only 
in the society at large (qtd. in Seidman 29).   
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read as if it were a translation. David Schearl’s actions and thoughts are almost 

exclusively performed and experienced in Yiddish” (79).11 Moreover, David’s self-

consciousness of Yiddish appears only when he visits a revered cultural institution. This 

context nods to the potential Anglophone reader’s skepticism over the novel’s formal 

inheritance from Jewish languages. While the Yiddish David speaks with his family in 

the home and on the streets is unremarkable, on their journey to the museum, it becomes 

a source of tension for David. On their train ride to the museum, “David began to feel 

uneasy at his aunt’s loud voice and Yiddish speech both of which seemed out of place 

here” (147). Once inside the museum, David’s disturbance becomes even more 

pronounced: “His aunt’s audacity scared him quite a bit, but there was nothing to do 

except follow her up the stairs” and she was “loud enough for the guard to knit his brows 

at her” (148). Roth situates David against his own mother tongue in these passages. 

David cringes at Bertha for her loud public Yiddish speech, rather than one of her other 

European languages, like Polish, signifying how particularly Jewish vernacular is at odds 

with the Jewish immigrants’ adaptation to an American national culture.  

Bertha’s Yiddish speech evokes the longstanding associations of the shtetl-

dwelling, Eastern European, Yiddish-speaking Jewish woman, as well as the reputation 

of a language denigrated in the modern era on the basis of its common use by women and 

uneducated men alike. Bertha embodies this legacy of the Yiddish-shtetl connection 

                                                
11 In her marvelous examination of Call It Sleep in Chapter Four of Call it English: The Languages of 
Jewish American Literature, Wirth-Nesher briefly considers the heder and observes, “David learns these 
Hebrew texts by traditional Jewish pedagogy, reading them aloud, and in doing so he also learns what can 
and cannot be uttered by his own lips, what should be uttered only in the mind” (86). While I agree with her 
claim about the way this learning shapes David’s self-consciousness, I show through my examination that 
the impact of this pedagogy extends beyond David’s own experimentation with language to dramatize that 
language learning for readers.  
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made famous earlier in the century by Sholem Rabinovitsh (pseudonym Sholem 

Aleichem). David’s coarse aunt revives the figure of the Yiddish-speaking woman so 

central to Rabinovitsh’s stories, particularly his stories set in Eastern Europe.12 

In Jews and Ukrainians in Russia’s Literary Borderlands, Amelia Glaser 

characterizes how Rabinovitsh used Jewish women’s speech in his novels to convey 

culture. According to Glaser, Rabinovitsh “broadly understood Yiddish vernacular to 

include, in addition to language, the material reality of the shtetl community where it was 

spoken” (101). And it seems this is true in Call It Sleep such that David insinuates a 

public and private sphere division of language norms. Bertha’s Yiddish is not only loud, 

it is “out of place here,” in public, on their way to the museum (147). The shtetl 

symbolizes traditional Jewish existence in Eastern Europe, and its antithesis—the 

cosmopolitan Met—evokes the critical geographic shift at the heart of what Benjamin 

Harshav calls the modern Jewish revolution, which he historicizes as contemporaneous 

with modernism.13 David rejects Bertha’s Yiddish, which he associates with the shtetl. 

                                                
12 Rabinovitsh is perhaps best known in the popular American imagination for his stories about Tevye the 
dairyman, later inspiring Fiddler on the Roof. While Bertha may be the literary descendent of Rabinovitsh’s 
coarse stepmother, Roth does not exhibit the same nostalgia about the preservation of Yiddish as 
Rabinovitsh. Amelia Glaser elucidates the fascinating connection between Rabinovitsh and his Yiddish 
female readership in Jews and Ukrainians in Russia’s Literary Borderlands. In Rabinovitsh’s 
correspondence with the wife of his literary colleague David Yakovlevich Ayzman, Rabinovitsh “calls Mrs. 
Ayzman’s Yiddish “Loshen-Koydesh” (the holy tongue), thereby drawing attention to the importance of 
preserving Jewish vernacular traditions: the everyday Yiddish of East European Jews is as hallowed as 
biblical Hebrew,” according to Glaser (102). Glaser shows how Rabinovitsh kept records of his 
stepmother’s innovative insults: “The young writer’s fascination with his stepmother’s creative use of 
language [Aleichem recalls writing down his stepmother’s curses as a child in his memoir From the Fair], 
mischievous intentions aside, creates a solidarity of which the author is well aware. Rabinovitsh would, 
after all, later begin his epitaph with the following lines: ‘Here lies a simple Jew/wrote Yiddish for wives.’ 
(Do ligt a yid, a posheter/geshribn yidish-taytsh far vayber.) Wives (vayber) make up his target audience as 
well as serving as a fruitful source of material” (101).  
13 Harshav traces these simultaneous movements—and reactions to them—in more detail thusly: “Like the 
Jewish revolution, Modernism emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, thrived after 1905, erupted to 
center stage after World War I, completed its achievements by the end of the 1920s, and became 
respectable again in the 1960s. In Modernism, artists and means of expression from the periphery came to 
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David’s reaction, I argue, exemplifies Harshav’s argument that the move away from the 

shtetl for Jews served as “the physical and symbolic expression of this change [to the 

nature of Jewish existence]—and even its basic condition” (11).14 The Met visit 

symbolizes the immersion of Jewish immigrants into new public spheres, movement that 

contrasted the restricted possibilities of Eastern European Jews who often contended with 

sanctioned legal discrimination.15  

The Met serves as a public sphere: an institution situated between the civic and 

private spaces (in this case, the Schearls’ apartment) that enables theoretically democratic 

access and exchange, symbolized by the museum’s open doors. Jürgen Habermas 

introduced the concept of a bourgeois rational-critical public sphere for civic discourse. 

Many scholars have since considered the implicitly limited nature of Habermas’ original 

theorization of rational-critical public discourse.16 Nancy Fraser deserves recognition as 

one of the first scholars to draw attention to the gender and class exclusions of the 

Habermasian public sphere. I use the term to consider the Met as one of many public 

                                                                                                                                            
the center: in art, in society, and in politics. And this is also true of the Jews who entered general culture 
from the place of an ‘anti-society.’ The period of Modernism in Europe was the same period that allowed 
the flourishing of a radically new Jewish culture, the rise of Jews in general society, as well as the rise of 
the fanatic ideologies and totalitarian regimes that turned against the Jews and against Modernist art as 
well” (76). 
14 Harshav describes this massive geographic shift of Jewry from “the shtetl heartland in Eastern Europe to 
the West and overseas,” as well as to Russia (and to what would later become Israel) in Language in Time 
of Revolution (11). 
15 See Benjamin Nathans’ Beyond the Pale: The Jewish Encounter with Late Imperial Russia for his 
illuminating coverage of interethnic contact in various institutional and social arenas.  
16 Many other scholars have critiqued Habermas’ original formulation of the public sphere with great 
insight and clarity and revised the concept in response to the limitations of the rational, Enlightenment-
influenced epistemology at the core of the Habermasian public sphere. See Habermas and the Public 
Sphere and After Habermas: New Perspectives on the Public Sphere for additional incisive critiques. 
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spheres, “arenas for the formation and enactment of social identities,” as Fraser redefined 

the concept (125).17  

More specifically, the social identities performed by Bertha and David in the 

museum are consistent with the dualisms some theorists see as the underlying 

assumptions for Habermas’ theory of the public sphere—what critics like Michael 

Gardiner and Joan Alway point out as a problematic “de facto mind/body dualism 

operating within Habermas’ theories,” privileging a disembodied universal male subject 

(Gardiner 31). Roth implies that Bertha’s appearance marks her as outside the norms of 

the Met. Bertha is not only bawdy; her body is consistently an object of narration in Call 

It Sleep. Sweat runnels down Bertha’s face and chest, leaving spots on her green dress, 

before she even enters the museum (147). During their visit, Bertha waves a “sopping 

handkerchief” (149). In this museum scene, David’s body receives no such scrutiny. The 

contrast between Bertha’s body and behavior and David’s embarrassment in the Met 

could signal David’s Americanization and his formation into a universal male subject on 

the path to integration with society, like the subject of a more traditional bildungsroman.  

                                                
17 My use of the term follows Georgina Taylor’s recent use of Habermas’ account as a “model of an ideal 
(literary) sphere of democratic interaction” that can illuminate literary study, rather than Habermas’ 
historical concept based on the literary discussion exchanged within the eighteenth-century French salon 
(4). Even though my understanding of the public sphere is based off of scholars particularly attuned to the 
problematic social positions that are elided by Habermas’ original conception of the public sphere, I 
acknowledge that use of the public-private division itself can be problematic. Seyla Benhabib contends 
“any theory of the public, public sphere, and publicity presupposes a distinction between the public and the 
private,” and feminist theorists and women’s movement activists have shown how maintaining this binary 
preserves a patriarchal status quo as “part of a discourse of domination that legitimizes women’s oppression 
and exploitation in the private realm” (93).) My use of the term public sphere assumes that there are 
multiple public spheres and counter-public spheres (as Taylor and Fraser both attest). For more detail on 
how Taylor theorizes a literary public sphere of modernist women writers, including how print culture 
facilitated their intellectual exchange, see H.D. and the Public Sphere of Modernist Women Writers 1913-
1946. 
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Instead, I argue, these dualities allude to deeper formal and ideological divisions 

outside of the text. The Met is a proxy for American cultural assimilation, the inculcation 

into norms of behavior observed by David but not Bertha. Bertha doesn’t belong in the 

museum because her expressions do not comply with norms of behavior that David 

seems to already understand. Her dislocating immigrant experience embodies 

modernism. Bertha’s resistance within the civic space, within a modernist novel, is 

emblematic of Roth’s participation in modernism and indicates a larger ideological crisis 

about modernist expression as a symbol of American democracy in the 1930s.18 

Bertha, as an avatar of Roth’s modernist experimentation, estranges what an 

appreciator of art, whether untaught in art history or educated in an elite institution, might 

see in the Met: an egalitarian, open space where anyone can view stunning, important 

artwork from around the world. The Met could be a refuge for visitors to escape the 

dislocations of the modern era that modernism as an aesthetic movement commented on, 

an affordable antidote to the disruptions of city life. But in the context of publication, the 

Met was hostile to modernist art. In 1929, the Metropolitan museum rejected a gift of 

Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney’s entire American art collection, including modernist 

paintings, which instead became the basis for the new Whitney Museum of American Art 

down the street (Berman 261-265). It took decades before the Met embraced modernism 

(Tomkins).  

                                                
18 Werner Sollors describes the ideological battles surrounding displays of American modernist art in the 
1930s as a conflict between “fascist realism” and “democratic modernism” (Ethnic Modernism 3). In one 
instance of this conflict, Mussolini-sympathizing Hearst newspapers published antagonistic responses to 
modern American art and William Randolph Hearst himself interfered with the curation of American 
modernist works selected by Whitney Museum curator Juliana Force to be displayed in the 1934 Venice 
Exhibition. The international exhibition, located in Italy under Mussolini’s regime, was itself run by a 
fascist director (Ethnic Modernism 3, 155, 207).  
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Building upon the ideological tensions represented by immigrant movement 

through a civic space concerned with American norms, the linguistic antagonism between 

Yiddish and English within this space reflects a historical conflict among Eastern 

European Jewish languages. The historical tension between Yiddish and Hebrew among 

Eastern European Ashkenazi Jews adds significance to David’s apparent rejection of 

Yiddish in the public sphere. Naomi Seidman offers a nuanced reading of the relationship 

between these languages in A Marriage Made in Heaven, where she persuasively argues 

that Hebrew and Yiddish relations construe a “sexual-linguistic system” (1). She claims 

the “linguistic relationship [between Yiddish and Hebrew] reflects and reinforces the 

gender order of the dual-language community” (3). This linguistic relationship appears in 

the background of Call It Sleep, for David Schearl’s observations about Bertha implicitly 

elevate Hebrew at the expense of Yiddish.  

It might seem like David’s observations and his embarrassment around Bertha’s 

loud Yiddish assure his pathway to successful assimilation as a member of the younger 

generation. After all, he is versed in English enough to map their journey to and from the 

Met. But David’s Hebrew education remains protected even as he rejects his mother 

tongue in public. Examining the multi-lingual novel as a whole, David’s rejection of 

Yiddish spoken in an American institution of culture implicitly privileges David’s study 

of Hebrew as the respected scholarly language of Jews. Yiddish is not only associated 

with the shtetl, female relatives, and the Jewish home—it is also not a language of an 

institution of Western and American art culture, for David. The museum visit implies a 

hierarchy for language used in the public sphere—consistent with what Harshav referred 
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to as the “triglossia” of European Jews consisting of Yiddish, Hebrew, and the 

language(s) of the state or region.  

Amelia Glaser expands on this triglossia as involving multiple purposes rather 

than merely translatable functions. According to Glaser,  

The languages were not necessarily translated directly from one to 
another, as someone might translate between Italian, French and German. 
Rather, each language played a distinct role in the community—Hebrew 
was used for prayer, Yiddish for day-to-day Jewish life, and the local 
language for non-Jewish or local affairs—thereby dividing a large, 
multilingual vocabulary among three functional categories. (17)   
 

David’s embarrassment hints at the problematization of that triglossia for American Jews: 

that while Yiddish served many women in their local commerce in the ancestral shtetl 

and remained the primary language for women like Bertha and Genya after moving to the 

American metropolis, it no longer was as welcome in the public sphere in the U.S. 

context.19 In Call It Sleep, Roth upholds the well-documented dichotomy between 

Hebrew and male religious learning on the one hand and Yiddish and the maternal space 

on the other. This background for how David assesses Yiddish spoken in public further 

complicates the novel’s common categorization as an assimilation narrative in two ways: 

by sustaining one historical linguistic hierarchy exclusive to the Jewish community 

(Hebrew-Yiddish) and by simultaneously destabilizing another cultural hierarchy 

(American-immigrant).20  

                                                
19 Of course, a thriving Yiddish press in the U.S. in the early decades of the twentieth century poses a 
significant counterweight to this claim. It’s worth noting here, though, that my claim responds to the 
Metropolitan museum as symbolic of a dominant public sphere that undergirded the proliferation of 
Americanization initiatives during the events of the novel rather than applying to Jewish communities by 
themselves—in other words, David Schearl takes on the position of both insider and outsider to the 
dominant culture in his relationship with Bertha. 
20 Seidman examines historical power relations between Hebrew and Yiddish, as well as the masculine and 
feminine dichotomies that supported those relations. She argues, “The relations between Hebrew and 
Yiddish, that is, often reflect and reinforce other (always negotiable and changing) polarities in what could 
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But Roth does not solely denigrate Yiddish and its familiar association with 

Jewish womanhood. Well after the museum visit, Bertha and David’s mother switch 

between Yiddish and Polish with ease as they discuss Genya’s past love affair, and they 

sustain their own covert interpretation of family history in language mostly unfamiliar to 

David. The sisters speak in Polish when they want to convey something untoward in 

David’s presence, “a language David had come to hate because he couldn’t understand it” 

(153). When he tries to eavesdrop on the “unknown words,” David feels impotent, as if 

“stranded on a sounded but empty shore,” and “prayed his mother would go on speaking 

in Yiddish” rather than Polish (192, 197, 200). This scene, in which Genya confides in 

her younger sister about an affair she had with a Christian organist prior to marrying 

Albert, redirects the mystery of language from Bertha to David as well as exemplifies the 

sexual-linguistic system Naomi Seidman proposed.  

Yet the intervention of English as the assumed lingua franca of public American 

culture gestures to the constraints under which this dichotomy of Jewish vernacular 

operates. While this scene in the Metropolitan museum adds to the novel’s language play, 

it also problematizes the naturalized narrative that demands immigrants adapt to new 

environs and suggests that pedagogical guides, when chosen by older generations, like 

Bertha chooses at the museum, risk alienating them from the younger generation of 

immigrants. Roth contests another cultural hierarchy—of a dominant American culture 

over the Jewish immigrant’s—through his authorial curation of the Met.  

                                                                                                                                            
be called the ‘symbolic system’ of Ashkenazic Judaism. Thus correspondences can be drawn between 
Hebrew-Yiddish relations and such important oppositions as sacred/profane, educated/uneducated, and, as 
we have seen, writing/speech” (5-6). Bertha—profane in her speech, coarse in her understanding of 
America, and outspoken in her disagreements with David’s father—evokes this divide throughout Call It 
Sleep.  
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The museum acts as a space for the immigrants to display their successful 

acculturation through their performance of American identities. Bertha insists on keeping 

up with the other museumgoers above all else, evoking how performance takes priority 

over understanding. Inside the museum, David and Bertha view a sculpture of Remus and 

Romulus, the mythical founders of Rome. This sculpture is the first of two instances in 

which specific artwork inspires a reaction from Bertha: 

Now and then, however, when she was particularly struck by some 
piece of sculpture, they allowed their leaders to draw so far ahead that they 
almost lost them. This happened once when she stood gawking at the 
spectacle of a stone wolf suckling two infants. 

‘Woe is me!’ Her tone was loud enough for the guard to knit his 
brows at her. ‘Who would believe it—a dog with babies! No! It could not 
have been!’ 

David had to pluck her dress several times and remind her that 
their companions had disappeared before she could tear herself away. 
(148-9) 

 
Bertha does not recognize the statue as a representation of Remus and Romulus nursing 

from a wolf. Her incredulity reveals her view of artwork: art should be realistic, 

authentic, or recognizable according to what Bertha knows about the world. These 

assumptions about artwork fit with Bertha’s later half-facetious question to her sister, 

“Are you starting a museum?” when she sees a painting of a cornfield hung on the wall, 

an image instantly recognizable from her Austrian childhood (187). Though Bertha 

pauses to consider the representation of Remus and Romulus in the Met, she never fully 

understands it in the sense privileged by the sculpture’s presentation in the educational-

cultural institution. When they exit the museum, Bertha’s memory of this sculpture 

symbolizes the toils of her visit.  She spits on the stairs and curses, “May a bolt shatter 
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you to bits! If I ever walk up these stairs again, I hope I give birth to a pair of pewter 

twins!” (150).   

The prominent placement of the Remus and Romulus sculpture in the museum 

sequence suggests the continued sway of eighteenth-century theories that treated Rome as 

a paradigm of the American republic and highlights the gap between immigrant 

experience and that national mythos. Bertha’s misinterpretation of the Roman origin story 

suggests her own lack of awareness of this mythology as well as her apparent ignorance 

of a broader context of European culture and nation-building stories. The exhibition of 

these founding figures in Rome’s origin story gestures toward the American fascination 

with Roman democracy and the structure of the Republic. The cautionary tale of 

autocracy, rebellion, and family strife provides a suggestive antecedent to the severing of 

colonial ties from Great Britain. The myths of America in fact rely on such older national 

myths, resulting in a palimpsest of American national genealogy.  Yet, ironically, this 

artwork on display at the museum is not American either, suggesting that the tensions 

between a European past and a truly American future are not unique to immigrants like 

Bertha and David. The potential for a civic space like the Met to represent democracy, 

that visitors to this public sphere enter regardless of their class position or ethnicity, 

begins to falter in the context of Bertha’s reaction to art that is supposed to represent a 

model for American government. That Bertha does not recognize the symbolism of the 

sculpture reveals as much about the specific form of cultural education she lacks as it 

does about the kind of belonging she aspires to experience.  

That Bertha instructs David to keep one eye on their American guides reveals her 

anxiety over assimilation. “That must be it,” Bertha muses before she asks David to 
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confirm with someone else that they are standing outside the museum, “So they described 

it to me at the shop” (147). Whether the “they” are Bertha’s fellow workers at the paper-

flower shop where she works or American customers, Bertha’s interest in visiting the 

museum with her nephew offers a striving to fit in amongst the “real” New Yorkers and 

possibly her already-Americanized immigrant peers, even if the meaning of the exhibits 

remains opaque. 

Large, generic, heroic sculptures of men on horseback are the closest the museum 

comes to exhibiting something familiar to Bertha. For a second time, Bertha pauses to 

observe a sculpture, this time with more recognition: “Again, when they arrived before an 

enormous marble figure seated on an equally huge horse, his aunt was so overcome that 

her tongue hung out in awe. ‘This is how they looked in the old days,’ she breathed 

reverently. ‘Gigantic they were, Moses and Abraham and Jacob, and the others in the 

earth’s youth. Ai!’ Her eyes bulged” (149). Bertha fashions her own historical connection 

to this sculpture. She does not say that the sculpture is Moses; she analogizes to the 

ancestral past and, in the process, reveals her assumptions about what makes art worth 

consuming: the mythic figures of a Jewish past are larger than life in her appraisal. When 

Bertha tries to see herself in the Met, she sees the ancestral past and the figures 

representative of Jewish identity.  

Roth invokes the mythological construct of Remus and Romulus (showing 

Bertha’s lack of European-American historical-artistic context) and Bertha projects a 

Jewish past onto a generic heroic sculpture. Together, these two works that give Bertha 

pause suggest the privileging of certain origin stories in the United States and exclusion 

of others. Roth (as well as Anzia Yezierska and Gertrude Stein) works against that 
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emphasis by representing the construction of non-normative immigrant families in his 

novel, specifically the Jewish generations that are not visible in the founding myths of 

America, despite the arrival of the first Jewish immigrants in New Amsterdam (what 

would later be renamed and recolonized as Manhattan) in 1654 (The Jews of the United 

States 3). In the Metropolitan museum, the Greco-Roman institutions of democracy and 

citizenship and mythologization of the foundation of Rome take precedence. The cost is 

to other national traditions. David and Bertha’s own Galician heritage, itself on the 

borders of Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires, is absent from this museum scene, 

even as these Eastern European traditions contributed to American identities. Bertha 

repeatedly uses evocative language to describe the museum’s opacity and 

incomprehensibility. She views it as a “jungle of stone and fabric,” “a wilderness of 

man’s work” in contrast to assuming that curators cultivated the space (150). Her 

discomfort indicates her failure to assimilate and, more significantly, defamiliarizes a 

respected institution by prioritizing an outsider’s perspective for readers of Call It Sleep. 

Bertha’s perspective and David’s alienation by her use of Yiddish in the Met add to the 

rich linguistic formal experimentation of the novel.  

The museum scene in Call It Sleep evokes critical tensions in the process of 

Americanization, in terms of individual consciousness and national identity, as both 

individual and nation rely on “unwitting guides” with limited degrees of success. The 

Met represents a public space for David to become truly American—and to risk losing his 

Jewish heritage. The curation of the museum and the model museum goers’ easy 

navigation of the space underscore that cultural memory is learned rather than inherited, 

and highlight how the traditional Jewish pedagogy of the heder serves a competing 
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agenda to the tradition of the Met agora.  

 

Assimilation & Traditional Jewish Pedagogy 

While the Metropolitan museum visit highlights the gap between immigrant 

generations in their linguistic navigation of the public sphere, it ultimately destabilizes 

readers’ notions of a clear hierarchy between American and Jewish immigrant learning. 

Could the cultural value attached to Jewish scholarship, especially Hebrew learning, 

instead apply to immigrants’ secular education in America? This question dwells within 

popular treatments of the assimilation history of American Jews.  

Milton Gordon’s foundational study Assimilation in American Life provides one 

of the first attempts at theorizing assimilation in America. Gordon examined what he 

called the three central philosophies of assimilation—Anglo-conformity, the melting pot, 

and cultural pluralism—with sociological research and observations from the colonial 

period to the 1950s. In his overview of Jewish assimilation in the United States, Gordon 

contends “the traditional stress and high evaluation placed upon Talmudic learning was 

easily transferred under new conditions to a desire for secular education, if not for the 

parent generation, at least for the children” (186). The social mobility of Eastern 

European Jewish immigrants and their descendants, according to Gordon, results from 

the “thesis that the Jews arrive in America with middle-class values [including the desire 

for education] already internalized, even though most of them had to begin at the bottom 

of the socio-economic ladder. It is these cultural values which account for the rapid rise 
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of the Jewish group in occupational status and economic affluence” (187).21 He promotes 

a common belief about how Jewish immigrants assimilate in America, what he calls the 

“greatest collective Horatio Alger story in American immigration history” (185). 

This mid-century discussion of Jewish assimilation, besides potentially playing 

into anti-Semitic and undoubtedly problematic assumptions about American Jews’ 

potential success, does not acknowledge that traditional Jewish pedagogy was available 

almost exclusively to boys and men and represented not just learning for the sake of 

learning but the construction of Jewish identity. Back in Eastern Europe, men uneducated 

in Hebrew were often regarded in Ashkenazic society as “like women,” according to 

Naomi Seidman in her study of Hebrew-Yiddish relations (37). Jewish women, more 

likely to know little Hebrew, were considered “second-class citizens” within a “society 

that valued scholarship above all,” in Seidman’s calculation (37). For Albert Schearl, 

enrolling David in heder provides an opportunity for his son to establish a Jewish identity 

perhaps even stronger than his own. When David is seven, Albert directs Genya to enroll 

their son in Hebrew school: “I mean I’m little enough a Jew myself. But I want to make 

sure he’ll become at least something of a Jew also. I want you to find a cheder for him 

and a rabbi who isn’t too exorbitant. I would have entered him long ago if that red-

headed sister of yours hadn’t thought it her place to advise me” (210).  

Significantly, David’s Hebrew education—or at least its belatedness—and Bertha 

as its antithesis are interconnected in Albert’s mind. Such advice from Bertha never 

                                                
21 Religious differences are not themselves the basis for disagreement, discrimination, or hostility in the 
twentieth century, according to Gordon, “particularly when these differences occur in middle-class 
Americans of native birth whose external appearance, speech patterns, and manner are notably uniform” 
(81-82).  
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explicitly appears in the chapters between her arrival and David’s enrollment in heder. 

While there is no causal relationship between the Metropolitan museum visit and David’s 

heder education, Albert’s complaint supports my juxtaposition of aunt and rabbi in 

David’s education. Albert’s remark implies that Bertha likely did not receive any Hebrew 

education, even though Genya received minimal instruction (she lightheartedly recalls to 

David that her rabbi swore she “had a calf’s brain,” 211). Albert does not say when or 

how Bertha interfered with his decision to enroll David in heder. His remark, though, 

adds to my argument that David and Bertha’s Met visit carries the ideological weight of 

gendered Hebrew-Yiddish relations. 

The relationship among Jewish languages, religion, and education demonstrated 

in Call It Sleep belies the impossibility of separating religion from the full social context 

of Jewish immigration at the beginning of the twentieth century. In the rest of this 

section, I rebuke the narrative of inevitability of the assimilation of Jews and examine the 

irregularities in that narrative at the time Americanization initiatives were underway. 

Traditional Jewish pedagogy influences David in Call It Sleep and complicates the 

received narrative of Jewish immigrants’ presumed assimilability based on the high 

cultural value of education. In other words, the heder in Call It Sleep represents the 

necessity of teaching cultural tradition—that it is not something innate—and challenges 

Anglo-conformity.  

The private religious education of the heder in Call It Sleep represents a 

counterforce to a long history of Eastern European state initiatives to deracinate Jewish 
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culture through public education, military service, and state institutions.22 Jewish 

immigrants in the United States often exercised greater freedoms compared with their 

previous lives in homelands under oppressive regimes of segregation and pogroms in 

Eastern Europe. Bertha acknowledges this difference when she justifies her disinterest in 

ever returning home. Discussing one of seven shared siblings with Genya, Bertha recalls, 

“Fortunate for him anyway that he fled to Strij in time, and fortunate too that it wasn’t 

Russia. There might have been a pogrom!” (154). Reb Pankower, David’s heder teacher, 

also alludes to this recent history of anti-Semitism when he considers the differences 

between the upbringing of David’s generation in America and his own childhood: “He 

had scarcely ever laughed even in his youth. Pogroms. Poverty. What was there to laugh 

at?” (374). Yet despite the distinctions drawn between home countries and America by 

Bertha and Reb Pankower, American Jewish communities remained under pressure to 

disavow their histories. That pressure persisted in new form under the homogenizing 

influence of dominant pedagogical forces in America, as I considered in Chapter Two. In 

Call It Sleep, Albert voices his concern over cultural survival in America when he 

decides David must “become at least something of a Jew” (210). While Bread Givers 

does not immerse readers in the participant’s experience of an explicit space of Jewish 

pedagogy (since Talmudic scholar Reb Smolinsky prohibited his daughters from 

                                                
22 In The Promised Land, Mary Antin points to the Czar’s initiatives to convert Jewish children through 
education in the Pale of Settlement during her mother’s childhood. She recalls, “He said to his ministers: 
‘Let us educate the people. Let us win over those Jews through the public schools, instead of allowing them 
to persist in their narrow Hebrew learning, which teaches them no love for their monarch. Force has failed 
with them; the unwilling converts return to their old ways whenever they dare. Let us try education’” (18). 
While Antin’s remarks referred to her mother’s generation in imperial Russia in the mid-nineteenth 
century, her claim that “to the Jews the public schools appeared as a trap door to the abyss of apostasy” 
remained relevant to families like David Schearl’s, though in softened form as David’s parents allowed him 
to enroll in public school while attending heder (Antin 18).   
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accessing his sacred texts), Call It Sleep depicts the heder in detail as a pedagogical force 

that influences David as he forms a Jewish identity.  

The heder in the novel inverts Nativist anxiety and fear of the immigrant other to 

show the Jewish immigrant family’s concerns over losing culture. The precarious balance 

between the religious and cultural sustenance offered by the heder to the immigrant 

family and the limitations of the heder as an un-professionalized institution are best 

highlighted by Steven Zipperstein’s study of the shifting cultural and political value of 

the heder in the Russian empire at the turn of the twentieth century. Even though 

Zipperstein’s study of the heder focuses on the shtetl, the heder in Call It Sleep resembles 

that informal institution historically associated with dark, unsanitary classrooms and ill-

equipped or untrained instructors (43). Reb Pankower wears stained and soiled clothing 

and appears generally untidy to David, who studies in the dim classroom under the threat 

of corporeal punishment if he mispronounces a word repeatedly or reads too slowly (what 

Roth euphemistically calls “manual corrections”) (212, 215). Genya remembers how her 

heder teacher’s breath impeded her learning when she tells David, “Pray this one is not so 

fond of onions!” (211). According to Zipperstein, critics of the unstandardized heder, 

including Jewish Enlightenment thinkers and national health officials from the early 

nineteenth century onward, were “little constrained in their criticisms of heders since 

these were privately run institutions outside the official hegemony of Jewish communal 

life and, hence, all the more vulnerable” (43).23 Zipperstein concludes from his study that, 

                                                
23 Turn-of-the-century debates over the quality and role of the heder in the Russian empire, Zipperstein 
suggests, were an expression of anxiety “that Jewish youth were slipping away from things Jewish and that 
the disappearance of the heder would immeasurably worsen this situation” and an indication of fears of a 
shifting cultural landscape that looked to Jewish enrollment in Russian schools and Jewish youth reading 
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at the turn of the twentieth century, Russian Jewish schoolteachers, administrators, and 

activists were “so preoccupied with merely sustaining a fractured Russian Jewish culture 

that they were willing to actively support an otherwise disparaged educational institution, 

the heder, in the hope that it would check further cultural erosion” (10). The heder in Call 

It Sleep appears as a culturally specific site of instruction where Jewish languages 

(students are commanded to speak to eachother in Yiddish—not English—when they are 

not practicing Hebrew), culture, scholarship, and belief are inextricably wed. 

The private heder classroom, where David learns to read religious texts in Hebrew 

alongside other boys, provides an ideological alternative to the display at the 

Metropolitan museum. While the museum intellectually separates individuals from a 

prior collective of family and national origin and immerses them in a new, curated 

American community, the heder inculcates ancestral stories and religious values. Yet 

both Metropolitan museum visitors and heder students rely on imitative pedagogies: 

David and his aunt shadow their fellow museumgoers, and David repeats after his heder 

teacher’s pronunciation of the Hebrew alphabet, “Komitz-Aleph—Aw!” (217). David’s 

heder education risks being limited to performance alone—to the recitation of assigned 

passages in Hebrew. Imitation could take priority over understanding, just as in the 

Metropolitan museum, where Bertha insists on keeping up with the other museumgoers. 

Within the context of Call It Sleep, I see the heder as a response to the power of 

education as a nationalizing force for the state and the apparent democratization of public 

cultural education represented by the Met.  

                                                                                                                                            
habits “as proof of how young Jews were adrift and all the more in need of old, reliable cultural moorings” 
(57, 58). 
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David’s experience learning Hebrew shows that interpretation is privileged 

differently in the ostensibly American cultural space of the Metropolitan museum versus 

the Jewish cultural space of the heder. In the heder, Reb Pankower teaches David to focus 

only on the accuracy of his Hebrew pronunciation. The purpose is first to read and then 

understand. David “happened to be bright enough to avoid punishment and could read 

Hebrew as fast as anyone, although he still didn’t know what he read. Translation, which 

was called Chumish, would come later” (220). David memorizes and pronounces 

religious texts so effortlessly, he earns the stern rabbi’s compliments from his first day of 

class, which ends with an encouraging pinch of David’s cheek (217). 

Yet while David’s linguistic fluency pleases Reb Pankower, it is the meaning 

behind the language and the significance of details in Judaic stories that fascinate David. 

David reveals a passion for knowledge that exceeds Bertha’s misinterpretations and 

inability to ask questions at the Met. The heder inspires David, and the lessons’ appeal to 

him evolves from developing a relationship with God to wondering how he can recreate 

sensory experiences based on the Old Testament story of Isaiah. For David, the appeal of 

learning Hebrew was “then you could talk to God” (213). While always an insecure child 

because of his father’s unpredictable rage and abuse, two months into his Hebrew 

lessons, David finds a stillness he attributes to his closeness to God:  

Spring had come and with the milder weather, a sense of wary 
contentment, a curious pause in himself as though he were waiting for 
some sign, some seal that would forever relieve him of watchfulness and 
forever insure his well-being. Sometimes he thought he had already beheld 
the sign—he went to cheder; he often went to the synagogue on Saturdays; 
he could utter God’s syllables glibly. But he wasn’t quite sure. Perhaps the 
sign would be revealed when he finally learned to translate Hebrew. At 
any rate, ever since he had begun attending cheder, life had leveled out 
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miraculously, and this he attributed to his increasing nearness to God. 
(220-1)  

 
The religious signs David searches for and his desire to advance in his education from 

heder to chumish and translate what he reads suggest the imaginative pull of Hebrew 

lessons for David; these lessons influence more than his ability to pronounce Hebrew. 

David looks to the symbolism and language of his Hebrew education to make sense of 

the rest of his world and his survival.  

Shortly after this reflection, David arrives early at heder, while Reb Pankower 

instructs David’s older classmate, Mendel, to read aloud a passage regarding the story of 

Isaiah. Mendel’s exceptional circumstances convince their instructor to translate what 

Mendel reads instead of only teaching pronunciation (225). (Mendel must know the story 

as the Haftorah for his bar mitzvah, but he began heder at too advanced an age to be able 

to understand what he reads—i.e., read Chumish—in time.) This overheard lesson 

introduces David to translation of Hebrew into Yiddish. In the tale, Isaiah laments his 

impurity, and an angel holds a glowing coal to his lips, using tongs, to purge Isaiah of his 

sins. The story enthralls David. Once the remaining heder students show up, their noisy 

discussion in Yiddish of the Haggadah for Passover interferes with David’s 

eavesdropping on Reb Pankower’s explanation of the story.  

Yet even as David memorizes the page number and appearance of the blue 

volume where the story appears, he is afraid to ask the rabbi for more explanation. David 

deliberates, “Wish I could ask him why the Jews were dirty. What did they do? Better 

not! Get mad” (227). Increasingly specific thematic questions accumulate in his mind. 

David wonders, “—And why did the angel do it? Why did he want to burn Isaiah’s 
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mouth with coal? He said, You’re clean. But coal makes smoke and ashes. So how clean? 

Couldn’t he just say, Your mouth is clean? Couldn’t he? Why wasn’t it clean anyway?” 

(230). David encounters this barrier to obtaining privileged knowledge and continues to 

seek answers on his own.  

After David first plays near streetcar tracks and bullies goad him into throwing a 

zinc sword into the tracks, he sees a spark that reminds him of the story of Isaiah. David 

runs to heder and, finding the door closed, breaks in through the window and locates the 

blue book, flips to the page number he has memorized, and reads the Isaiah story. When 

David reads, “All his senses dissolved into the sound. The lines, unknown, dimly 

surmised, thundered in his heart with limit-less meaning, rolled out and flooded the last 

shores of his being” (255). The text causes a sensory experience that foreshadows 

David’s later shock when he attempts to recreate the divine spark at the streetcar tracks, 

which I will return to later. Caught by Reb Pankower moments after sneaking into heder, 

David explains that he wanted to understand the story because he had seen “a coal like—

like Isaiah” previously, in his first interaction with the streetcar-tracks near Tenth Street. 

Reb Pankower laughs in disbelief before he calls David a fool (257).  

But David intuits meaning from his experience of the text. David experiences the 

enigmatic “unknown” and “limitless” essence of the story (255). These heder scenes 

involving David’s language learning emphasize the possibility of questioning religious 

authority—his rabbi—without questioning the personal relevance of a religious narrative. 

His own experience has brought the story from the blue volume to life: “The rabbi didn’t 

know as he knew what the light was, what it meant, what it had done to him. But he 

would reveal no more [to Reb Pankower about his experience]. It was enough that the 
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light had saved him from being whipped [for breaking in]” (257). That is, although David 

does not manage to extract answers from Reb Pankower, who denigrates him for 

associating the light of streetcar tracks with the holy light in the story, David perseveres 

in his belief that the story somehow applies to his urban environment. 

Even before David ultimately applies his heder learning in his second, more 

climactic visit to the streetcar tracks in a scene I will discuss later, David views attending 

heder—both being physically present among a crowd of peers as well as participating in 

Hebrew lessons—as a ritual purification for his sins, similar to Isaiah’s purification 

without David naming it as such. He cleanses his conscience, if only temporarily, when 

he runs straight to heder upon leaving the site of his step-cousins’ sexual assault, which 

he unwittingly facilitated by bringing his older Catholic friend to Bertha and her 

husband’s candy shop.  

David heads to the heder instead of home in order to “only listen, only forget,” 

and forgetting is emphasized throughout this visit to the heder (259). In this instance, the 

influential text finally serves as a formal assignment. Reb Pankower asks David to read 

from the story of Isaiah in order to impress an elder rabbi, Reb Schulim, who is observing 

the class. The assigned page again inspires visceral reactions from David: “The thrill of 

apprehension that ran through him seemed to flutter the characters before him. He 

focused on them, condensing their blur. ‘Bishnas mos ha melech Uzuyahu—!’ And 

stopped and stared. The number on top of the page was sixty-eight. The edge of the book 

was blue” (366). While David hasn’t seen the story in several months since Mendel’s 

reading and his break-in to heder, he immediately remembers the fragmented 

interpretation he overheard previously and starts trying to translate the story. Reb 
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Pankower exploits David’s blend of linguistic fluency and inquisitiveness about Isaiah. 

Reb Schulim praises, “As though he knew what he read . . . That young voice pipes to my 

heart!” (367). But Reb Pankower downplays David’s understanding of the story when he 

responds, “If I weren’t sure—indeed, if I didn’t know him, I’d think he understood!” 

(367).  

Reb Pankower’s dismissal exemplifies the pedagogical complexity of Roth’s 

formal techniques. Call It Sleep, while written in English, uses Yiddish and Hebrew, 

nearly always transliterated but rarely translated (as evidenced by David’s pronunciation 

of Hebrew letters above). Roth’s use of syntax emulates the experience of language 

learning and uses linguistic puns as defamiliarization techniques that subvert assimilative 

agendas. Moreover, the modernist pedagogy of Call It Sleep moves beyond a depiction of 

patterns of influence and remaking of old stories within the novel to advance instruction 

for the reader. David reads aloud and parses the pronunciation of Hebrew texts in his 

heder classes. His rhetorical performance thus enacts modernist pedagogy at the level of 

reading practice. This performance teaches the novel reader to try to read through the 

transliterated and untranslated portions of the novel as if inhabiting David’s voice in 

heder, without any translation, and to experience Jewish languages like novices, at a 

remove from meaning. The novel’s Jewish textuality formally enacts David’s 

pedagogical experience of immersion in heder education. Readers do not have access to 

the kind of interpretation skills David hopes to gain from chumish; they rely on Roth’s 

representation. 

Roth manipulates language in scenes concerned with immigrant language 

learning. This meta-linguistic dexterity demonstrates the layered modernist pedagogy of 
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narrative and form. Reb Pankower refers to David in front of Reb Schulim as “a true 

Yiddish child” compared with the “American Esaus,” David’s classmates (365). The 

rabbi reuses his common insult of “Esau” that he casts at David’s heder classmates when 

they repeatedly make errors, and conveys his concern over whether any boys are likely to 

maintain Jewish identities as they grow up in New York. That Reb Pankower 

compliments David using a linguistic pun—Yiddish means Jewish, and the rabbi likely 

utters this remark in Yiddish—exemplifies what literary scholar Hana Wirth-Nesher 

memorably describes as the novel’s “language play,” the confluence of Judaism and 

literary experimentation. Such hybrid linguistic moves, according to Wirth-Nesher, 

distinguish Roth’s prose “as a rich repository of language play that moves between these 

ethnic and religious aspects as it forges a new Jewish American, modernist poetics” (78). 

Besides exemplifying the novel’s formal innovation, though, Reb Pankower’s pun evokes 

David’s earlier embarrassment at Bertha’s public Yiddish in the Met and underscores 

David’s ability to maintain a Jewish identity as an individual, possibly at the expense of 

Yiddish even as his rabbi uses that language (and word) to describe David’s success at 

becoming “something of a Jew,” as Albert Schearl had hoped (210).  

David rejects Bertha’s public Yiddish but examines the streets for metaphorical 

translations and physical manifestations of his Hebrew school lessons. He circumvents 

his rabbi for religious understanding and continues to seek it on his own. Roth’s use of 

David’s interior monologue in the heder scenes emphasizes David’s perseveration on 

religious meaning and suggests, I argue, that the child’s wonder at traditional sources of 

authority serves as an analogy for the new generation of immigrants’ potential to subvert 

the norms of their adopted country rather than break from cultural identity.   
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Heder & Cultural Amnesia  

Those norms are reflected by the political rhetoric that shaped immigration policy 

and imagined the possibilities for the incorporation of Jewish immigrants into the nation-

state. Much of the language aimed at Americanizing immigrants implored that they 

“forget” a national past as a way of fully Americanizing. Both Horace Kallen in 

“‘Americanization’ and the Cultural Prospect” (1923) and Milton Gordon in his 

assimilation history highlight the explanation of Americanization provided by the 

superintendent of the New York Public Schools in a 1918 editorial: “Broadly speaking, 

we mean . . . [by Americanization] an appreciation of the institutions of this country, 

absolute forgetfulness of all obligations or connections with other countries because of 

descent or birth” (qtd. in Gordon 100-1, emphasis mine).24 Politicians like President 

Woodrow Wilson also invoked the power of forgetting when they encouraged 

immigrants to leave behind their former lives in their countries of origin in order to fully 

participate in American life. In his speech to new American citizens in 1915, Wilson 

anticipated the attractiveness of the United States, “the only country in the world which 

experiences this constant and repeated rebirth,” to “strong men and forward-looking 

women” (178). But he warned new American citizens “you cannot dedicate yourself to 

America unless you become in every respect and every purpose of your will thorough 

Americans” (179). Wilson inadvertently touched on a powerful theme of American-

making present in immigrant narratives from the early twentieth century: the trope of 

self-fashioning that threatens (or promises, depending on the perspective) to assert itself 

over and against ancestral memory and another cultural past. 

                                                
24 For an abbreviated citation of this same superintendent’s remark, see Kallen 130. 
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Wilson dismissed the shadow of ancestry in this speech. He told the new citizens, 

“while you bring all countries with you, you come with a purpose of leaving all other 

countries behind you—bringing what is best of their spirit, but not looking over your 

shoulders and seeking to perpetuate what you intended to leave in them” (178). The 

generational modernist approach of Call It Sleep evokes Wilson’s admonition and 

problematizes it. This novel foregrounds the modern immigrant’s precarious—rather than 

severed—ties with cultural traditions and examines how older generations like Reb 

Pankower’s—rather than only American citizens outside the immigrant family—judge 

the youngest generation of immigrant-Americans.  

Against this historical backdrop urging immigrants like the Schearls to forget, 

Call It Sleep attends to the ways traditional Jewish pedagogy constructs and sustains 

cultural memory. Since traditional Jewish pedagogy teaches cultural memory, the heder 

in Call It Sleep challenges contemporary assimilation rhetoric founded on selective 

cultural amnesia. David Schearl initially embodies Jewish memory for Reb Pankower, 

from David’s nearly error-free first day of repeating letters from the Hebrew alphabet to 

his later recitation of the Chad Gadya in Yiddish (217, 233). Upon hearing the latter, Reb 

Pankower announces to the class, “This one I call my child. This is memory. This is 

intellect. You may be a great rabbi yet—who knows!” (233). David embodies Jewish 

memory to his instructor because of his adept pronunciation and recitation of ancient 

religious texts. David transforms that cultural memory through experience—and through 

his storytelling of his own fabricated, half-understood origins. Eventually, David 

synthesizes the stories he has overheard from the two Jewish languages of his family—
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the Yiddish of his mother and Bertha and the Hebrew of the story of Isaiah—to construct 

a fictionalized version of his family ancestry.  

 Even as Reb Pankower holds privileged knowledge about Jewish ancestral stories, 

he rebuffs David’s interests in learning more about the Isaiah story and deepens the rift 

between generations. This generational division affects how cultural memory is 

preserved. In both Call It Sleep and Bread Givers, then, older generation Jewish 

patriarchs prevent younger generations from sharing their religious scholarship and 

discourage the younger immigrant’s curiosity. Roth suggests the discomfiting distancing 

of the youngest generation of Jewish-Americans when he switches his third-person 

omniscient perspective tied to David’s interior monologue to the perspective of Reb 

Pankower. In this chapter after David’s final, ritually purifying visit to the heder but 

before his final act at the streetcar tracks, Reb Pankower walks through David’s Lower 

East Side neighborhood to visit the family’s apartment.25 The streets are crowded with 

playing children, abandoned tricycles, and baby carriages. Neighbors are working class 

and resourceful, and, at one point, another occupant in David’s apartment building frets 

over using a Yiddish newspaper for toilet paper on the Sabbath (239). Wandering through 

these streets, the rabbi wonders, “What was going to become of Yiddish youth? What 

would become of this new breed? These Americans? This sidewalk-and-gutter 

generation? He knew them all and they were all alike—brazen, selfish, unbridled. Where 

was piety and observance? Where was learning, veneration of parents, deference to the 

old? In the earth!” (374).  

                                                
25 In “‘Oy, a good men’: Urban Voices and Democracy in Henry Roth's Call It Sleep,” Kremena Todorova 
refers to this chapter as a “limited omniscient point of view” (269). 
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Reb Pankower mutters these words on his way to confront David’s parents about 

David’s tall tale of a dead mother and Gentile father, fabricated and shared by David in 

the middle of his recitation of the Isaiah story in front of Reb Pankower and Reb 

Schulim. Even as the former marks his concerns about David’s generation as a whole, 

David’s possible illegitimacy weighs on his mind. What would it mean if the true Yiddish 

child of his heder were merely a Gentile pretender? David’s fabricated family history 

represents not merely the threat to paternity long suspected by his father Albert but also 

the perceived threat to the old guard of cultural Judaism posed by the first generation 

growing up in the United States. David risks forgetting his Jewish father and all his 

ancestral forefathers when he reimagines his ancestry from the fragments of secrets he 

has overheard between Genya and Bertha.  

The Jewish identities of these new Americans like David—the sidewalk-and-

gutter-generation—are necessarily constructed beneath the shadow of older generations 

like that of Reb Pankower, despite Woodrow Wilson’s effort to admonish new citizens 

otherwise. While Reb Pankower fears the dilution of Judaism among youth, the 

“American Esaus,” the real risk to tradition is the malleability of old materials in a new 

environment. David’s self-made origin story represents an imaginative capacity beyond 

the reach of Reb Pankower as interpretive authority. David’s story instead relies on 

looking over his rabbi’s shoulders at Jewish storytelling, defying Woodrow Wilson’s 

invocation by remaking rather than forgetting the past. 

 Some scholars posit that David abandons his Jewish identity by the end of the 

novel. Modernist scholar Rita Keresztesi briefly considers the broader impact of David’s 

Hebrew education on his identity. She argues that the heder helps David frame otherwise 
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“incomprehensible and frightening experiences; that is, his fear of being an illegitimate 

child, anxieties over his sexuality and over his close relationship with his mother, and the 

inability to put his experiences into words and a coherent narrative ” (85-6). Yet instead 

of considering how this education contributes to David’s Jewish identity, Keresztesi 

concludes that, “Eventually, David (and then Ira [of Roth’s later Mercy of a Rude 

Stream]) leave both Judaism and the Old World behind” (90). I contend that David’s 

heder learning culminates in his quest for a connection between his urban environment 

and the Judaism of his elders. His quest results in his literal rootedness in the present, 

touching the third rail, and pays homage to a symbol of the Old World, the prophet 

Isaiah. David’s final scene at the streetcar tracks echoes and enacts Reb Pankower’s 

complaint that David’s generation does not defer to their parents, their veneration buried 

“in the earth! Deep in the earth!” (374).  

 

Public Performance of Jewish Identity: Modernist Act of Self-Making  

Traditional Jewish pedagogy serves as the impetus for David’s creative 

expression of cultural history. David reconciles his educational influences and merges the 

performative elements of the Metropolitan museum visit and heder recitations with 

religious understanding in an act analogous to modernist self-making. He performs this 

synthesis in a famous scene at the streetcar tracks in the penultimate chapter of Call It 

Sleep. This marks David’s second visit to the spot where he initially saw sparks that 

reminded him of the Isaiah story. While in his first visit to the streetcar tracks, as I 

mentioned before, David was pressured by peers into throwing a zinc sword into the rail, 

he later returns out of his own volition. His thirst for a deeper understanding of the story 
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of Isaiah compels David to test his religious understanding on the street in an act of self-

education. 

David applies his curiosity about Judaism to his urban environment at the 

streetcar tracks, a scene that again combines the novel’s modernist pedagogy at the level 

of narrative and form. In this scene, David serves as a fictional counterpart to Roth the 

modernist artist, adapting older stories through his own manipulation of language and 

space. As David approaches the streetcar tracks and steels his resolve, Roth intercuts 

fragments of David’s thoughts with a montage of strangers in the midst of performing 

their own rituals in the neighborhood, from a warehouse watchman wandering to an 

Armenian street peddler holding up traffic with his pushcart to bar patrons discussing 

abortion and sex. Within this polyphonous industrialized urban space, David tests the 

possibilities of centuries-old Judaic thought and violently asserts an identity destructive 

to his new world environment. David picks up a metal milk dipper (similar to the one his 

father uses as a milk deliveryman) because of its resemblance to the tongs the angel uses 

to touch Isaiah’s lips and thrusts it into the streetcar tracks trying to produce a burst of 

flame (420).26  

David conflates the Judaic past with urban present as he perversely imitates the 

story of Isaiah and an electric shock runs through his body. For the moment, his 

reverence, literally grounded in the earth as he lies prostrate, enacts Reb Pankower’s 

complaint that for David’s generation, learning and respect for elders lies buried “in the 

earth” (374). The shock to David’s body echoes the sensation of first reading the Isaiah 
                                                
26 Adding another layer to the older stories that inform Roth’s novel, this scene invokes the pedagogical 
theme of Plato’s Ion. The Socratic dialogue considers the basis for poetic interpretation and whether Ion’s 
performance of Homer should be recognized as skillful mimesis or divine possession. I am grateful to 
Michael Davidson for suggesting this dialogue to me.  
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story earlier in heder, when the lines “thundered in his heart with limitless meaning” 

(255). His body undergoes another seemingly infinite experience, this time of pain: “he 

writhed without motion in the clutch of a fatal glory, and his brain swelled and dilated till 

it dwarfed the galaxies in a bubble of refulgence—Recoiled, the last screaming nerve 

clawing for survival” (419, original emphasis).  David’s act evokes the formal and 

thematic experimentalism associated with modernism: he melds imaginary possibilities 

of ancestral Jewish identity with physical space, changing the form of both his own 

burned body and the metropolis.   

Viewed through the lens of pedagogies directed at Jewish immigrants like David 

Schearl, this scene at the streetcar tracks transcends the imitative and performative 

pedagogies of both the Metropolitan museum and the heder to assert an amalgamation of 

these influences on David’s identity. For even though it is initially some strange, 

unwitting guides—neighborhood bullies—who suggest the idea of playing with the 

streetcar tracks in their first appearance earlier in the novel, David draws from his 

understanding and interrogation of Jewish texts to experience his urban environment 

anew. His experiment enacts Ezra Pound’s famous modernist slogan “make it new,” as 

David imagines the glowing coal that touched a prophet as a spark of inspiration made 

into actual flames. David’s attempt to coax a flame from the tracks exemplifies modernist 

writers’ abilities to create “something new out of something old,” in critic Alicia Kent’s 

more recent reformulation of Pound’s edict (25).  

After David makes contact with the third rail, he loses consciousness and in his 

desperate, confused reveries, he sees his heder classroom, imagines his father as a bird-

like milk deliveryman, and descends into darkness before he finally glimpses an ember of 
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coal. His dream echoes the Isaiah narrative’s focus on purification-by-coal, as even in his 

vision, “David touched his lips. The soot came off on his hand. Unclean” (426, original 

emphasis). He awakes surrounded by a multilingual crowd of concerned city dwellers, 

their heterogeneity captured by Roth as a chaotic swirl of voices, accents, and languages. 

These abstracted voices connect to what Roth calls “a myriad of eyes, gay or sunken, 

rheumy, yellow or clear, slant, blood-shot, hard, boozy, or bright” who “swerved from 

their tasks, their play, from faces, newspapers, dishes, cards, seidels, valves, sewing 

machines, swerved and converged” (419). After the crowd summons a doctor,  

David opened his eyes. Behind, between them and around them, like a 
solid wall, the ever-encroaching bodies, voices, faces, at all heights, 
gestures at all heights, all converging upon him, craning, peering, 
haranguing, pointing him out, discussing him. A nightmare! Deliverance 
was in the thought. He shut his eyes trying to remember how to wake. 
(432) 
 

David’s internal conflict over his own origin story and sense of American identity is 

enacted within the chaos of this Joycean social milieu, a nightmarish space. The power 

drains from a trolley car nearby after “a long burst of flame spurted from underground, 

growled as if the veil of earth were splitting” (420). His solitary act physically disrupts 

the modern city’s infrastructure as well imaginatively revises his rabbi’s interpretation of 

the Isaiah story.  

Scholars have posited that this entire chapter resembles other modernist works 

whose authors used mythology to exert control over a chaotic urban environment. Leslie 

Fiedler, for instance, hails Call It Sleep as “essentially a mythic book,” compares Roth’s 

penultimate chapter to Eliot’s “The Waste Land” and Joyce’s “Circe” section of Ulysses, 

and cites Eliot’s critical essay about Joyce’s Ulysses as a possible influence for Roth (19-
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20).27 But Joyce’s influence on Roth does not extend to the ultimate tone of the novel, 

which is more redemptive than Ulysses. Call It Sleep shows the ambiguity of individual 

agency—not necessarily the “‘futility and anarchy’ of modern life which only myth can 

order and control,” per Fiedler’s reading of the Eliot-like sensibilities of the novel (20). 

Such critical readings underemphasize the self-making David engages in under 

conditions less like anarchy and more illustrative of the limitations of stereotyping in a 

heterogeneous urban environment. In the passage from Call It Sleep I cited above, David 

appears singular against the blurred distinctions of the crowd. He retains his individuality 

even when unconscious, in part because of how the crowd interpellates him as Jewish—

one onlooker shouts, “Unh! Looks Jewish t’ me” and another yells, “Yeah, map o’ 

Jerusalem, all right” (427).  

In part because of those ethnic identifications, my reading diverges from 

prevailing interpretations of the streetcar scene as one of resurrection and assimilation. 

Hana Wirth-Nesher interprets the shock as an “action that portrays immigration as 

symbolic death and rebirth” (86). She intriguingly points to the larger importance of 

immigration to the novel and asks, “Does his Americanization require a death and rebirth, 

an abandoning of the kid of the seder for the kid of Easter, a Christianizing that is 

inherent in the acquisition of English?” (89). Rita Keresztesi likewise considers the scene 

as a dramatized rite of passage for the immigrant and contends that the ending of the 

                                                
27 The penultimate chapter also contains lines reminiscent of the rhythm of Eliot’s “The Love Song of J. 
Alfred Prufrock.” Roth’s line, “And there was time, inviolable even to terror, time to watch the smudged 
and cluttered russet in the west beckon to the night to cover it” echoes Eliot’s “There will be time . . .” 
refrain in “Prufrock” (403). Though she situates her work slightly counter to Fiedler’s view as the 
conventional understanding of Call It Sleep, Kremena Todorova still names the same works as influences 
on Roth (251). Todorova asserts, “Roth’s use of unidentified voices and his ruptured portrayal of the city 
seem to suggest both Eliot’s poem and the ‘Circe’ section of Ulysses as likely models for him” (259).  
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novel offers “the possibility of cultural and national assimilation” (95). Keresztesi insists 

that “David’s rebirth is imagined within the Christian paradigm of resurrection and 

redemption” and describes it as a “mythic and Biblical cleansing-rebirth narrative” (84, 

95). While these insightful readings advance critical understanding of the relationship 

between religion and immigrant assimilation in Call It Sleep, they overlook the 

pedagogical foundation for the final streetcar tracks scene: the earlier scenes of 

instruction in the heder and at the Metropolitan museum. I argue that a move away from 

understanding David’s experience at the streetcar tracks through a Christian paradigm 

will allow greater attention to the heder as foundational for David’s understanding. This 

particularly Jewish education—not ancient myth or even Judaism alone—informs 

David’s so-called assimilation.28  

Instead of conforming to an assimilative track or between-two-worlds trope 

common in immigrant fiction of the era, David’s act embodies the breaks with tradition 

characteristic of the American modernist movement as well as the burgeoning literary 

creation in both Hebrew and Yiddish that characterized the modern Jewish revolution at 

the turn of the twentieth century. This literary revolution hinged on writers who, 

according to Benjamin Harshav, “did not learn the history of their own literature in 

school, as writers do in other nations, nor was literature part of the canonical Jewish 

tradition” (27). David’s jolt at the streetcar tracks brings to mind Harshav’s 

                                                
28 Keresztesi emphasizes the Christian reading of David’s actions and provides a fascinating reading of the 
scene at the streetcar tracks as a metaphor of American assimilation; she provides a compelling argument 
that “This experience signals a new generation is born that must integrate the different cultural, religious, 
and national fragments into a new identity—in a new language—on a new land. He must forget his past and 
invent a new family and a culture in order to rid himself of the sins of his parents and from the baggage of 
the old world. Thus, a new identity and a new integrated American self is reborn through violence, 
repression, and self-creation, a process that is reminiscent of the collective ideology of assimilation in the 
American melting pot” (86). 
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characterization that these writers “‘leaped’ out of the religious library straight into the 

European conceptual world—and from there, returned to secular writing in their own 

language” (27). Roth’s contribution to Jewish American literature brings Yiddish and 

Hebrew to a readership educated in English while simultaneously experimenting with the 

possibilities for English prose.  

Moreover, by acknowledging the pedagogical spaces that influence this critical 

scene, my reading emphasizes the Jewish immigrant protagonist’s culturally specific 

negotiation of modernity.29 While elder family members select David’s guides elsewhere 

(Bertha in the museum, his parents’ enrollment of him in heder), David’s streetcar track 

intervention becomes his strategy of self-representation.30 David negotiates modernity 

through the synthesis of religious knowledge (his questions about these sparks) and his 

interaction with the industrialized technology of the modern city within a cacophonous, 

multilingual space. Instead of representing religious teaching as primitive panacea, Roth 

brings it into physical clash with the infrastructure of the modern city and the diverse 

communities it houses.  

David’s perseveration on questions of religious meaning suggests how the modern 

city provides the materials for experiencing and testing religious narratives. That David 

looks for answers to these questions through self-education, the meeting of introspection 

and experience, at the streetcar tracks reflects one of the central concerns of American 

literary modernism: the inability of traditional literary forms to represent the modernist 

                                                
29 Alicia Kent clarifies this goal for scholars of ethnic modernism to examine the relationship of racialized 
groups to modernity in order to “understand the ways writers of different cultures within the United States 
negotiate, contest, and ultimately reshape modernity” (3). 
30 My reading of this scene follows Kent’s advocacy for framing ethnic modernist scholarship around 
minority modernists’ development of “their own strategies of self-representation” within a larger American 
context of an early twentieth century “crisis of representation” (5, 17). 
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artist’s relationship with an increasingly fragmented world. The physical text of the 

Isaiah story in the rabbi’s blue book, then, represents the futility of old forms and 

language, as the text alone is not enough for David to know its meaning—nor is his rabbi 

helpful in answering his questions. Roth insists on a Jewish presence as he amalgamates 

old materials with new techniques, such as David’s use of urban infrastructure to revive 

Isaiah’s story. David’s uncanny encounter with the past enables him to forge a new self 

through disruption that ultimately gestures to the conflicted place of individualism and 

alienation in modernist texts. The individual’s distance from one of the longstanding 

sources of meaning making—religion—momentarily closes. David encounters the limits 

of his conflicted self as a Jewish immigrant and there is no guarantee his new awakened 

self will be less fragmented. This disruptive performance of a Judaic story also marks a 

break from the passive act of following guides in the Metropolitan museum. David 

asserts control over the past in this scene at the streetcar-tracks, and he nearly dies. 

Ultimately, David stands in for the modernist artist, constructing a new self by 

reinventing religious teaching for modern needs in a disruption of the urban space.  

David’s anxiety over how language produces meaning, dramatized most 

profoundly in this life or death sequence, mirrors for the reader the artist’s construction of 

self through the act of writing. While Roth composed the manuscript for Call It Sleep 

using blue books from New York University provided by his benefactor-lover, an 

anthropology instructor, David returns again and again—in his memory as well as in 

person—to the rabbi’s distinctive blue volume containing the story of Isaiah (Rosen 74, 
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Ethnic Modernism 155).31 The abstracted experience of reading and interpreting for 

David as well as readers of Call It Sleep— the defamiliarized art in the Met, the snatches 

of transliterated Hebrew in heder, the polyphonous crowds at the car-tracks—mirrors the 

protagonist’s fragmented attempts to reconstruct ancestry and connect with his cultural 

identity without interpretive guidance. Call It Sleep unsettles readers’ assumptions about 

origin stories and turns instead to the existential experience of the relational influences 

inside and outside of families, from museum guides to rabbis. However strange and 

unfamiliar to David, the community at the end of Call It Sleep stands in for the 

heterogeneous reading audience—a bid for community that relies on neither Reb 

Pankower’s hopes for Yiddish youth to regain piety nor Woodrow Wilson’s deracinating 

demands. That heterogeneous crowd is a constituent part of the modernist artist’s self-

making as well as a consumer of it.  

                                                
31 Rosen mentions blue books; Sollors mentions both blue books and pink books.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

 “The Generation that Knows Not Joseph”: Educational Experiments in  
Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans  

 
Later when one knew the children better and still later when no one any 
longer saw any of them and only remembered them, one then could 
reconstruct the foreign father and mother out of the children and so could 
come to an understanding of them, a realization that they had been alive 
then and human. 

–Gertrude Stein, The Making of Americans (260) 
 

 
Children, once known, can be used as the basis for understanding their foreign 

parents, according to Gertrude Stein’s long novel about immigrant-American family 

living. Stein’s passage could apply to nearly any immigrant story. Such children could 

include Sara Smolinsky from Bread Givers and David Schearl from Call It Sleep as their 

personas—as an accented teacher and as a model Hebrew student—inform others about 

their parents. After reading a letter written about Sara Smolinsky, school principal Hugo 

Seelig thinks he has a sense of what kind of “old Jew” her father must be (279). And Reb 

Pankower, after all, thinks he might understand David Schearl’s family based off the tale 

David tells him in heder. But in both stories, what they think they know turns out to be 

wrong. Sara’s father is open to sharing his Jewish scholarship, seemingly for the first 

time, as he sends Hugo Seelig after his treasured books, telling his wife, “Show only this 

American young man all my holy books in the bedroom” (294). David’s parents argue so 

passionately over the validity of his fictional story that he retreats to the streetcar tracks.   

How immigrants Americanize then, would seem to get endlessly muddled by 

trying to understand ancestors through their descendants. After all, Progressive-era efforts 

to Americanize immigrant children were often concerned with how that assimilating 
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influence could be extended to the rest of their families. A founder of a nursery run by 

affluent German-Jewish women with the intention of Americanizing East European 

Jewish immigrants, according to historian Elizabeth Rose, said in 1904 that the project 

was meant to “make of the children good American citizens, to imbue them with the best 

American ideals;” this was done alongside efforts by such organizations to “‘reclaim’ the 

immigrant women who would represent Jewish womanhood in America” (41). The 

children in the passage I quoted above are no longer “foreign,” like their parents. So, 

Stein’s narrator implies, such a history of American families that is underway in The 

Making of Americans: Being a History of a Family’s Progress would seem to depend on 

foreign parents and grandparents already being Americanized.  

Gertrude Stein reverse-reconstructs immigrant family histories in The Making of 

Americans, written between 1903 and 1911 and published in 1925 (Meyer xiv, xxxvi). 

She imagines the influence of several generations of Americans on the representation of 

earlier immigrant generations. In a disorienting interwar moment of cultural exchange, 

The Making of Americans embraces non-linear origin stories. That beginnings, whether 

for an individual family like the Herslands or for a meandering novel like The Making of 

Americans (henceforth MOA), can be deconstructed and reconstructed takes on 

heightened meaning for immigrant writers who seek to create an alternative heritage 

through their art. The idiosyncratic prose that defines Stein’s inimitable style exemplifies 

critic Mary Dearborn’s observation that Stein’s early upbringing in Europe shaped 

Stein’s relationship with the English language: “A daughter of immigrants who spent her 

early years not in America but in Europe, Stein wrote very much with a sense as if 

English were her second language. In doing so, she maintained what she felt was a 
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singularly rarefied relationship to it, one that she consciously develops and comments on 

in her work” (161). 

Although many have analyzed Stein’s formal innovations, I consider her formalist 

innovation as it directly relates to pedagogy. Forgoing the macro-structure of plot for the 

structure of repetition at the word, phrase and sentence level, Stein dislocates readers in 

their engagement with the text as a novel. Readers who are not immigrants themselves 

can never fully understand the experience of immigration. The experience of reading 

Stein’s novel can seem relentless and without purpose, perhaps a dark commentary on 

life itself, for the readers who actually complete the task. But there is something about 

repetition in art—of experiencing that art, of seeing and re-seeing a Matisse in Stein’s 

Paris salon or of re-reading slightly different variations of the same governess archetype, 

in this case—that opens up a different understanding than a recognizable plot might. In 

Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, in a paragraph just after “Alice” relates 

that she was typing the manuscript for The Making of Americans, Stein captures this 

Deweyian kind of experiential learning: “I always say that you cannot tell what a picture 

really is or what an object really is until you dust it every day and you cannot tell what a 

book is until you type it or proof-read it. It then does something to you that only reading 

never can do” (153).  

While here Stein, in the guise of Alice, makes a claim about the act of typesetting 

the narrative, her observation extends to what makes her pedagogy through form so 

powerful for instructing readers.1 The Making of Americans performs the most sustained 

                                                
1 Remarkably, Meyer cites this passage from Toklas in light of his own advice to readers: “one must 
proofread while one reads,” at least until a fully corrected text is published (Meyer xxxvi). 
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experiment with pedagogy through form of the novels I have discussed in Modernist 

Pedagogy, reshaping the novel-reading experience. Whereas Yezierska and Roth thrust 

American readers into Jewish textuality as print culture, communication, translation, and 

interpretation, Stein makes the daring and deliberate choice of engaging readers in an 

onslaught of the English language. The omission of the word “immigrant” has a profound 

resonance in this expansive context. The Making of Americans immerses readers in the 

fullest experience of the English language, at once familiar but also fragmented and 

seemingly endless, that one of the best-known modernist innovators could design.  

In this chapter, I examine Stein’s The Making of Americans and extend my study 

of Jewish immigrant education to show the legacy of an earlier tide of Jewish 

immigration—the second migration from 1820-1880—and trouble the commonly 

received association of early-twentieth-century immigrant Jews leaving the shtetl and 

arriving at Ellis Island.2 Western and central European Jewish immigrants like Gertrude 

Stein’s parents were comparatively well established by the time of the 1880s-1920s wave 

of arrivals of many Eastern European Jewish immigrants like Anzia Yezierska and Henry 

Roth and their fictional counterparts. Historian Hasia Diner observes that many German 

Jews (like the Stein family) who arrived to America earlier in the nineteenth century  

had adopted the trappings and respectability of the dominant culture as 
they had done in Germany. The influx of the Russian and Polish Jews 
from the 1880s to the 1920s put these well-established, Americanized 

                                                
2 While Hasia Diner uses the description of “German Jews” in In An Almost Promised Land to differentiate 
between immigrant migrations, she also complicates the perception that this wave of American Jewish 
immigration was a “German era” by pointing to the German composition of this wave as possibly only a 
“slim majority” and by focusing on the class structure of the communities of merchants and peddlers who 
made up the vast majority of this wave (A Time for Gathering 1). Diner contends that the second and third 
waves of immigration had less stark differences than commonly assumed, while asserting that the mid-
nineteenth century arrivals effected geographic growth from the earlier era of American Jewish immigrants, 
expanding the reach of American Jews throughout America and producing institutional growth. 
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Jews in an uncomfortable position. The century-old conflict between them 
and the eastern Europeans was transformed into embarrassment at the 
‘strange customs’ and ‘alien ways’ of the newcomers. (In The Almost 
Promised Land 8)  

 
By placing The Making of Americans alongside two novels consistently labeled as ethnic 

modernist texts, I suggest a multigenerational, longer view of what “American education” 

gives form to, demonstrating that this education was as varied as the experiences of 

assimilation of American Jews.  

The Making of Americans: Being a History of a Family's Progress, started by 

Stein in 1903 and published in 1925, follows three generations of the Hersland family in 

fictional Gossols, CA. Their evocative surname resembles the name of Charlotte Perkins 

Gilman’s feminist utopia featured in 1915’s Herland. While Stein cited Gilman by name 

(Charlotte Perkins Stetson at the time) for her formulation of “the breadwinner the 

economic woman” in Stein’s 1899 speech “The Value of College Education for Women,” 

it is unclear whether Stein had Herland in mind when naming the family at the center of 

The Making of Americans (1).3 Regardless of the extent of influence, both feminist 

writers played with the resonances of “Her.” For Stein, “her” may refer to herself and her 

possession of the text in at least two ways: as the first-person narratorial “I” of a novel 

                                                
3 Unpunctuated quotation reproduced from typescript of the lecture with corrections. All syntax and 
emphasis in Stein quotations is original, unless otherwise indicated. For more on Stein’s mercurial 
feminism, see Lisa Ruddick’s Reading Gertrude Stein: Body, Text, Gnosis, especially 180-181. Ruddick 
notes the influence of Otto Weininger’s antifeminist work on Stein’s later drafting phase of The Making of 
Americans, describes a resurgence in Stein’s feminism around 1911, a few years before her brother Leo 
moved out of her famous Paris apartment (Ruddick 181). Catherine Stimpson describes the shift from an 
indifferent male mentor (Leo Stein) to her female companion and collaborator (Alice B. Toklas, who 
learned to type in order to type the manuscript for The Making of Americans) (495).  
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about family history and as the descendant reconstructing her own ancestry in 

fictionalized form, a formulation centered on Stein as meta-progenitor.4 

While writing about the Herslands, Stein drew inspiration from her own family 

history. She was born in Pennsylvania to a father who emigrated from Bavaria to the 

United States as a child and a mother whose parents came from Germany (Wagner-

Martin 3, 5). Stein spent some of her childhood in Europe and later expatriated to Paris as 

an adult, where she wrote The Making of Americans. In MOA, Matriarch Martha 

Hersland “led her family out of the old world into the new one,” moving the fictional 

family from Europe to the United States by dragging her reluctant husband along with her 

(36). Her son David Hersland and grandson Alfred Hersland receive much of the book’s 

attention. Stein divides the 925-page novel into seven chapters, broadly organized by 

branch of the family tree. Much of Stein’s text follows the family of Martha’s son David 

and his wife, Fanny Hersland, along with their son Alfred’s marriage to Julia Dehning. 

The narrative follows the marriage of Alfred and Julia as well as its dissolution; the 

coming of age of Alfred’s sister Martha; and the death of their youngest sibling, David 

Hersland. What Stein refers to as “family living” she repeatedly associates with 

American identity, as in her parallel syntax suggesting equal weight and meaning behind 

Alfred Hersland “beginning then to feel in him responsibility for family living, he was 

just beginning then to feel in him that he was an american citizen” (528, my emphasis).  

These characters serve as a platform for Stein’s deeper interest in what she calls 

the “bottom nature” of characterological types. Stein’s extended meditation on these 
                                                
4 For a superb treatment of Stein’s resistance to commodification and the difficulty with situating Stein and 
other women who were modernists against their creations, see Michael Davidson’s “The Romance of 
Materiality: Gertrude Stein and the Aesthetic” in Ghostlier Demarcations: Modern Poetry and the Material 
Word. 
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character types does not conform to a linear plot. The recurring theme of education in 

MOA provides a systematic way of discussing this long novel. The elder David’s 

approaches to educating his children, Alfred, David, and Martha, will be the focus of my 

commentary. As Mary Dearborn notes, “The novel’s subject is in some ways the story of 

the education of the Hersland children, education in the sense of growing up with 

guidance” (171).  

Though many scholars have addressed Stein’s formal innovation in the novel, 

none have extensively discussed how education shapes the narrative of immigrant 

assimilation and moreover, how pedagogy is a component of Stein’s formal style and 

immigrant theme. In this chapter, I show that the innovation scholars associate with 

Stein’s work is directly connected to pedagogy itself. The Making of Americans is 

arguably the most recognizably experimental of the three novels I discuss in Modernist 

Pedagogy as well as least recognized as a work of ethnic interest.  

While contemporary scholars usually consider Gertrude Stein’s The Making of 

Americans as part of a high modernist tradition separate from ethnic modernism, some 

precedent exists for examining Stein’s work with attention to her Jewish heritage. In 

Pocahontas’s Daughters, Mary Dearborn examines Stein’s MOA as an ethnic text. 

Dearborn briefly situates MOA alongside Henry Roth when she asserts that Stein, like 

Roth, Jean Toomer, John Dos Passos, and Maxine Hong Kingston, “interrogates the 

ethnic American’s relationship to her acquired—and, because the writer is the offspring 

of immigrants, inherited—language” (161). Werner Sollors also compares Stein’s and 

Roth’s work when he suggests, “In Stein’s writing, as in Toomer’s and Henry Roth’s, the 

‘new style’ is related to ethnicity. In the mode of ethnic modernism, ethnicity remains 
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palpable while the writing transcends it, too” (Beyond Ethnicity 256). Here, I will argue 

that the transcendence of Stein’s writing can be better understood through the 

convergence of modernist pedagogy and generational modernism.  

Recognizing the formal techniques that intersect with education in this and 

previous chapters advances the study of modernist novels by Jewish immigrants and 

possibly other immigrant groups as well. The generational modernist approach I use 

advances through three layers of modernist pedagogies: specific plot points of scenes of 

immigrant education, the self-conscious constructions of writers working through their 

own literary influences to innovate with form, and finally the reeducation of the reader’s 

expectations for the novel form and immigrant assimilation. My approach advances the 

ongoing conversation about ethnic discourse in modernism by examining how 

recognizably modernist formal techniques perform a layered pedagogical function built 

on narrative theme and self-conscious literary production. Reading these novels together 

suggests the importance of education for the immigrant as well as the reader. 

By including The Making of Americans in Modernist Pedagogy, I insist that The 

Making of Americans does not belong in a separate modernist tradition from Bread 

Givers and Call It Sleep. The Making of Americans provides a case study for 

Americanization among a highly cosmopolitan emigrant family, in which American 

education travels philosophically to Europe with “a real governess, a foreign woman” 

who teaches French and German (241). Instruction recedes from the public sphere to the 

private, primarily taking place in the home. The Making of Americans questions the 

assumptions underpinning the process of self-construction detailed in the intimate 

tenement narratives of Bread Givers and Call It Sleep. Sara Smolinsky, as the first-person 
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immigrant narrator of Bread Givers, relates her own story to readers. David Schearl, as 

mitigated by the third-person omniscient narrator hovering over his thoughts and 

experiences in Call It Sleep, examines what he thinks he knows in a public act. But 

Stein’s narrator distances herself from the children and families described in the novel; 

she knows who they are as types of people, as representative forms. While Yezierska’s 

and Roth’s narratives suggest the barriers to assimilation encountered by immigrants and 

the contentious relationship between Jewish identity and the American public sphere, 

Stein refuses the idea that there can be a singular or cohesive American identity to 

assimilate into and her narrator insists that wholeness does not exist. The Making of 

Americans performs the most sustained experiment with pedagogy through form, 

reshaping the novel-reading experience.  

Each of the novels in Modernist Pedagogy captures the complications of 

immigrant identity construction against a different facet of the drama of early-twentieth-

century models of assimilation. The ideological debates about melting-pot discourse and 

modernist literary experimentation, alluded to in Chapter Two when I considered Dewey 

and Kallen, enriches the context within which I place MOA alongside Bread Givers and 

Call It Sleep.5 When I think about immigrant instruction in these three novels, Bread 

Givers contends with Americanization inculcated through schooling in night school and 

higher education; Call It Sleep engages the cultural pluralism model with the heder 

                                                
5 See Sarah Wilson’s Melting-Pot Modernism for her full exploration of the elasticity of the melting-pot 
metaphor in the Progressive era. Although Wilson explores the nuances of the melting-pot metaphor for 
assimilation throughout her monograph, here I draw on and endorse her succinct overview of what this 
Progressive-era melting-pot thinking entailed: “To avoid the ideological pitfalls of ideas of both static 
difference and totalizing homogenization, melting-pot thinkers turned for a model to the oscillation 
between similarity and difference that they saw in literature and art, and imagined a similar oscillation 
structuring the process of assimilation,” Wilson suggests (4). 
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existing in the foreground and the public school offstage; and The Making of Americans 

exhibits a meta-awareness of an individual’s place within assimilative discourse, with a 

father choosing governesses as educational models for his children and family living 

caught between different models of education—“foreign” and “American.” Sarah Wilson 

refers to “the indispensability of the individual to these theories of cultural mixture and 

merging” circulating in the Progressive era (165). My primary point of departure with 

Wilson is her claim that “the formal experiments [she] analyze[s] do not instruct about 

difference; they embody difference” (10). In this chapter, I add to Wilson’s study of the 

literary dimension of the pressurized discussions of assimilation in an era of restricted 

immigration, with a specific focus on the scenes of education in the novel, in particular 

the training of governesses responsible for the education of the Hersland children. I will 

show how Stein’s experimentation with form, recursive like the models of education 

treated thematically in Hersland family living, instructs readers. 

I conclude my examination with Stein’s long novel because she heightens the 

reader’s attention to the abstract process of Americanization rather than a singular 

protagonist’s development. MOA extends the Bildungsroman’s approach to self-

cultivation through a meta-discourse on the progression of a family into a seemingly fully 

assimilated American identity and the performance of a singular narrative authority. That 

narrative authority derives from a first-person narration in which that first person is Stein 

herself—or a Stein-like figure—telling readers about the fictional Hersland family as 

well as her own writing process. The Making of Americans establishes a new kind of 

formal play within the Progressive era’s rhetoric of severing ancestral memory, not by 

retaining that memory through traditional Jewish pedagogy or through sustaining Hebrew 
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or Yiddish, in contrast to the elements of Jewish immigrant experience I explored in 

previous chapters.  

Instead, as Stein signals when she begins The Making of Americans with an 

Aristotelian allusion to the quintessential theorist of linear narrative, the narrative and 

narrator of The Making of Americans is always “beginning,” suspended in the never-

ending present. Stein constructs a meta-discourse around Americanization, signaled not 

only by the novel’s emphasis on the process of constructing identity—of making—in the 

title, but also in her narrative structure framed by the narrator’s authorial I. The formal 

self-referentiality of the text which itself attests to the particular individuality of Stein’s 

artistic hand (and possibly Alice Toklas’ as Stein’s typist) refuses to disappear from the 

text. Stein insists on the malleability of the novel form as well as of identity construction 

with her meta-discourse on the construction of American identities.  

MOA identifies characters only relationally, through other characters. Stein 

biographer John Malcolm Brinnin referred to Stein’s novel-writing approach as an 

attempt “to remove from the body of literature the very sinew and bone of narrative” 

(xvi). As The Making of Americans spools and unrolls the threads of ancestral lineage, 

Stein overlaps two concerns in the making of American identity that continue to trouble 

citizenship debates today: she meshes social construction and inheritance of American 

identity. Even in her expression “reconstruct the foreign father and mother out of the 

children” cited earlier, Stein belies the nuance of her approach, a contrarian nature that 

many of her characters share as they teach, only to subvert what they’ve taught.  

Intergenerational tensions manifest through Stein’s implicit expressions of 

conflicted Jewish identity, innovative allusions to older forms, and generic alchemy, 
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which I will examine in the first half of this chapter. In The Making of Americans, the 

Hersland patriarch selects governesses to guide his children. Mediation of these outside-

the-family guides, who are not as invested in family traditions, contributes to the distance 

between generations. Scenes of education involving the Hersland children and their 

governesses exemplify Stein’s theory of formal repetition that hinges on emphasis rather 

than sameness. This innovation of form also impacts the possibilities for the novel itself 

to instruct readers, as I observe later on when I offer a synthesis of how Stein’s approach 

to generational anxieties and instruction encourages new reading practices. 

 

Misplaced in a Generation: Jewish Expression, Artistic Inheritance, & Genre 

Innovation 

It would seem that The Making of Americans omits the familiar textual signifiers 

of Jewish identity used in Bread Givers and Call It Sleep. Hebrew and Yiddish are 

absent. While Yezierska and Roth both incorporate the inverted syntax and un-translated 

Yiddish phrases of first-generation Jewish Americans in their novels, Stein stretches only 

English to its limits. There’s not a Hebrew school in sight, no rabbis or Talmudic scholars 

present. The only clear reference to religion is the word “religion” itself—a generic 

signifier. Ethnic and cultural identities are only assigned to characters outside of the 

family, such as the Herslands’ German, Irish, Italian, and Mexican servants, and to 

objects inside their home (from China and Japan). Stein never assigns a national origin to 

the family at the center of the novel nor uses the word immigrant in the narrative; she 

implies they are from Europe, based on David Hersland’s initial enthusiasm when he 

hires the first governess, “telling her all the advantages of european education over 
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american” and later explains to the third governess “the difference between european and 

american education” (259, 269).6 In fact, The Making of Americans’ invocation of a 

multi-generational, largely unspecified pan-European heritage may seem to complement 

the assimilated figures of the college dean’s “pioneer” grandmother in Bread Givers and 

the staging of dominant culture at the Metropolitan Museum in Call It Sleep, I discussed 

in Chapters Two and Three.  

Stein never specifies the origins of the immigrant Hersland family in The Making 

of Americans. This omission is deliberate and important, given the novel’s explicit focus 

on the multigenerational immigrant experience—how Americans get made, with the 

insinuation that the History of a Family’s Progress of the novel’s title pertains to the end 

goal of assimilation into American identity. On the first page of the novel, Stein 

emphasizes the dominant perspective of the fully Americanized: “It has always seemed to 

me a rare privilege, this, of being an Amer-ican, a real American, one whose tradition it 

has taken scarcely sixty years to create. We need only realize our parents, remember our 

grandparents and know ourselves and our history is complete” (3). By refusing to name 

the Herslands’ specific origins, Stein may have attempted to achieve a universality 

generally associated with canonical white, European and Anglo-American authors and 

focus readers’ attention on her impressive formal innovations. Yet in the process, Stein’s 

novel implicitly questions such claims to American-ness—by the families within the 

novel and the readers of the text. This omission, made amidst language that emphasizes 

                                                
6 Gertrude Stein’s verbal idiosyncrasies include lowercase use of proper nouns, as in this quotation. I base 
my claims about words omitted on my analysis of Stein’s complete vocabulary, as represented in Holly 
Melgard’s The Making of the Americans, a literary text designed to distill every word used by Stein, as well 
as my search for these terms in available electronic versions of MOA. The only word slightly outside 
American English that I could find in The Making of Americans is “trousseau.” 
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the quotidian details of daily family living in Stein’s novel, contributes to the very divide 

between ethnic and high modernism recapitulated by literary critics and scholars of 

modernism until recently.  

Stein, while the best known for her modernist experimentation of the three 

authors considered in this dissertation, contends with a paradoxical categorization as a 

non-Jewish Jewish writer—a writer left out of such compilations as Ruth Wisse’s 

curation of The Modern Jewish Canon. In his insightful overview of the history of 

debates about defining Jewish literature, Michael Kramer deftly navigates the pitfalls of 

racial constructions of Jewish identity. Yet he insists “however obscured and 

unacknowledged, however dismissed and denounced, race has always been the necessary 

conceptual ground of Jewish literary study” (290). So long as we even have a category of 

“Jewish literature,” he advises, we ought to explore more interesting questions, not about 

whether Jews are a race, but about “What has that writer done with her Jewishness?” 

(313).  Such is my intention here. My claim is not that The Making of Americans must be 

read as a Jewish text but rather than the novel ought to be re-read with attention to what 

immigrant difference the self-referential narrative alludes to, and, more often, elides.  

Stein’s own identification with her Jewish background was complicated. Sixteen 

years after MOA was published, from 1941 until 1943, Stein translated speeches by 

Philippe Pétain, chief of state for the collaborationist Vichy government, into English to 

promote them to an American audience, including speeches that “announced Vichy 

policy barring Jews and other ‘foreign elements’ from positions of power in the public 

sphere and those that called for a ‘hopeful’ reconciliation with Nazi forces,” as historian 

Barbara Will documents (138). Stein biographer Brinnin mentions that, as a child, Stein 
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and her siblings attended Sabbath school for an unspecified period of time and, as an 

adolescent, Stein showed interest in reading the Bible (19, 11).  Stein exemplifies Isaac 

Deutscher’s theorization of “The Non-Jewish Jew” as a transnational innovator who 

“transcends Jewry” (26). While Deutscher did not specifically call out Stein in his essay, 

one can imagine her fitting into the genealogy of influential thinkers he considered—

“those great revolutionaries of modern thought: Spinoza, Heine, Marx, Rosa Luxemburg, 

Trotsky, and Freud” whom he defines as intellectuals who “found Jewry, and all religion, 

too constricting” and lived on the borderlines of civilizations, religions, and cultures (26, 

22). Stein embodies that transnational intellectual.  

Maria Damon has astutely considered the value of examining Stein’s linguistic 

play within the context of Jewish influences. Damon asserts that Stein’s body of work is 

“at least firmly situated within the context of debates about Jewishness that were part of 

the psycho-philosophical backdrop of modernist (theories and practice of) creativity” 

(496). I place Stein within this dissertation about Jewish immigrant education as a way of 

bringing attention to the often-overlooked Jewish diasporic concerns implicit in her 

approach to modernist innovation. 

At first glance, the generalization about children in the opening passage to this 

chapter resembles Gertrude Stein’s overall engagement with religion in her long novel 

about family living. Stein’s idiosyncratic approach to family history relies on 

universalizing language and declares it will take a documentary approach to 

Americanization. However, I argue, Stein’s innovative approach to genre engages Jewish 

immigrant ancestry as subtext. In making this argument, I extend Maria Damon’s 

observation that Stein’s language use “enacts the instability that necessarily informs a 
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Jewish notion of home” and Mary Dearborn’s description of the novel as generational 

saga (499). By examining Stein’s allusions to Biblical lore, I bring attention to the often-

overlooked Jewish immigrant identity concerns within MOA.  

In the first section of MOA, Stein interrupts her introduction of Hersland family 

members and addresses the reader as a member of a new misplaced, isolated generation, 

poised between tradition and modernity. Stein identifies disconnection from ancestors’ 

faith as a likely cause for the anxiety of a generation—both the first and second 

generations of immigrant families growing up in America as well as the interwar reading 

audience of the novel, included in her first-person plural address—in the following 

passage. She writes:  

Brother Singulars, we are misplaced in a generation that knows not 
Joseph. We flee before the disapproval of our cousins, the courageous 
condescension of our friends who gallantly sometimes agree to walk the 
streets with us, from all them who never any way can understand why 
such ways and not the others are so dear to us, we fly to the kindly 
comfort of an older world accustomed to take all manner of strange forms 
into its bosom and we leave our noble order to be known under such forms 
as Alfred Hersland, a poor thing, and even hardly then our own. (MOA 21, 
emphasis mine)  
 

In this passage, Stein comments on Jewish immigrant assimilation using Old Testament 

allusions. Jewish identity in this passage, like its representation throughout MOA, is 

elusive. Stein telegraphs a fraught Jewish ancestry through her reference to Joseph, the 

Old Testament character who serves as the ancestral connection between the Israelites in 

their displacement from Canaan to Egypt. According to the story, Joseph used an 

interpreter instead of shared language to speak to his estranged brothers when he 

recognized them but they did not recognize him. Stein marks an analogous estrangement 
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in her passage, but this time an estrangement of older generations from younger. In this 

allusion, not knowing Joseph marks the Herslands and readers as forsaking their kin. 

 Amidst intergenerational tensions over recognition and knowledge of shared 

tradition, the trace of ancestry from Joseph to Alfred Hersland in this passage alludes to a 

Biblical subgenre: the detailed documentation of genealogy throughout the Old 

Testament, with long histories of begetting. The compressed genealogy of this particular 

passage establishes the abstract representativeness of a single character such as Alfred 

Hersland to a generation misplaced in their ignorance of older ways. Those who make 

their way through America—represented by Alfred Hersland—are suspended between 

the guilt and imagined disapproval of their ancestors (“we flee before the disapproval of 

our cousins”) for shirking traditions and the misunderstanding of their non-immigrant or 

non-Jewish peers. The first-person plural pronoun in this passage (“we”) and the peculiar 

naming of Alfred Hersland as a “form” to be “known under” manage to dislocate 

Hersland and readers from their ancestors.  

Stein attributes additional misunderstandings of the younger generation of 

Americans with their non-family peers to that implied Jewish ancestry. She suggests a 

distinction between Jewish descendants—imagined or actual—of the Israelites and 

Gentiles. Those who are not ancestral relatives—“our friends”—can “never any way can 

understand” the sentimentality and importance of the old ways. Yet even as modern 

Jewish-Americans have distanced themselves from these ways, they can still understand 

this “older world” in a way outsiders cannot, Stein suggests (21). These traditions are still 

“so dear to us” even if they reside primarily in memory. Through allusion to older genres, 
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Stein suggests that the traditions of a religious past linger even when they are no longer 

included in explicit instruction. 

For the younger generations in immigrant families like Alfred Hersland, the 

geographical and cultural misplacement of living in the modern world provokes a 

fundamental estrangement from those very traditions that once conferred pride and social 

cohesion. These traditions constitute the “noble order” left by Alfred Hersland, who 

represents the first generation to grow up in the United States. To illustrate the 

displacement of this “noble order,” consider again the larger context of Americanization 

rhetoric when Stein was writing. President Woodrow Wilson, whose remarks to new 

citizens I referenced in Chapter Three, for instance, invoked the power of forgetting when 

he encouraged immigrants to leave behind their former lives in order to fully participate 

in American life. Wilson used the evocative language of “not looking over your 

shoulders” (178). In the Brother Singulars passage, Stein subtly undercuts such demands 

placed upon immigrants to assimilate. Her abstruse language in the Brother Singulars 

passage ironizes such Americanization rhetoric that promoted a clean break with the past. 

Instead, Stein’s narrator romanticizes the “comfort of an older world” and dismisses non-

traditional, non-ancestral, new American ways as the peripheral “others” that are not 

“dear to us.” Stein’s use of the continuous present further cements this point. If 

immigrants are always “beginning” the process of Americanization, then that process of 

forgetting the past—or leaving it behind—can never be fully underway.  

That Stein emphasizes the first fully Americanized generation of an immigrant 

family in The Making of Americans, then, conveys the anxiety of Jewish assimilation in 

the modern era. The intergenerational tensions in the Brother Singulars passage circulate 
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around the loss of knowledge and tradition. This loss of knowledge and tradition suggests 

the arc of modern Ashkenazi Jewish immigrant experiences of diaspora. The route from 

Joseph to the generation who knows not Joseph conveys the anxiety attendant to 

centuries of displacement for Jews in Europe, followed by the modern period of diaspora 

dated to the 1880s on. This collective history undergirds the assimilation of Jewish 

immigrants. In the words of literary scholar Benjamin Harshav, “if their assimilation is 

complete, they won’t exist any longer” (12). Stein gestures to the tension between 

American and ancestral identities through her reassessment of characters who at first 

seem to be  “real American[s]” but, once the novel is underway, are the “misplaced 

generation” (3). 

The Brother Singulars passage suggests how Stein employs an interest in 

intergenerational tensions as a foundation for formal innovations. Those formal 

innovations, in turn, critique how immigrant generations construct their identities against 

demands to assimilate. The ancestral religious identity implied by Stein’s reference to 

Joseph provides an example of what Maria Damon refers to as how Stein’s “Jewishness 

emerged as an at least equal site of creative contestation, not in opposition to those other 

elements of social difference [as a sexual minority and a woman], but implicated, of a 

piece, with them” (491). Stein, as narrator, situates herself and readers within a modernist 

reading practice that similarly shirks tradition and omits familiar signposts. Stein 

problematizes the identity construction of the new generation living in America—that, 
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like “poor thing” Alfred Hersland, this misplaced generation is estranged from their 

selves as “even hardly then our own” (MOA 21).7 

Within The Making of Americans, Stein strives beyond the limits of the English 

language. Maria Damon, looking specifically at Stein’s work, examines the connections 

between Jewish traditions and language play. Damon argues, building on scholar Daniel 

Boyarin’s work, “it is considered a religious obligation in Jewish intellectual tradition to 

push language—both production and interpretation thereof—to its limits. While Stein is 

not, obviously, religious, her practice demonstrates the secularization of this tenet with 

regard to production” (499). This seems paradoxical since Stein works with words that 

she repeats over and over again. But her very conventionality of word choice in 

English—unlike the Yiddish-English explorations of Sara Smolinsky in Bread Givers or 

the inventive, immature hybrid language of David Schearl’s perspective in Call It 

Sleep—focuses even more attention on how Stein innovates with patterns of emphasis. In 

“Portraits and Repetition,” Stein explains that emphasis marks the artistic value of 

repetition. She claims, “That is what makes life that the insistence is different, no matter 

how often you tell the same story if there is anything alive in the telling the emphasis is 

different” (167). 

Stein’s patterns of emphasis immerse readers in the narrative in such a way that 

the form of how she tells this history takes precedence over the plot or characters. Stein’s 

use of pronouns does not always have a clear designation, and even the Hersland family 

members meld together with first names repeated across closely related generations. 
                                                
7 Sarah Wilson looks at Stein’s MOA as a study of individualism in a different light that considers the 
influences of the economy and domesticity on individual freedom. While my context for analysis focuses 
on the pedagogical value of individualism, Wilson’s study provides a great overview of how William 
James—Stein’s mentor—conceived selfhood as a form of “ownership” (166). 
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While Stein draws from Old Testament forms that emphasize descent, she also 

defamiliarizes the familiar Aristotelian theory of linear storytelling. Taken together, these 

two techniques suggest Stein’s overall project of reconstructing family histories out of the 

most Americanized generation in order to produce a nonlinear whole.  The Making of 

Americans begins with an allusion to a much older story that exemplifies the generational 

modernist theme woven into the modernist pedagogy of the novel. I quote this short 

selection in its entirety, typeset in the style of an unattributed epigraph, as Stein printed it: 

Once an angry man dragged his father along the ground through 
his own orchard. ‘Stop!’ cried the groaning old man at last, ‘Stop! I did 
not drag my father beyond this tree.’ 
  It is hard living down the tempers we are born with. We all begin 
well, for in our youth there is nothing we are more intolerant of than our 
own sins writ large in others and we fight them fiercely in ourselves; but 
we grow old and we see that these our sins are of all sins the really 
harmless ones to own, nay that they give a charm to any character, and so 
our struggle with them dies away. (MOA 3)8 
 

In the first paragraph, Stein invokes an Aristotelian parable of intergenerational struggle, 

suggesting the timelessness of human anxiety over change and psychological and 

geographic dislocation from one’s home, a fitting allusion for Jewish diaspora and the 

modern condition of mass immigration. In Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle uses the 

example of “the man who, when being dragged out of the house by his son, ordered him 

to stop at the doorway, for he too dragged his own father as far as the doorway” (Ethics 

126). By retelling the parable, Stein dramatizes the experience of the slow forward 

movement of immigration—right before her own narrative uses the gerund form and 

                                                
8 This imagery of a physical struggle also seems consistent with Leon Katz’s reading of Stein’s interest in 
character struggles. He argues that Stein’s characters “become clarified for her, become ‘themselves’ in 
fact, when they were in motion, struggling, winning, and losing in their endless war for power over one 
another” (18). While Katz uses characters from Stein’s other works to illustrate his example, Katz’s thesis 
still holds for MOA. 
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repetition of words and phrases to continuously draw readers back to earlier narration. 

Stein’s narrator is nearly always looking over her own shoulder at what has already been 

written.  

Besides indicating her self-referentiality to come over the rest of the novel, 

Stein’s invocation of the parable draws on the rhetoric of a medieval analogy that has 

become synonymous with acknowledging the past creators whose works set the 

foundation for future generations of artists and scholars. Bernard of Chartres’ image of 

“dwarfs perched on the shoulders of giants” first appeared in print in 1159 and, Matei 

Calinescu argues, has been recycled by Michel de Montaigne, Isaac Newton, and many 

others (The Five Faces of Modernity 15). Calinescu traces this metaphor in the work of 

other literary and scientific scholars since the twelfth century. Montaigne’s reinvention 

seems the closest to Stein’s parable, as “the contrasting figures of the giants and the 

dwarfs were eliminated, but the essential idea of succeeding generations symbolized by 

human bodies sitting on the shoulders of each other was kept and developed” (Calinescu 

16). Stein wrestles with similar imagery of generations engaged in a fierce physical and 

ideological struggle over where to establish family roots (i.e. the orchard of Stein’s 

making) after migration. Mary Dearborn cites the opening Aristotelian anecdote as 

representative of Stein’s formal and thematic technique—what Dearborn calls “repetition 

with a difference:” “The son repeats the father; the novel tries to locate the difference in 

repetition” (168). This parable is apt for Stein especially because it concerns generational 

knowledge. MOA enmeshes the stories of a family tree with her narrator’s first-person 

artistic saga in an endlessly deferred narrative of the Dehnings and the Herslands, lines of 

ancestry that intersect at the narrator.  
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In the second paragraph of The Making of Americans’ opening epigraph, Stein 

asserts a foundational assumption for her text: that certain character traits are innate. Over 

a lifetime, her text conjectures, our tempers become a source of distinction and 

personality rather than distress. The individual character struggle of the second 

paragraph—that “we fight [our sins/tempers] fiercely in ourselves” juxtaposes the 

Aristotelian tale of ancestral strife in the first paragraph (MOA 3, emphasis mine). Stein 

moves from an externalized, collective experience of dislocation in an ancestral orchard 

to the internal, individual experience of conflict. Although Stein never includes explicit 

references to Judaism in The Making of Americans, she obliquely suggests elsewhere in 

the novel that ancestral Judaism—or cultural religious identification, more broadly—

serves as an underlying character trait, as I illustrated earlier with the Brother Singulars 

passage. Religion seems an innate characteristic to Stein such that, “Many women have 

religion in them, there are many kinds of women and each kind of them has it in those of 

them that have religion in them to have it of the character of them, mostly it is in them 

like the bottom nature that makes their kind of them” (167). Jewish social scientist Otto 

Weininger influenced Stein’s psychology of character, and the categories Weininger used 

to narrow his study are echoed by Stein’s interest in religion throughout The Making of 

Americans, as indicated in her treatment of “religion” as a “bottom nature.”9 Even as 

                                                
9 Katz contends, “The descriptive attributes of male and female are further particularized in relation to the 
categories of mind, religion, ethics, existence, individuality, and so on. All these categories are 
subsequently mirrored in Stein's system; even when she breaks away from the basic separation of types into 
male and female, her own two basic types continue to be examined in relation to Weininger's categories” 
(Katz 13, emphasis added). Benjamin Harshav provides a semiotic reading of Otto Weininger’s work with 
reference to what Harshav theorizes as “the negation of the three deictic axes of the old Jewish existence” 
(17). He reads Weininger’s negation of the deictic axis “Not me” as the impetus for Weininger’s self-hatred 
and suicide (18). He draws from the example of Weininger’s suicide as indicative of a larger fracturing in 
the Modern Jewish Revolution. “No doubt, a person’s specific behavior, beliefs, and expressions are 
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outward behavior may become more secular over time for the “generation that knows not 

Joseph,” religion as culture has deeper roots than individual patterns of behavior, as Stein 

suggests it as part of one’s “bottom nature” (MOA 21).  

Yet in its expression, religion as cultural identification becomes a point of 

contention across generations. Stein later particularizes her general portrayal of religion 

when she characterizes Mrs. Hersland’s religious feelings. She writes,  

Mrs. Hersland never had her religion to be in her like his in her father, a 
thing to give to her a feeling of herself inside her, religion with her went 
with what would happen in her daily living for her, was in her not 
anything of resistance inside her, was simply a part of the gentle feeling in 
her like her children inside her, like the rich right living that was the 
natural way of living for her. (167)  
 

In this passage, Mrs. Hersland goes through the motions of religion—as part of her “daily 

living”—despite an existential disconnection in that she does not have “feeling of herself 

inside her” from religion. This account of Mrs. Hersland’s religion is fraught with 

contentious comparisons that undermine the explicit claim that religion is “the natural 

way of living for her.” Childbearing as analogous to religion in this passage suggests a 

passing down of religious affiliation from Mrs. Hersland’s father through her body to the 

next generation, a biological transmission that does not necessarily speak to the 

inheritor’s own feelings. The contrast between Mrs. Hersland and her father’s religiosity 

suggests a model for the limits of cultural transmission from parent to offspring. For her 

father, “religion was all there was of living,” which does not seem to be the case for Mrs. 

Hersland (62). The Making of Americans questions the notion of an unfiltered, biological 

transmission of identity between relatives by imagining how to reshape the personal past 

                                                                                                                                            
grounded in his own biography and in the development of his own consciousness, but it is hard not to see 
here a more general trend, inherent in the semiotic breakdown of a whole social group,” he argues (18). 
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through narrative. In her lecture “Portraits and Repetition,” Stein explains that “nothing 

changes from generation to generation except the composition in which we live and the 

composition in which we live makes the art which we see and hear” (165). In other 

words, literary experimentation—changes in composition—has the power to transform 

the way readers interpret their world.  

Even as Stein engages with her own classification of character traits of humans’ 

“bottom nature,” The Making of Americans resists classification and embraces 

contradiction. What Stein does distinctly, I argue, is create her own form of the novel that 

merges the family saga, the Bildungsroman, and the autobiography through her very self-

consciousness of form. Stein’s construction of the origin story for the Hersland and 

Dehning families illustrates a longstanding literary interest in the generational saga, a 

form in which lineage is reconstructed in an effort to understand individuals within 

families. Mary Dearborn examines the novel’s resemblance to the generational saga, that 

“Stein, on the other hand, subverts the notion of genealogy even as she insists on it, 

creating the grandparents from her conception of the grandchildren” (170). I add that the 

Old Testament story of Cain in Genesis provides an older model for Stein’s approach to 

storytelling that examines generations in a single family. In this archetypal story, parallel 

syntax suggests how lineage is used to identify individuals by their ancestors: “And Cain 

knew his wife and she conceived and bore Enoch. Then he became the builder of a city 

and called the name of the city, like his son’s name, Enoch. And Irad was born to Enoch, 

and Irad begot Mehujael and Mehujael begot Methusael and Methusael begot Lamech” 

(Alter, Gen. 4.16-19). Building on this poetic parallelism with thematic parallelism, 
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Cain’s great-great-great grandson Lamech’s violent life plays out in parallel form to 

Cain’s: “For sevenfold Cain is avenged, and Lamech seventy and seven” (Gen. 4.24).  

The formal parallelism of begetting and the narrative parallelism of vengeance 

invite the reader to interpret what these similarities between generations might elide. This 

much older example of establishing genealogical claims in literature illustrates a long 

tradition of storytelling in which ancestry is used to foreshadow younger generations. 

These genealogical revelations provide narrative exposition in order to connect the 

actions and weaknesses of forefather (in Cain’s case, a curse for committing fratricide) to 

the fate of his descendants. In her generational novel, Stein disrupts this conventional 

lineal genealogy to build a portrait of ancestors that draws on some of this Old Testament 

technique of repetition and poetic parallelism.  

Instead of following the fictive protagonist’s journey of development as in the 

Bildungsroman, it is the narrator-writer’s process of literary development—of writing 

itself—that becomes the most reliable, and most intimate, character in the novel. Stein’s 

artistic stand-in is not just central to the narrative, as is typical in the artist’s coming of 

age in the Künstlerroman. Stein nests this artist within a broader project that purports to 

be a generational saga. Steven Meyer posits in an introduction to the re-issued full novel 

that readers are likely to “attribute ‘characteristics’ belonging to Stein to the narrator: for 

starters, the name ‘Gertrude Stein’ and an existence outside the confines of the writing. 

Stein, to be sure, isn’t just an author; yet she has made an author who is just that, and 

nothing but that, and the moment one confuses actual author and author-narrator, this 

remarkable achievement is lost” (xxvii). But I consider this narrator Stein herself or, at a 

minimum, a self-conscious writer of the narrative underway who interjects her experience 
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of writing. That at least one background character within the novel is a previous creation 

of Stein’s with an unusual name—Melanctha—makes me confident in referring to the 

narrator as Stein herself.10 Sarah Wilson notes the title alludes to immigrant 

autobiographies; yet Stein, she observes, “reverses their inexorable progression from 

individual account to communal significance, using its radically encyclopedic form to 

break communal formations down to their individual components” (175). Wilson places 

the narrator within the larger context of literary creation: “Indeed, the narrator herself . . . 

increasingly figures her own singular being through the abstract form of her project, 

which is really not so different from what many melting-pot autobiographers did” (MOA 

34, 584; qtd. in Wilson 181).  

Stein employs an interest in generations as a foundation from which to create new 

literary languages that interrogate how generations construct their identities against 

demands to change and assimilate. Taken in an American context, the families in MOA 

grapple with the vexed position of being without history before coming to America—they 

haven no clear origin—and are the objects of narration of an ostensible family history. 

How many generations does a family need to trace back to be considered American? 

Stein ironizes the position made famous by Teddy Roosevelt’s “True Americanism” in 

The Forum magazine in April 1894. Roosevelt quips, “Besides, the man who does not 

become Americanized nevertheless fails to remain a European, and becomes nothing at 

all” (161).11 Stein’s early remark in MOA “We need only realise our parents, remember 

our grandparents and know ourselves and our history is complete” acknowledges the 
                                                
10 Stein later described, in a 1946 interview, her “intention was to cover every possible variety of human 
type in it. I made endless diagrams of every human being, watching people from windows and so on until I 
could put down every type of human being that could be on the earth” (Primer 16). 
11 Many thanks to Michael Davidson for pointing out the relevance of Roosevelt’s words to my project.  
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impossibility of maintaining a consistent American identity, not only across generations, 

but even within the most assimilated third generation living in America, like Alfred 

Hersland, who seems to have just left the “kindly comfort of an older world” (3, 21). 

In this section, I looked at episodes that establish the artistic inheritance inherent 

in the project of generational modernism, with Stein’s use of techniques established by 

the Old Testament and Aristotle. The Making of Americans is not only concerned with 

the tension between generations of immigrants within narratives of family histories such 

as the generation misplaced from the older ways. The generational modernist project 

articulates how Stein positions herself as part of a generation of writers trying to remake 

literature through formal innovation. Stein establishes her contributions to her 

contemporary literary movement by going beyond allusions to much older stories to have 

these stories reflect the motivating tensions of the modernist project: the limitations of 

past traditions, represented by the father dragged by his angry son through an orchard in 

The Making of Americans. Immigrants are able to reimagine or at least reposition origins 

through the stories they exchange. Many of those stories are fraught with the prospect of 

where to turn for guidance. 

 

Educational Experiments: Change Through Repetition 

One of best-known passages from The Making of Americans, featured in the 

Caedmon Poetry Collection recording of Gertrude Stein reading her work, captures the 

contradiction and ambivalence of pedagogy in the novel. In this scene, a young boy wants 

to collect butterflies and beetles, but his father implores him:  
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you are certain this is not a cruel thing that you are wanting to be doing, 
killing things to make collections of them, and the son was very disturbed 
then and they talked about it together the two of them and more and more 
they talked about it then and then at last the boy was convinced it was a 
cruel thing and he said he would not do it and his father said the little boy 
was a noble boy to give up pleasure when it was a cruel one. The boy went 
to bed then and then the father when he got up in the early morning saw a 
wonderfully beautiful moth in the room and he caught him and he killed 
him and he pinned him and he woke up his son then and showed it to him 
and he said to him, ‘see what a good father I am to have caught and killed 
this one,’ the boy was all mixed up inside him and then he said he would 
go on with his collecting and that was all there was then of discussing and 
this is a little description of something that happened once and it is very 
interesting. (MOA 489-90)  
 

The image in the passage evokes another modernist work connected to Stein: her nephew 

Allan posed for a portrait by Matisse “Boy with Butterfly Net” (1907).12 At first glance, 

this passage reads like a contemporary parable, dropped in the middle of the novel. The 

characters are unidentified, making them seem representative of other fathers teaching 

sons. Yet, like the novel itself, this parable provides no resolution. The reversal here of 

the paternal guide from his own advice underscores the contingent nature of pedagogy in 

the novel. The Making of Americans proposes to tell readers how Americans are made, a 

process that would seem to require guidance—but such guidance, Stein implies, is almost 

impossibly fraught throughout the novel. The explicit lessons in the novel—the father 

teaching his son here, and Hersland family governesses I will describe shortly—all hinge 

on disruptions, reversals, and often confusion. The distinction between the boy catching 

butterflies and the father catching a moth seems arbitrary, but that kind of difference is 

consistent with Stein’s composition. She tests readers to locate the differences in her 

emphasis and to experience her use of indeterminate language over time.  

                                                
12 This painting is now owned by the Minneapolis Institute of Art.  
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I see the scenes of education within the Hersland home as an emblematic 

complement to Stein’s own program of cultural and artistic enrichment through her 

famous salon at 27 Rue de Fleurus. Besides such general references to lessons in family 

living as the butterfly episode, The Making of Americans incorporates a European turn on 

childhood education that marks a departure from the college, museum, and religious 

community-based education central to Bread Givers and Call It Sleep. In some ways, the 

Hersland children’s education resembles Stein’s own tumultuous, fragmented education. 

Before she was five years old, Stein moved from her birthplace in Pennsylvania to 

Vienna for a few years where she shared a governess and a Hungarian tutor with her 

siblings; dabbled in formal schooling in Paris; and lived with her “kindly religious 

[maternal] grandfather Keyser” before the family settled in Oakland, California (Brinnin 

6-7). While the children in The Making of Americans cycle through three governesses 

directing their education at their father’s behest, they lack a systematic education—or 

rather, they have multiple of systems of education imposed on them.  

David Hersland seeks to inculcate his own theories of education when he selects a 

series of three governesses to model desirable behaviors and skills for his children.13 The 

distinct talents of the three successive governesses acknowledge the waning reign of Old 

World European education in Hersland’s imagination.14 He initially romanticizes a 

European past and desires only European influences for his children’s education, 

                                                
13 Daniel Stein, Gertrude’s father, was a similarly domineering presence in the lives of his five surviving 
children. He was “continually making up strict new rules of deportment and his authoritarian sense of 
family order had already turned his youngest children [Gertrude and Leo] into rebels,” according to Stein’s 
early biographer, John Malcolm Brinnin (9).  
14 Stein’s “series of under-servants” in Three Lives (1909) seems to anticipate the governesses in The 
Making of Americans. Sarah Wilson describes these under-servants “in their abstraction and evanescence, 
represent the domestic sphere as just as impersonal and unfeeling as the outside world, simply more 
circumscribed” (170). 
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registering the preference for older models more similar to those that appear in the 

Metropolitan museum in Call It Sleep. That there are three governesses prevents the 

Hersland children from receiving a consistent education; the fleeting presence of these 

pedagogical guides indicates David Hersland’s ambivalence about educating his children. 

Like David Hersland in The Making of Americans, Stein’s father directed the children’s 

education without much expertise: “In spite of his never having been known to read a 

book, he had a passion for the education of his children and his mind was active and 

argumentative” (Brinnin 17). David Hersland’s children serve as test subjects for his own 

evolving pedagogical interests. The narrative’s nearly simultaneous, intertwined 

introductions of the three governesses foreshadow the fragmented learning experiences of 

the Hersland children. Because of Stein’s long sentences and repetition, it takes a while 

before the qualifications of each governess are expounded upon, even as the existence of 

multiple governesses is signaled early on in the text. The Hersland children’s fragmented, 

recursive education parallels Stein’s formal control of the novel, which requires readers 

to experience passages over time. 

The first governess emphasizes European language learning, the second shifts 

awareness to general healthy living, and the third combines European and American 

styles of intellectual mastery and physical athleticism. David Hersland updates his theory 

of education each time he hires a new governess. For him, each hiring decision offers a 

new beginning. Stein signals his cyclical preferences for instruction formally, through 

repetitive syntax and vocabulary. For example, when the first governess leaves, “Then 

there was in him a new beginning . . . He had in him then a new beginning” (244). David 

Hersland’s sense of beginnings, related to the cultural work of educating his children in 
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the governess subplot, provides a specific instance of how pedagogical scenes in the 

novel reflect The Making of Americans’ broader artistic endeavor. Stein interrogates how 

narrative and American “beginnings” are constructed, as I will discuss later. 

The tension between immigrant generations evoked in the Brother Singulars 

passage as a conflict between older ways and new re-emerges in the characteristics David 

Hersland seeks from his children’s governesses. The first governess verges on only 

embracing the older ways of immigrant generations, as she seems to fulfill David 

Hersland’s initial ideal of “a real governess, a foreign woman with governess training, 

one who was a good musician, one who would talk french and german with the children” 

(241). Her qualities counter those of the “real Americans,” for instance, that Sara 

Smolinsky observed around her college in Chapter Two. Are the qualifications “foreign” 

and “real” synonymous for David Hersland—the European somehow more authentic than 

the American? Stein’s parallel construction suggests perhaps, yes. The inaugural 

governess leaves; Hersland changes his mind about the merits of European languages and 

wants to promote English language learning instead. David Hersland establishes his 

expectations for the second governess in order to negate his past cultural-educational 

goals:  

Now he wanted the children not to have their english spoiled by french 
and german. Now he was certain that music was a thing no one could 
learn when they were children. This was something every one should have 
in their later living, children should have freedom, should have an out of 
doors gymnasium, should have swimming and public school living, should 
have a governess who would live with them such a life and not teach them 
french or german, not teach them anything, just be a healthy person with 
them. And so this next governess was very different from the last one. 
(MOA 241, emphasis mine) 
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Like the moth-killing father I mentioned earlier, David Hersland reverses his course of 

instruction. With this second governess, the goal of instruction transitions from 

acquisitive mastery to imitative vigor. Stein suggests the intellectual bankruptcy of this 

model of education when she writes that “stupid being filled” the second governess (241). 

David expects the second governess to just exist alongside his children, to not explicitly 

teach them even as her presence implies a desirable pedagogical model for fitness. And 

yet David Hersland’s capricious will constrains the very freedom he decides to allow his 

children. At around the time the second governess leaves, David Hersland “forgot about 

the children and their education” (244). He hires the third governess in response to 

daughter Martha’s failure to be promoted in public school and to fulfill his desire to 

distinguish his children from the neighbors’ children. The Herslands’ wealth sets them 

apart from their immediate neighbors, and they revel in “the feeling of rich country house 

living, with servants and a governess and a seamstress in the house with them” (273). 

Part of the rationale for hiring the third governess, besides Martha being held back in 

school, is that “[b]esides in their half country living they needed some one to keep the 

family living apart from the living around them,” Stein writes (257, emphasis mine). 

Hersland seems to reject assimilation with this new priority for distinction from his 

neighbors and dismisses the status quo of the ordinary (if inane) second governess. The 

language of “apartness” echoes Stein’s earlier invocation of secularized Jewish difference 

in the Brother Singulars address such that David Hersland seems like he wants to restore 

some “noble order” from the past in his children’s education (21). 

These passages representing each governess’ guidelines from David Hersland 

involve similar language that requires the reader to carefully assess how Stein’s emphasis 
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changes if they are to understand how educational goals evolve. Stein tests the reader’s 

patience by repeating descriptions about these governesses’ roles and delaying or 

refusing a satisfactory analysis of their influence on the Hersland family’s history. For 

example, the third governess influences both parents, but the significance and nature of 

that influence remain opaque. The Hersland children have a “sore feeling” about the 

effect of their third governess, Madeleine Wyman, on their mother (270). Yet despite that 

tantalizing detail, the narrative focuses primarily on cataloging how this third governess 

was “everything” to the family, again invoking the same skills and lifestyles promoted 

and negated by the previous two governesses: 

Anyway in Madeleine Wyman they had everything, she knew french and 
german, she was an american, she had had good american schooling, she 
was a fair musician, she was intelligent and could talk as well as listen to 
Mr. Hersland about education, she wanted to listen always to Mrs. 
Hersland’s Bridgepoint living, she felt always the gentle fine being in Mrs. 
Hersland’s country house living, she was good looking, she liked walking 
and wanted to learn swimming. She had everything, every one was content 
then. (257)  
 

The repetition of the functional role of governess thematically echoes Stein’s formal 

innovation. Stein mirrors the structural repetition of her sentences with character 

multiplicity. There are two Davids and two Marthas in the Hersland family and many 

more Mr. Herslands; the service of three governesses in David Hersland’s home furthers 

this point.  

To know a single family’s history, it seems, one must know everyone they 

encountered. This multiplicity of governesses invokes the second half of the book’s full 

title: The Making of Americans: Being a History of a Family's Progress. Stein’s history 

seeks to contain the sprawling characters who come into contact with the Hersland 
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family, a comic inversion of the Metropolitan museum’s exhibition that excludes national 

traditions familiar to David Schearl and Bertha Krollman in Call It Sleep. Everyone 

seems familiar to the Herslands, according to Stein. Stein insists that the ever-broadening 

scope of this history of a family include multiple iterations of characters with which they 

come into contact, such as the three governesses. Her attention to secondary and tertiary 

characters suggests that one constructs identity relationally. David Hersland shifts 

educational goals for his children and uses a similar relational web to the thematic one of 

identity formation and history documentation. 

At the same time, the process of constructing an identity within this ceaselessly 

relational web alienates the individual, especially from one’s own family. Even as the 

third governess was “everything” to the Hersland family, her presence also muddles the 

work of parents instructing their children; intergenerational tensions intensify through 

this pedagogical theme. David Hersland hires Madeleine Wyman as a proxy for molding 

his children according to his educational prerogatives. In practice, though, Madeleine 

Wyman seems to fall under the informal tutelage of Fanny Hersland, the children’s 

mother. Wyman energizes Mrs. Hersland, such that “Some one needed her, not for their 

living or their feeling, but needed her for their self-creation” and “Mrs. Hersland, then, 

was important to Madeleine Wyman to give to her individual being, with her feeling and 

living in her being to make for herself a being” (260). Fanny Hersland’s influence on 

Madeleine Wyman’s self-creation raises problems for the pedagogical influence of 

parents on their children, both for Wyman as a daughter and for the Hersland children. 

Stein tentatively traces the ancestry of Wyman’s “foreign american” family and asserts 

that “one then could reconstruct the foreign father and mother out of the children . . . 
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Later then there will be a reconstruction of them, not from any impression from them but 

from what their children had in them as nature in them and so the parents will come to be 

made soon to us out of the memory of the children as later one remembered them, the 

children when one no longer saw them” (260-261).  

While Stein repeats a theory for the reconstruction of family history that she 

introduced much earlier in the novel, by the time this claim is re-introduced, readers have 

a broader sense of how Madeleine Wyman has been influenced by Mrs. Hersland, and so 

any effort to understand the Wyman parents out of Madeleine would seem to better 

represent Mrs. Hersland than the Wymans. That a governess learns from Mrs. Hersland’s 

influence, rather than the Hersland children, interferes with the transmission of cultural 

values within the Hersland family. If the misplaced generation “that knows not Joseph” 

feels alienated from the old ways, governesses further strain family connections (MOA 

21). The Hersland children feel excluded by the intimacy between their mother and their 

third governess; “they felt something cut off from them” but “it was not the importance 

of their mother as a being that counted for any of the three of them, it was that she was 

part of them, having made them” (255). The meaning of “made” is ambiguous and echoes 

the earlier image of Fanny’s “children inside her,” like her religion (167). The Hersland 

children are aware that they carry something of the “nature” of their mother in them, as 

Stein’s narrator insists about children in general, and the way they understand that nature 

is through the act of creation—of being made by her. The indeterminate language of 

“making” of Americans, then, refers to four processes simultaneously: how, existentially, 

one becomes American; how Americans are born; how the narrator makes a story about 

Americans; and how Stein constructs both the characters and the framing narrative. The 
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indeterminacy of what Stein means by children being made and containing some nature 

of their parents, then, defamiliarizes imagery that constitutes the normative heterosexual 

American family.15  

These glimpses into characters’ influences on each other and how a narrative of 

families gets composed out of younger generations provide insight into how Stein 

innovates in her approach to ancestry, memory, and fictionalized personal historiography. 

Even as Stein ostensibly builds her novel around the lineage of the Hersland family, she 

revises the literary trope of recounting generations by emphasizing the transmission of 

values and knowledge outside the family. Even as the Hersland family stays within their 

own proverbial orchard (and actual—they grow fruit trees) of family living and David 

Hersland designs supplementary education for his children, there is no guarantee about 

who will influence each individual’s self-creation.   

Scenes depicting the training of successive governesses who teach the Hersland 

children in The Making of Americans allude to the historical context of profound 

uncertainty about how modern immigrants—as individuals and as writers—are to 

successfully navigate and synthesize acculturating influences. Passages about instruction 

in MOA highlight the forms repetition can take—as imitation, reinvention, and critique of 

older models. Repetition serves as a formal technique to critique the demands made upon 

                                                
15 I think Stein could be considered an “antimaternalist” modernist, based off her construction of family in 
the novel. Rebecca Plant introduces the useful term “antimaternalism” in Mom: The Transformation of 
Motherhood in Modern America, to refer to wide-ranging beliefs that sought to limit the political meaning 
of motherhood, and, as Plant explains it, encompassed critiques as wide-ranging as “whether they 
consciously rejected the ideal of the self-sacrificing mother as a worthy goal, or lashed out at modern 
mothers for falling short of it—antimaternalist critics helped to undermine the image of American mothers 
as morally superior and politically disinterested” (8). Stein’s resistance to defining the impact of Fanny 
Hersland on her children, other than acknowledging that she began them, complements what Dearborn 
refers to as Stein’s exploration of “the concerns of the ethnic American woman about the meanings of 
ancestry in female identity. She does so, moreover, in a way that questions not only the concepts of 
generations and genre but of the writer’s relationship to language itself” (161). 
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immigrants to change—to leave behind their former lives in order to participate in 

American life. The dominant external pressure on immigrants to imitate new models in 

America assumes one form of repetition while denying another: inheritance from 

immigrant parents. 

The butterfly sequence, David Hersland’s employment of governesses, and Mrs. 

Hersland’s influence on Madeleine Wyman’s “individual being” all construct distance 

between parents and children. These reversals of lessons (killing the butterfly) and 

philosophies (European versus American living) undercut the relational process of history 

writing undertaken by the narrator. The modernist pedagogy of The Making of Americans 

appears not only at the level of narrative and theme with these scenes of instruction. It 

also implicates the act of reading itself, as I will show how The Making of Americans 

teaches the reader.  

 

Formal Experiments & Deferral in the Singular Narrative 
 

The Making of Americans uses repetition as a formal technique to provide a 

selective account of family histories—recounting and accounting for Old and New World 

influences on the Herslands. Stein’s spirit of experimentation that characterizes both her 

allusions to older stories like Aristotle’s and the project of education underway with the 

Hersland children also defines the form of The Making of Americans. Stein strategically 

uses linguistic insistence as a form of implicit resistance to dominant values in American 

culture and literature. The new beginnings David Hersland seeks with the three 

governesses are recapitulated through Stein’s formal innovation. Understanding 

repetition as a formal technique that conveys emphasis rather than sameness suggests 
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how this technique is used in The Making of Americans to enact the instructional theme 

of a modernist pedagogy. In order to understand how the style of Stein’s long novel 

demands readers experience a passage over time, consider the trademark ambivalence, 

repetition, and indeterminate language in the following passage, in which siblings attempt 

to pass on lessons: 

Sometimes Alfy would make Martha go in. He would say if she did not go 
in he would tell her father she was playing hide and go seek in the 
evening. Don’t you know any better than to come along, he would say to 
her. He was then a little beginning to have in him the feeling that he was a 
good citizen, that he was the oldest son, he did not know then yet very 
specifically why she should go in, they neither of them knew very 
specifically why she should not be playing hide and go seek in the evening 
but Alfy was beginning then to have such a feeling about himself in him 
that he should send her in and later then if she did not do something he 
wanted she should be doing he always said he would then tell his father 
she had been playing hide and go seek in the evening and then she always 
had a sullen fear inside her. Neither of them then as I was saying knew 
very specifically what they were meaning. (534) 
 

Alfred knows enough to warn his sister about playing outside at night, but not enough to 

know why; Stein emphasizes this difference by repeating what the siblings do not “know” 

about the meaning of the rules for their behaviors. Imitation opposes knowing. Alfy’s 

beginning to feel like a “good citizen” reprises the narrator’s continued deferrals and 

beginnings. In an article about how Stein was remembered by friends in France, Janet 

Malcolm writes, “Biography and autobiography are the aggregate of what, in the former, 

the author happens to learn, and, in the latter, he chooses to tell” (np). The two genres 

merge in the narrative voice within The Making of Americans. The narrator, unbound to a 

familiar or recognizable plot, claims knowledge of the various characters based on their 

relationships. Yet when she documents their actions, they struggle to know themselves.  
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The founding repetition of The Making of Americans is that of multiple 

generations moving to and within America. In “Metropolitan Perceptions and the 

Emergence of Modernism,” Raymond Williams remarks on the number of modernists 

who were also immigrants, or at least mobile (45). Migrations, both observed and 

experienced by modernist writers, to metropolitan centers were influential for the 

development of innovative literary forms, according to Williams. He posits 

endless border-crossing . . . worked to naturalize the thesis of the non-
natural status of language. The experience of visual and linguistic 
strangeness, the broken narrative of the journey and its inevitable 
accompaniment of transient encounters with characters whose self-
presentation was bafflingly unfamiliar raised to the level of universal myth 
this intense, singular narrative of unsettlement, homelessness, solitude and 
impoverished independence: the lonely writer gazing down on the 
unknowable city from his shabby apartment. (34)  
 

While Williams’ treatment of modernism as it pertains to navigating alienating 

environments rings especially true for Bread Givers and Call It Sleep, the Hersland 

family’s movements primarily concern comfortable settlement away from intense 

urbanization. The Herslands’ move from Europe to Gossols, CA, a fictionalized Oakland, 

begins their dislocation. The “singular narrative of unsettlement” theorized by Williams 

is realized at the level of meta-discourse rather than plot in The Making of Americans. 

While individual characters negotiate familiarity and estrangement from their families 

and spouses and the isolating effect of immigration may be replicated in the migrations 

imposed by married family living, the narrator herself is most concerned with 

constructing a singular literary production. Looking at the formal experimentalism and 

language play that place The Making of Americans within a modernist tradition suggests 

the extent to which immigrant experience as well as the American and American literary 
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experience demanded formal innovation. Notably, Stein uses repetition and narrative 

perspective in novel ways to establish the relationships between generations of 

immigrants, evoking the generational modernist approach. 

Stein’s highly stylized and intentionally stilted prose in The Making of Americans 

suggests her aesthetic attempts to defamiliarize the novel form as well as narratorial 

authority. She deliberately exposes the process of artistic production as fragmented, 

calling for the reader to work, to read through long sentences with sparse punctuation and 

unconventional capitalization and be attentive to the work of artistry. Stein insists upon 

the first-person authorial-narrative “I.” She embeds this anonymous, semi-

autobiographical character within a genealogical narrative without explaining the 

narrator’s own personal identity beyond her artistic authority as the maker of the novel. 

Stein’s narrator’s personal experience never appears. In place of narrative backstory, 

Stein insists on the narrator’s formation as implicitly influenced by immigrant ancestry, 

the modernist artist intervening with new formal techniques to characterize older 

generations of immigrants, confident in her “rare privilege, this, of being an American, a 

real American” (3).  

The Making of Americans’ narrator’s identity is filtered through her observations 

of the writing process: “Every one to me just now is in pieces to me. That is to say every 

one is to me just now as pieces to me. That is to say that each complete one is only as a 

piece to me, that all there is of each one at anytime in them gives to me a feeling of 

pieces not of a whole thing, that is to say . . .” (520). The repetition in this passage 

exemplifies Stein’s approach throughout the long novel. Stein positions her self-

conscious first-person narrator within the circular epic about the Hersland family and 
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foregrounds the craft of writing. “The finished novel bears a real feel of process, as Stein 

works ideas and techniques through, struggling to come to terms with the language of the 

dominant culture,” critic Mary Dearborn contends (164).  

Stein’s ubiquitous use of the gerund suggests her formal commentary on history. 

The ubiquitous present participle in MOA both prepares the reader for the “real” story to 

begin and suspends the reader in the narration always already underway. We see this 

syntactical structure exemplified in the following passage: 

This is one then, I will now describe others of this family of kinds in men 
and women, for soon now I will describe Alfred Hersland for I am 
completely always nearer understanding that one… and still I am feeling 
some difficulties in the completion, they are not yet to me all of them 
entirely completely yet whole ones inside me, I am waiting and I am not 
yet certain, I am not yet impatient yet in waiting, I am waiting, I am not 
now again beginning, I do not feel that I need to be again beginning, I am 
in the right direction, I am only now just needing to be going, I am now 
only just waiting, I am going I think very soon to be keeping on going, I 
have been describing Mr. Hissen again the grandfather of Alfred Hersland 
. . . (MOA 509-10) 
 

Stein suspends her narrator in MOA between what story has been told and what story will 

be told—what she “will now describe,” how she is “waiting” and how she has already 

“been describing.” Future and present tangle in this passage; Stein uses the present 

participle to simultaneously recount the past generation (Alfred Hersland’s grandfather) 

and remain acutely conscious of the future “making of” project that she writes toward. 

The writing and thinking process captured by the narrator’s first-person reflections on 

composing the narrative complement the unusual experience of reading the prose. The 

gerund insists on the ongoing nature of what is happening despite the narrator’s claim 

early on that such a history can be “complete” (3). Uncertainty becomes text—as in this 

passage where the narrator repeats “waiting” four times and is “always nearer.” Stein 
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imbues the text with a sense of anticipation, closing in on the full history of these 

characters in order to understand how they become American without ever completing 

that loop. 

Not only is Stein’s narrator suspended in the never-ending present, Stein’s 

characteristic stylistic technique of using the gerund form reappears throughout The 

Making of Americans, and, as in the title’s “making,” suggests a continuous process: the 

reader and narrator both making sense of the Herslands and the process of writing. 

Moreover, the gerund form immerses readers in a continuous present within a novel 

about immigrants becoming Americans and this suggests that such a process may never 

be complete. Repetitive language (of a limited vocabulary) and sentence structure disrupt 

the conventional linear structure of storytelling and dismantle the reader’s Aristotelian 

expectation of a clear beginning, middle, and ending. Stein is constantly beginning and 

this is instructional for a new kind of reader, one who can surrender their expectations for 

plot and remain attentive to the relational web of interactions among characters. The 

narrator seems to imagine a pedagogical role for herself, when Stein writes, “There being 

teaching always being given makes of living a moral operation to very many living” 

(MOA 636). The infinite degree of this instruction “always being given” fits the 

repetitious frame of Stein’s prose and also implies that this instruction is never complete 

for the reader. 

Stein’s repeated phrases interrupt the expected flow of plot from old idea to new 

idea. She constantly re-states earlier ideas. That Stein self-consciously foregrounds the 

act of writing evokes this constant beginning: “I am writing everything as I am learning 

anything, as I am feeling anything in any one as being, as I am having a realisation of any 
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one, I am saying everything then as I am full up then with a thing, with anything of any 

one” (540). This repetition is central to Stein’s project. Holly Melgard’s 2012 literary 

experiment The Making of the Americans distills the 925-page novel down to a single 

instance of every word, resulting in a mere 24-page representation (including generous 

page breaks and spacing). For Stein, it is the telling rather than the content that makes a 

story new. 

Repetition functions formally to defer plot but more importantly to emphasize 

Stein’s theory of characterology, that she has observed every type of person in the 

continuous present.16  In other words, Stein’s interest in repetition as a formal principle 

enacts her philosophy of what she calls the “bottom nature” of character, the consuming 

insistence of an individual’s authentic personality; just as those character types repeat in 

the world, so they repeat in Stein’s prose. Dearborn reports that Stein “was drawn to the 

concept of generations because it expressed for her the notion of repetition” and argues 

the slight differences between generations suggest a sense of movement in MOA (167). 

Stein appeals to bottom nature itself as a conduit for repetition within a person, in the 

following representative passage: “There is in every one repeating. There is in every one 

a different way of repeating in their beginning and in their middle living and in their 

ending. Sometime there will be a complete history of every one and of all the repeating in 

them” (MOA 245). This bottom nature, or true personality, also known as “the tempers 

we are born with,” repeats within a single person over the course of their life (3). 

                                                
16 Here, I depart from Leon Katz’s argument that these repeated beginnings are about clarity for the reader, 
as he argues in an extensive footnote in “Weininger and The Making of Americans.” Katz posits, “the 
reiterated ‘beginning again and again’ is the result of Gertrude’s attempt to keep absolutely clear for the 
reader that she is momentarily interrupting and freezing her narrative lest he suppose that the story is 
flowing on when it is not” (25).  
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Sarah Wilson connects this theory to the broader ideological context of assimilation: “The 

Making of Americans begins within the paradigm of the melting-pot individual, fleshing 

out every nuance of the logic governing Progressive-era conceptions of being; it is based 

on the idea of a ‘bottom nature,’ an idea that is fundamentally consonant with melting-pot 

presuppositions of a particular and constant individuality capable of serving as the 

hanger, as it were, for the garments of cultural identification” (175). That Stein chooses 

to hang the garment of “American” identification on these characters, then, might seem 

almost arbitrary. Lessons in becoming American never appear at the level of plot.  

The resulting combination of Stein’s classification of character types, her 

immersion of readers in the continuous present, and her framing of the narrative as one 

illuminating the process of Americanization for a particular family, all while reflecting on 

the writing process, produces an unusual tome that engages with the story of immigrants 

who are never “made” into Americans with any finality. 

 

Always Beginning: Enacting a Modernist Pedagogy  

Stein’s idiosyncratic style in The Making of Americans moves beyond description 

of pedagogical guides within the narrative to enact a modernist pedagogy for the reader, 

instructing a new way to approach what seems like a recognizable novel form. The 

modernist pedagogy passes on knowledge and tradition between generations within the 

novel as well as between the writer and the reader. The pedagogical imperative of Stein’s 

formal approach disrupts the reader’s expectations for a familiar narrative of immigrant 

assimilation.  
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The Making of Americans enacts this modernist pedagogical function through a 

self-conscious repetition of form. The pages of The Making of Americans become a site 

of instruction that exposes the reader to English language that is overly familiar through 

repetition. Stein performs duplications of sections of text and suggests that readers make 

sense of what redactions appear. The work defamiliarizes the very act of novel reading—

prioritizing form over plot and engaging poetic language through nonconventional 

grammar. Stein tests the reader’s assumptions about the novel form by forgoing the 

conventions of plot and relentlessly repeating character names, phrases, and entire 

sections of text over the long novel. Stein insists, through repetition and delay, keeping 

her readers “waiting” just as her narrator does, that wholeness does not exist or at least 

cannot be represented, that a complete history of an immigrant family’s progress is 

impossible to attain, even as more accessible and recognizable novels claimed to do so 

through an immersion in a particular immigrant’s more intimate “family living.” As a 

repetitive, incomplete, endlessly deferred history, Stein’s narrative implicitly questions 

the certainty of origin stories for readers expecting a clear beginning and ending. Stein’s 

fragmented approach enables a critique of more recognizable models of education for the 

reader, such as the monolithic presentation of culture at the Metropolitan museum in Call 

it Sleep. 

In The Making of Americans, the anxiety over how the English language produces 

meaning evokes for the reader the artist’s construction of self through the act of writing. 

The abstracted experience of reading mirrors a protagonist’s fragmented attempts to 

reconstruct ancestry—the lineage of a nation, of a particular family, and of an individual 

immigrant-citizen. Stein demands readers unsettle their assumptions about origin stories: 
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as a literary concept of where a story begins and as an existential experience of the 

relational influences both inside and outside of families—the Madeleine Wymans as well 

as the father Herslands. Her repetition and inhabitation of a continuous present challenge 

the dominant “repeat after me” rhetoric of change directed at generations of immigrants.  

I have argued for a new way of reading The Making of Americans through the 

lens of modernist pedagogy of form and specific scenes of instruction in the novel. Older 

generations, represented by the older ways of Alfred Hersland’s ancestors in MOA, 

demonstrate their fear that younger immigrants have distanced themselves from tradition 

and religious values. Yet the guides sought out for these younger generations, in the form 

of Mr. Hersland's governesses, were themselves ambivalent. The mediating influence of 

these guides stands in for the generational modernist author’s mediation of her own 

contributions to modernism vis-à-vis her remaking of literary ancestors’ tales. These 

allusions position the broader generational modernist project of engaging the traditional 

subject of family conflict through experimental formal techniques. By reading Stein’s 

formal techniques through the generational modernist framework, I have marked how the 

modernist pedagogy inculcates a new practice of reading, an instructive effect that builds 

on the scenes of education and self-conscious contributions of modernist authors to 

literary production.  

When Stein published Lucy Church Amiably a few years after The Making of 

Americans was published, she sent a copy to John Dewey, at the suggestion of a mutual 

friend. Dewey wrote to Stein in 1932: “I read it of course & with great interest—I don’t 

pretend to appreciate just what you are doing, but I am much interested—as well as 

perplexed. . . . While I don’t understand, I have too much respect for the possibilities of 
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aesthetic development to reject just because I don’t grasp” (rpt. in Gallup 254). Fittingly, 

of the novels I explored, Stein most fully imagines reading as experience, a meta-

discourse on the process of immigrant assimilation. Literature becomes not something to 

be taught but something that teaches itself, engaging readers in a wholly novel reading 

experience.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

Experience & Education Through Modernist Pedagogy 
 

In 2012, the Met exhibited “The Steins Collect,” a travelling exhibition of two 

hundred pieces from the avant-garde artwork collection acquired by Stein siblings 

Gertrude, Leo, Michael, and sister-in-law Sarah. The exhibition of the collection, 

including works by Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, Edgar Degas, Paul Gauguin, and other 

artists for whom the Steins served as early patrons, received pushback from historians, 

journalists, and local politicians. The display, according to critics, did not adequately 

address questions about Stein’s sympathy toward and collaboration with the Vichy 

regime during World War II, when Stein and Alice Toklas continued to live in France 

despite warnings from the American embassy. Their vast art collection, in the Paris 

apartment they fled, remained intact during the occupation.1 The museum was derelict in 

its educational duty to the public in omitting this story. 

As this exhibition implies, the Met has surely transformed its relationship with 

modernist art since David and Bertha’s fictional visit in Call It Sleep. To say the Met 

embraces and publicizes avant-garde artwork—Gertrude Stein even bequeathed Pablo 

Picasso’s 1905-6 portrait of her to the Met’s permanent collection—would be an 

understatement. To the Met’s credit, “The Steins Collect” even included a virtual 

recreation of Stein’s Paris salon, to scale, providing current instruction to visitors 

transposed over the representation and memory of Stein’s own work educating visitors at 

27 Rue de Fleurus about modernist art before it had established such widespread acclaim. 

                                                
1 For more on the Met controversy, see my bibliographic entries for Emily Greenhouse’s coverage in The 
New Yorker, and the book-length treatments of Stein’s collaboration by Barbara Will and Janet Malcolm.  
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What critics saw as the Met’s omission of relevant history about Stein and Toklas 

adds another dimension to my study here: how old stories about modernists and their 

work are retold to educate new visitors and readers. Scholars, critics, and readers of these 

works now share the task of dragging these artistic progenitors across the proverbial 

orchard. 

The self-conscious break with the past that would-be Americans are taught to 

make parallels the concerns of American literary modernism as a period. At a moment 

when modernists reacted to tectonic shifts in thinking about the human mind, warfare, 

reproduction (sexual and commercial), and the utility of religion, the protagonist as 

“other” in a strange new world may have been the perfect archetype. But Yezierska, 

Roth, and Stein managed to transcend the depiction of these modern themes with new 

kinds of immigrant stories and, using novel narratorial approaches, hybrid language, and 

startling repetition, engage readers in an unfamiliar reading experience that inspires 

readers to question the certainty of what makes them American—and how they learned to 

be that way.   

By bringing together the tensions between ancestry and individual identity, 

pedagogy and a literary movement that some would consider anti-didactic, immigration 

and Americanization, I have offered a reference point with “modernist pedagogy” that 

considers the role of education in becoming American. I have shown that using modernist 

pedagogy as a reference point for novels in the Progressive era concerned with 

immigration enriches how we understand and experience the processes of assimilation 

underway. Thematically and formally, all three novels educate scholars and lay readers 

about immigrant experiences. The dramatization of the social-historical context in which 
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education served a key role in assimilation serves as the basis for writers to engage in 

aesthetic experiments that, rather than merely document immigrant experiences, enact 

their challenges through sometimes difficult reading practices.  

In Modernist Pedagogy, I demonstrated how Jewish immigrant modernist 

coming-of-age novels and family histories—constructed through formal experiments with 

English, Yiddish, and Hebrew as well as thematic experiments with immigrant 

education—enrich our understanding of assimilative discursive formations that shaped 

education and reform in the Progressive era.  

What reading these works through the lens of modernist pedagogy ultimately 

advances is recognition of these works for their sophisticated strategies of tying 

experience to form in order to make readers experience something like immigration. Sara 

Smolinsky in Bread Givers and David Schearl in Call It Sleep attest to this process 

thematically by making text into experience—for Sara, enacting the Sunday newspaper 

story of a shopworker-turned-teacher and for David, testing what he thinks he knows 

about Isaiah from a blue book by shocking himself on the third rail. The Making of 

Americans adds another layer to the interplay between reading experience and instruction 

such that Stein most fully imagines her own text as a unique experience of the novel 

form, what now seems like the Infinite Jest of the 1920s. All three modernists purported 

to take experiences—their own fictionalized stories as Jewish émigrés or the stories of 

their ancestors, distilling generations into a single tome—and represent those experiences 

with new forms.  

That these three novels have remained objects of new scholarship over decades 

speaks to their particular contributions to challenging the cultural amnesia often 
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demanded by Americanization rhetoric. My contribution here of generational 

modernism—the synthesis of formal experimentation and the older literary theme of 

family history—itself relies on a modernist pedagogy. Modernist pedagogy refers to my 

examination of an instructional component at the levels of narrative, style, and reading 

practice that attends to the pedagogical themes and practices these novels engage.  

By sustaining their remarkable hold over generations of readers, these writers 

were able to make their texts instructive about immigration and address the gaps between 

generations—of writers and of immigrants—through their construction of new forms of 

representation. Speaking in 1912, Jane Addams recognized how the Hull House could 

attempt to address the gap between immigrant generations through their Labor Museum, 

opened a decade prior. Presenting at a conference at The Chicago Child Welfare Exhibit, 

Addams referred to the museum as “our little experiment at Hull-House” (410). She 

claimed, “We opened it perhaps text [sic] years ago in the desire to bring together the 

immigrant parents and their Americanized children. No one knows unless he lives in an 

immigrant district and acquires their point of view, how wide the gulf is apt to be 

between the experiences of the parents who come from the Old World and the children 

who are born and brought up in America” (410).  

That idea that “No one knows unless he lives in an immigrant district” was turned 

on its head by the novels I’ve discussed here. These novels provide their own forms of 

instruction to readers that convey that gulf between generations in families as well as 

generations of readers removed from the context of production. They do so, I’ve argued 

here, through representational strategies that not only illustrate the venues for vernacular 

education in America, including the college, Yiddish print culture, museum, heder, city 
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streets, and home. Instead, the formal qualities of these novels build on the thematic 

exploration of how immigrants are educated into both Jewish and American identities—

by adapting the language of an original “American” selfhood to advance their 

incorporation of Jewish immigrant families into American literary production; by 

requiring readers to rely on the elliptical representation of narrators who have authority 

over the texts of their communities; by defamiliarizing the cultural experience of walking 

around a museum with few tangible connections to one’s own history; by recreating the 

experience of language learning and linguistic manipulation including and beyond 

English; by engaging the senses to make tangible the burn of inspiration; and by 

estranging the intergenerational guidance that itself was fraught with concerns over how 

to balance ancestry and American family living.  

By broadening the definition of education to include the college, the heder, 

museum, city streets, and family living and connecting pedagogy to the formal techniques 

used by modernists, I have traced how the pedagogical themes of these novels are 

enriched by the unusual reading practices their structures and styles inspire. These novels 

immerse readers not merely in documentation of immigrant experiences, but in the 

feeling and struggle of trying to become an American in its productive and destructive 

manifestations. Whether by using hybrid Yiddish-English prose, phonetically transposing 

Hebrew without its interpretation, or dislocating the reader with the repetitive use of the 

continuous present, these novels engage readers to empathize with the immigrant 

protagonists and to ask what it is that makes them Americans. These novels participate in 

construction of American identities through their contributions to canons of cultural 

production as well as question that process of construction. 
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As one of the most prominent modern diaspora people, the Jewish immigrants in 

these stories come from a group that is historically the perpetual “other” and arrive in a 

new American promised land, a country that purports to be made by immigrants but often 

glosses over the ongoing history of colonization of Native peoples who have been 

dispossessed to construct such an expansive nation. The racial landscape for these writers 

when they were drafting their novels can be illuminated by a bully in Call It Sleep, who 

points to the street David lives on, using an ethnic slur, and interrogates David, “Yer a 

Jew aintchiz?” and “He ain’ w’ite” (250).2 

The question of what it would mean for Jewish immigrants to fully assimilate and 

whether such a state is possible or desirable, to maintain the hyphenate Jewish-American 

identity, resists resolution. After the 2016 election, The Atlantic re-opened the debates 

over Jewish identity that intensified around the turn of the twentieth century, asking 

readers, “Are Jews white?” While this question remains problematic in part because it 

overlooks people of color and of non-European origins, Jews who were never “white,” 

the essayist reframes the provocative title as “another way of asking, ‘Are Jews safe, in 

this unknown future that is to come?’ To some, it seems unthinkable that they would not 

be. To others, it seems unthinkable that they would” (Green).  

This ongoing uncertainty over Jews’ assimilation in America points to where the 

Jewish immigrant experience and education overlap: not only are Jews historical exiles, 

one of the great traditions maintained over centuries of migration is based around 

literacy—the exclusive scholarly study of preserved texts depicting a people’s own 

                                                
2 While this dialect might more innocently mean “not right,” elsewhere in the novel, Roth uses the same 
punctuated dialect to mark the color of popcorn, as described by David’s peers. 
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mythology and history. The novels I selected for this study use different representational 

strategies to evoke that long history of Jewish education—from the Talmudic texts 

restricted to Reb Smolinsky’s use in Bread Givers and potentially his tutelage of Hugo 

Seelig, to David’s recitations in Hebrew school from the spellbinding blue volume 

containing stories about the prophet Isaiah, to the Biblical allusions and parallel forms 

that inform Stein’s narration and the intellectual traditions the Herslands keep alive 

through foreign governesses in the home.  

* * * 

I showed the interlocking analytical frameworks of generational modernism and 

modernist pedagogy as a way of connecting literature known for its experimental 

aesthetics to immigrant experiences. There are two additional pedagogical applications I 

hope to suggest here, regarding how this new context for the novels can be taught: first, 

by extending the frameworks I have used here with attention to the legacy of their formal 

and representational concerns in contemporary literary studies with two recent examples 

in literature and film; and, second, by asserting that the social value of these novels is 

instructive beyond modernist studies, for their empathic value as literature that revisits 

what seems like an atavistic American Nativism.  

The intergenerational tensions and formal concerns over how writers represent the 

past, which I referred to within a modernist context concerned with the dislocations that 

characterized immigrant experiences, transcend this particular literary period. The 

Aristotelian parable of the father dragged by his son is malleable to shifting cultural 

needs. Working with the same trope of ancestral influence and guilt that Stein uses to 

open The Making of Americans, Yezierska concludes Bread Givers with a similarly 
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haunting image: “But I felt the shadow still there, over me. It wasn’t just my father, but 

the generations who made my father whose weight was still upon me” (297). In her 2013 

short story “Zusya on the Roof,” Nicole Krauss invokes the same parable in a radically 

different post-Holocaust context for imagining Jewish inheritance. The narrative follows 

a Jewish academic trying to reconcile his parenting missteps upon the birth of his 

grandchild. Krauss writes, “When he left the apartment, he locked the door quietly behind 

him, and on his back he carried his mother, with her blue ankles, and his stooped father, 

and their parents, too, dead in a trench at the edge of a pine forest” (64). Krauss’ 

reinvention of this familiar trope suggests the poignancy of the shadow generation not 

carried across following World War II.   

In a very different context, Stein’s idiosyncratic representational strategies 

continue to take on new lives in popular culture that are ripe for analysis of what these 

instructive forms engage. While Volkswagen already mined Stein’s repetition for its “It 

runs and runs and runs” advertising campaign later in the twentieth century, Stein’s latest 

influence extends to the Lisa Joy-Jonathan Nolan HBO science fiction series Westworld. 

Abernathy, an AI host, designed to look and improvise like a human but apparently 

without self-consciousness, is taken in for diagnostics after what seems like a glitch in his 

programming. When asked his name, he recites “[a] rose is a rose is a rose,” performing 

Stein’s famous poem. While Abernathy’s performance is momentarily excused as old 

programming code resurfacing—in a former iteration, the host once played a professor 

and also recites Shakespeare—the reference to Stein’s signature repetitive formal 

innovation unsettles audience members in their detection of whether the world they are 

watching has already advanced to a post-human context where AI have the self-
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consciousness not only to control their actions but to use it to manipulate their human 

makers.3 

Finally, in revisiting this historical territory, I agree with Mae Ngai’s contention 

in her history of immigration: “If the principle of immigration restriction has become an 

unquestioned assumption of contemporary politics, we need to ask how it got to be that 

way and to consider its place in the historical construction of the nation” (5). By 

discussing novels concerned with and by Jewish immigrants at one moment one of 

restrictive immigration, I revisited an environment of exclusion based on religious and 

ethnic constructions of difference that resonates with resurging Nativism in the public 

sphere and tightening restrictions on immigration that affect all aspects of family living 

for some and will surely impact scholarly research and development, possibly for years to 

come.  

While much of the current Nativist political and populist rhetoric is concerned 

with nostalgia for a white, idealized past of “greatness,” it also relies on constructions of 

difference that trace back to the 1920s and 1930s. While Kallen’s insistence on 

established cultural groups has been problematized and his approach considered overly 

deterministic, his critique of a politically empowered population’s efforts to secure their 

own constitutional and basic human rights through the negation of others’ rights remains 

relevant. The question, “Who is an American?” continues to resonate. I hope to suggest 

further lines of inquiry into exclusionary practices within education today and the 

political discourse that shapes it. 

                                                
3 Werner Sollors mentions this Volkswagen ad campaign (Ethnic Modernism 2).  
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